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THE DEATH OF THE BALL TURRET GUNNER
Randall Jarrell
(1914-1965)
From my mother's sleep I fell into the State,
And I hunched in its belly till my wet fur
froze. Six miles from earth, loosed from its
dream of life, I woke to black flak and the
nightmare fighters. When I died they washed
me out of the turret with a hose.
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ABSTRACT
This study identifies overt mechanisms by which
working class students at a rural community college were
aligned with entry level service employment following the
AAS degree.

It examines socioeconomic and state constraints

upon the college, its vocational faculty and students.
Three models explain the state structuring process on social
institutions:

Brint and Karabel's political niche, Carnoy

and Levin's dominant class ideology, and O'Connor's value
theory of crisis during late capitalism.

The literature

review looks at critical sociology, including the
reproduction school as well as vocational education
literature on the community college.

The data were

structured interviews with 74 students and four faculty.
Classrooms were also observed.

A critical theory of the

state provided the interpretative frame for analysis.
Recommendations for greater student choice to provide for
increased equity and equality are offered in conclusion.

CHAPTER ONE
STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Evolving Mission of the Two-Year College
The public two-year college was the bottom tier added
to American higher education between 1900 and 1930 (Brint
and Karabel, 1989, p. 6).

Into the early 1960s, the

institution was perceived as providing ladders of economic
opportunity by which workers' children could climb above
their roots through higher education (Brint and Karabel,
1989 p. 5).

After 1960, national policy organizations,

including the American Association of Community-Technical
and Junior Colleges (AACJC), became especially interested in
techno-training roles with business, industry and the
military.1

Corporate and military advisors worked with

faculty to develop partnerships that met immediate training
needs for technicians and service personnel.

As an

institution, the two-year college accepted its structural
constraints and chose to vocationalize to compete for local
markets, federal training dollars, and off campus sites
'Techno training is one or two years of job specific
vocational education leading to employment in the lowest
strata of technical service: nursing, medical assistants,
clerical/office/data processing, industrial manufacturing,
assembly or repair/maintenance of equipment or machines.
12
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where inexpensive, short term training for labor would
increase commercial volume within the college district
(Brint and Karabel, pp. 15-17).
Vocational training for jobs in entry level industry
and the service fields became a means for managing the
ambition of working class adults (Jencks and Reisman, 1977),
and an arena for socializing students to low economic
rewards.

Such a training emphasis left problematic the

legitimacy of the two-year degree in relation to the fouryear degree as an avenue to upward mobility, job security or
entry into management.

But for the most part, voices for

liberal education were drowned out or ignored by
businessmen, shop managers and military advisors working
with community college administrators to find fast,
efficient ways to train students for production (Grubb,
1984; Pincus, 1986; Teitel, 1988).
Clark (1960) and Turner (1966) recognized the
vocationalization of post-secondary education as evidence
that the state needed a strata of public colleges to "cool
out" the ambitions of America's working class because the
number of high reward professional careers could not keep
pace with the number of college graduates seeking
employment.

Clark emphasized, as did many functionalists,

that these students were cooled out because they lacked the
intelligence to complete liberal arts degrees.

These

researchers recognized academic limits, but said nothing
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about where such students should go.

Industrial societies

have always had a problem certifying and placing large
numbers of qualified citizens in the labor hierarchy when
options for advancement and social mobility were limited,
especially when status, income and power of position could
not always parallel workers' intellectual abilities or
personal levels of energy and ambition (Sennett and Cobb,
1973).
At no point in the two-year AAS experience are
students told that they are unlikely to continue on to a
four-year degree, nor are they told that entry-level
training will prove insufficient for advancement or economic
mobility (Pincus, 1986).

"The system simply avoids absolute

points for selection" (Brint and Karabel, 1989 p. 7).
Internal structures, i.e. placement assessment, academic
advising, faculty messages (overt and covert), vocational
links to local markets, and campus influences direct
students' choices which they ultimately interpret as their
own decisions about career selection.
Purpose of Study
This study addresses the role of the two-year college
in managing vocational programs.

It looks specifically at

complementary/contradictory messages that vocational
students receive concerning economic place and prestige in a
capitalist economy.

It shows how the college acts as a
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state training agency, and how it extends state welfare
services via technical programming.

The connection between

faculty and college administrators, as state agents, and the
production agenda of industries who hire AAS graduates is
addressed.

The complementary and contradictory fit between

community college mission, internal competition for
resources, and the use of state institutions to extend
welfare functions is investigated as evidence of social
crises lying at the root of fiscal crises in the larger
economy.

The objectives of technical programs may

complement or conflict with students' choices when colleges
find financial security through local business/military
training which aligns students' career expectations with
available resources (Carneval, 1990; Scans, 1992).

"When

efficiency can be improved, savings are not passed on to
workers [students], but rather go to the general treasury"
(O'Connor, 1973, p. 239).

Multi-campus districts often

develop distinct missions and divergent cultures to serve
specific populations according to local needs in specific
service industries.

Conflicts between campus cultures may,

therefore, loosen the normative glue that once unified an
institution, especially when the state intervenes to manage
programs through special funding.

The balance between

campus budget shares, enrollment shares, training niches and
academic expectations may lead to questions of program
legitimacy when differences display a strong political face
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(Morgan, 1986).

In larger, more complex multi-campus

districts, cultural differences may be interpreted
positively, but in rural locations state intervention may
impede organizational planning and collaboration.
Administrators, faculty and counselors may work to align
students with "quick fix" courses of study that support
entry level service technology at the expense of students'
personal needs for a secure long-term career.
Technical students receive messages from three
authorities:

home culture (from family, neighbors, and age

peers), community college personnel, and employers/peers on
the first job following training.

This study examined

consistency across these messages, and looked at the
outcomes of program choice through work place rewards that
AAS students experienced.

It assumed a problematic, but

socially constructed, connection between training/placement
processes and working class culture given the realities of
reconcentration of economic resources, labor constriction,
and the closing of manufacturing producers in one rural
county.

It asked students to verbalize their perceptions

and expectations for mobility in relation to family culture,
work traditions and faculty messages in the technical
programs.

It considered state needs for service personnel,

college needs for funding based on numbers of students
registered, and employers' needs to maximize profit in a
tight economy.

The study considered the macro influences on
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one micro environment, and the extent of state involvement
in techno-service labor and preparation of labor.

It

considered job placement and work status relating students'
experiences to a national prestige scale (Featherman and
Hauser, 1978; Waite and Spitze, 1981).

It identified

specific mechanisms that mediated employment relationships.
To date, many researchers have argued abstractly about a
connection between state messages and socioeconomic
stratification, but few researchers have concretely
connected community college faculty and administrative
messages to state mediation processes.

This study

concentrated on the community college as a state entity in
the work placement process.
Student voices best testify as to whether or not
there are congruencies or contradictions between messages
from vocational faculty, students' families and/or local
employers.

The study addressed how a worker's job place

became defined in community college culture.

How is the

community college, as a state agency, related to other state
agencies, and to the private sector?

How does the college

place students into programs, jobs, and related complex
interrelationships with the economy?
To address these issues a case study of seven
vocational training programs at a Southwestern community
college was undertaken.

A purposive sample of 60 vocational

students was selected from those employed one to five years

after training.

In addition, 15 students currently enrolled

in the final semester of the Associate of Applied Science
degree were interviewed to see if employment expectations
were congruent with the work place reality experienced by
graduates.

One of the 75 interviews was unusable due to

taping difficulties, bringing the student sample to 74.
College culture was examined through 78 hours of
classroom observation in seven AAS programs.

Additionally,

15 vocational faculty completed open-ended questionnaires
addressing program purpose, faculty members' work
experience, and his/her perceptions of student program
status and work placement expectations.

Following analysis

of faculty questionnaires, two additional vocational
faculty, plus two vocational division chairs were
interviewed.

Data from student and faculty interviews,

questionnaires and observations informed four research
questions.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.

What is the socioeconomic location of the
students and faculty?

2.

Do faculty and students perceive a status
hierarchy among vocational programs at the
institution? Does the hierarchy correspond to
national prestige and pay hierarchies? Are
students' rewards commensurate with these
hierarchies?

3.

Do students understand choices they make in
selecting the AAS programs' socialization
messages?
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4.

How do working class students perceive and
interpret messages from state agents: faculty,
administrators, counselors, job placement
services and employers? Do these messages
complement or contradict family messages for
careers and for economic place?
FRAME WORK FOR STUDY

The study is based on a critical/radical socioeconom
ic theory.

James O'Connor (1973, 1987) discussed the state

as a semiautonomous actor molding macro economic decisions
to mediate fiscal and social crises.

He saw three

interrelated circles of crisis encompassing labor and
capital.

Each circle is observed through capital-labor

relationships mediated by state agents.

O'Connor did not

discuss the community college as a state agency in the
socialization process except through references to
educational reform following the Equal Opportunity Act of
1966 (O'Connor, 1973, p. 53).

The three interrelated

circles of crises, however, do help explain connections
between the community college vocational training emphasis,
and state training needs aligned with the larger mandate for
corporate accumulation to transform social expenses into
social capital (O'Connor, 1973).
Macro-economic Circle of Crisis
The most external, abstract circle in the model uses
market theory to consider international trade.

O'Connor

argued that problematic drops in U.S. international markets
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cut into profits during late capitalism.

Disintegration at

the level of exchange forced the democratic state to
abstract social, cultural and ideological commitments from
labor, and from specific state institutions like community
colleges.

Government, therefore, has grown at the expense

of the free market by orchestrating economic-political
mergers that involved state organizations such as community
colleges.

Government contracts with private sector

corporations, especially defense contractors, to set wages,
benefits, and working conditions which play out by social
strata.

Since the first Manpower Development and Training

Act of 1964, students from the welfare and lowest working
classes were encouraged to use the public college to train
quickly for traditional low-wage occupations so social
outlays in welfare could be transformed into social capital
through the competitive sector (O'Connor, 1973, p. 166).
MDTA funds were channeled into AAS programs through "special
training acts" administered at the state level including the
Single Parent's Program for mothers on AFDC at Rural
College.

As the need for added profit squeezed labor into

fewer rewarding careers, state agents more vigorously
supported a crisis ideology for austerity by accepting
special contract funds for specific job training often
connected to Department of Defense production initiatives.
My study considered why the community college supported this
"for profit ideology" and how, at the same time, it extended
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welfare services to working class students in the name of
"services."

It looked at faculty members' rewards for

training AAS technicians for jobs external to the market,
and for the most part outside both monopoly and professional
arenas.

Did graduates understand cause effect relationships

between competition for international trade and corporate
needs to extract profit from young American labor?

Were

faculty satisfied with their roles as service sector
trainers placing students into low-reward jobs?
Social Political Circle of Crisis
O'Connor's second level "circle of crisis" concerns
contradictions and conflicts between economic policy and
social, political behaviors of state employees as the state
mystifies its profit connection with the monopoly sector.
Positive sounding euphemisms for short term training like
"applied academics for future professional technicians"
(Hull and Parnell, 1991, xxi) allowed technical administra
tors to translate basic writing practice and arithmetic with
business applications into certificates for specific service
occupations.

How does the state convince laborers that

economic austerity is vital to the continuation of
democracy?

O'Connor (1987) maintained that the correlation

is more than an objective, historic process (p. 3).

The

responsibility for keeping wages down shifted over to
government agents in the 1970s when New Career Programs
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begun under the Equal Opportunity Act of 1966 created the
term "para professional" to justify entry level technicians
shorter training periods "and lower unit labor costs allowed
by state contracts" (O'Connor, 1973, p. 53).

Do AAS faculty

see themselves as positive state agents, or do they perceive
themselves as legitimators of the welfare function?

Do

employed students express contradictions or confusion over
the social value of labor paid under $7.00 an hour?

Do AAS

students understand how political behaviors inside and
outside the college created status hierarchies that aligned
technical programs with dual class stratification messages
that divided students by family culture?

Do vocational

faculty understand the symbolic implications of "austerity
messages" that direct students toward contracted part-time
labor?

Are college administrators rewarded for supporting a

hegemony of "social investment" that rewards corporate-state
contracting of graduate nurses, draftsmen and data entry
clerks?
Social Psychological Circle of Crisis
If AAS students internalized social place based on
institutional messages that defined personal value by
gender, ethnicity, and home culture, how did laborers
explain their wages, working conditions and options for
advancement?

O'Connor's innermost circle of conflict

addressed personal/psychological disintegration and
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confusion among laborers confronting the political reality
of economic austerity.

Working-class family culture taught

children an ideology that glorified physical labor, and
supported an expensive defense industry.

Children were

expected to "serve their country through the military"; each
learned to sacrifice to protect democracy.

Did technicians

also understand contradictions between accumulation and
legitimation "where expenditures, services and budgets are
explicable only in terms of power relationships within the
private economy?"

(O'Connor, 1973, p. 5).

This study asked students to discuss personal
conflicts, frustrations and understandings of economic place
following AAS classroom socialization.

It examined class

room messages to students (by vocational program) regarding
university transfer, the value of general education, and the
need for specific skill competencies for employment success.
Students trained in liberal arts universities may hear
different messages for socioeconomic place.

Students who

study social science, humanities, economics and political
theory may be less easily exploited than community college
AAS students.

As the state assumes a greater role in

mediating social stratification, state agents, including
community college faculty and administrators, experience the
three levels of crisis together.

This study subjectively

explores the process of state mediation by examining
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mechanisms that connect students, faculty, and administra
tors as state agents, in the crises of late capitalism.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
One reason that the state agenda regarding industry
and education remains opaque is the diverse nature of
literatures addressing higher education, community college
culture, economic theory and work place status/prestige.

To

focus clearly on the community college as a state agency, a
researcher must connect community college culture literature
(Clark, 1960; London, 1978; Olivas, 1978; Richardson, 1980;
Deegan and Tillery, 1985; Zwerling, 1986; Weis, 1986;
Dougherty 1987, 1989; Brint and Karabel, 1988-1989) with
literature on work place status/prestige (Blau and Duncan,
1967; Pincus, 1983-86; Spitze, 1981; Sheldon, 1982;
Bluestone and Harrison, 1982; Grubb, 1984), and the general
schools' literature of correspondence and reproduction
(Bowles and Gintis, 1975; Willis, 1977, 1981; Apple, 1979;
Apple and Weis, 1983, 1985; Giroux, 1983, 1991).

These

combined literatures were analyzed through a macro lens that
considered the social construction of status/prestige
attached to employment choice, social class, the political
agenda of the capitalist economy and the state in its
25
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several sectors (Sennett and Cobb, 1973; Emmerij, 1974;
Carnoy and Levin, 1985; O'Connor, 1973, 1987; DeMott, 1990;
Bellah, et.al., 1991; Barlett and Steele, 1992; Slaughter,
1993).
Community College Culture and Effect Literature
Burton Clark (1960) studied how community colleges
cooled out traditional-aged students (18-21) who could
benefit economically from a university experience by
diverting their aspirations away from professional and
managerial upper middle class careers.

Clark argued that

democracy offered everyone opportunity to partake of higher
education, but the community college discouraged transfer
into traditional higher education and encouraged students to
become realistic in setting goals aligned with terminal
programs given their perceived academic abilities.

Hidden

messages from faculty, administrators, and especially
counselors "cooled out" students7 ambitions to attempt
university work (Brint and Karabel, 1989).

Clark

interviewed faculty and administrators at San Jose State
Junior College, but he did not consider student voices when
evaluating the training experience.

He analyzed documents,

policy statements and he sat in classes to observe teachers,
but he did not attempt to identify institutional or larger
macro economic factors that separated "transfer" from
"terminal degree" obtainers.

He implied, but never
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expressed, a structural correspondence between students'
social class and the counselors/faculty members "cooling
out" activities.
After Clark's work, many researchers have looked at
the relationship between community college processes or
functions and social stratification.

London (1978)

conducted a qualitative study on The Culture of the
Community College that found students resistant to middle
class values and schooling even as they internalized and
accepted as their own choice the school's evaluation of
their academic abilities.

In vocational classes, community

college culture seemed to complement working class family
culture more than traditional academic culture (London,
1978; Weis, 1985, Dougherty, 1986).

Educational

ethnographers (Ogbu 1983; Weis 1985, 1986; Olivas 1978,
1986) continued this line of inquiry testing assumptions
about the way minority students' participation patterns,
modes of resistance, uses of financial aid and related
gender, and ethnic conflicts correlated with broader
patterns of social class stratification.
In 1989 Brint and Karabel considered three
explanations of why community colleges' vocational programs
have expanded.

The "consumer choice" model holds that

colleges have responded to student demands for programs that
offer economic power in a "free academic market" (p. 13).
The "business domination model" points to the importance of
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training for local community economies demanded by private
business.

The third explanation is that two year

administrators and faculty search out and develop
institutional niches under "conditions of powerful
structural constraints" (p. 16).

Because both higher

education and the economy are stratified, community colleges
have turned to vocational education as a profitable
institutional function.

Brint and Karabel favor this third

explanation underscoring implicitly the active state role
(as outlined by O'Connor) in providing training services.
Small, rural colleges often develop paternalistic,
authoritarian cultures that flow naturally from values
shared by the rural lay board, the faculty and local
communities with strong, individualistic personalities.

In

part this results from competition for scarce resources;
small communities lack financial diversification, and job
opportunities for graduates are limited.

Options for costly

technical programming are few, and programs in small
colleges are often limited by the expertise of the one full
time instructor in the discipline, and an operational budget
allocated according to heads at registration (Vineyard,
1979).

So in noncompetitive rural environments, both

institutional needs and the needs of local businesses may
constrain "student consumer choice" for a college major.
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Vocational Program Effect Studies
Studies on the effects of the AAS degree are mixed.
Findings range from positive to neutral to negative effects
of vocational programs on educational and status attainment.
Pascarella (1985) found that 53 percent of community college
students who expressed an interest in achieving the
baccalaureate did so over a nine year period.

Knoell and

Medsker (1965); Cohen and Brawer (1982) and Astin (1982),
confirmed that for the ten to 15 percent who desired the
baccalaureate, the AAS degree was as valuable as the
Associate of Arts degree with regard to transfer.

However,

during the 1980s community college transfer percentages
dropped to between five and eight across all degrees and
across the nation (Cowen and Brawer, 1982; Bader-Borel,
1985; Grubb, 1984; Astin, 1985; Pincus, 1989; Brint and
Karabel, 1990) as fewer nontraditional students transferred
into four-year institutions.
Effects in terms of status attainment have also
changed somewhat over time.

Some findings indicate that

some vocational program students began work at pay rates
exceeding four-year graduates (Cowen and Brawer, 1982;
Sheldon, 1982; Anderson, 1984).

Studies reporting mixed

results observed differences in pay by program, gender,
ethnicity and skills used on the first job.

Breneman and

Nelson (1981) indicated that 40 percent of terminal students
were gainfully employed one year following training, and
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after two-years nearly half the cohort was doing well.
Wilms and Hansell (1980) found that most AAS graduates
remained in the "techno-service" track after five years, but
they also found that race, gender and socioeconomic status
related negatively to dollars earned.

Sheldon (1982) said

that the AAS degree may be meaningless given that students
who did not graduate earned equal salaries to AAS graduates,
and they could be hired preferentially based on noneducational criteria.
After 1980, however, the negative findings for AAS
degree completers outpaced positive results.

A summary of

the six major reasons given in the literature for the lack
of transfer follows:
1.

Fewer jobs were available for minimally trained
technicians, and job ceilings prevented them
from internal mobility within a company.

2.

Two-year campus culture prevented higher level
skill development needed in technical problem
solving situations.

3.

College employees held negative attitudes toward
working class, minority and disadvantaged
students and therefore expected less from them.

4.

Vocational students usually did not use college
texts, research methods and independent learning
strategies.

5.

Public funding options available to community
colleges limited the technical training mission
to short term training with inferior technology.

6.

Even when wages were equal to persons with other
degrees, occupational degrees gave students
lower work status and less prestige on the job.
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Researchers who reported negative results for AAS degree
completion for one or more of these reasons included
Lombardi, 1979; Breneman and Nelson, 1981; Cohen and Brawer,
1982; Sheldon, 1982; Krulik, 1983; Brier, 1985; Bader and
Borel, 1985; Astin, 1985; Richardson, 1985, 1990; Pincus,
1986; Zwerling, 1986; Tinto, 1987; Brint and Karabel, 1990;
Boylan, 1992.
High vs. Low Tech Jobs
The American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges (AACJC) and Dale Parnell (1985) argued for two
decades that vocational programs prepared community college
students for high and mid-level technical jobs in an
evolving market.

Pincus (1983) and Grubb (1984) disagreed,

however, saying that high to mid-level technology training
polarized employment, and that most high technology jobs
required the bachelor's degree.

A few two-year technicians

obtained high paying, high technology jobs, mostly in
computer science, electronics or the medical assistance
areas, but the majority remained in low pay, low technology
placement, and few if any moved out of the techno-service
strata once employed.

Looking at actual placements from

programs during the 1980s, the two researchers confirmed
that community colleges were still basically training people
for the same types of lower-level jobs they had trained
people for 15 years ago.

The work of Grant and Eiden (1984)
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confirmed Pincus and Grubb's findings.

Because the cost of

initiating competitive, high technology training remained
prohibitive outside special state funding, most small
colleges retained traditional vocational curricula.
Contribution to Research Question
The central contribution of community college
literature is identification of transfer limitations
following vocational study, and definition of pay ranges and
employment locations.

The literature identifies effects,

but does not address causes, other than the influences of
race, class and gender.
Literature on Status and Prestige
Carnoy and Levin (1985) identified four strata within
the U.S. labor market.

University graduates were expected

to enter the professional strata and seek mobility through
advanced degrees.

Traditionally, technical colleges and

two-year institutions trained working class students for
unionized jobs in corporate America.

But with the loss of

union power during the 1970s, these jobs were less available
and less financially secure.

Many craft jobs were replaced

by automation, or exported to third world nations, forcing
craft workers into the competitive, less secure labor sector
(Bluestone and Harrison, 1982).

Students with less than a

bachelor's degree generally found initial employment in the
nonunionized, semiskilled, clerical, part-time service
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strata, even with an AAS degree (Grubb, 1984).

Women,

minorities, immigrants and the poor predominated on the
bottom of the work hierarchy, even with some college
training (Bluestone and Harrison, 1982; Apling, 1993).
In the 1960s, Blau and Duncan undertook an organized
analysis of the American occupational structure and the
complex factors that influenced social mobility in the
United States.

Their objective was to present a systematic

analysis of American occupational structures as a model for
stratification research.

The original study analyzed census

data, qualitative and quantitative, from 20,000 American men
ages 20 to 64 (Blau and Duncan, 1967).

Occupational

Stratification Theory explained features of social
differentiation by reference to historical conditions that
produced measurable differences in the status of work.
Occupational stratification research sought to identify the
"whys" and "hows" affecting the status of occupations.
Still, how a person's work or training choice connects to
social class position and prestige remains problematic.
"Occupational position does not encompass all aspects of the
concept of social class, but it is probably the best single
indicator to the public eye" (Blau and Duncan, 1967, p. '6).
The work a person trains for, then enters and endures is the
connecting link between educational institutions and social
class, as well as levels of social control/participation.
Occupation becomes, therefore, the link between family and
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culture, self and economy, community and status.

A person's

work position directs his understanding of power
relationships in home and community that influence the
distribution of economic rewards nationally.

From this

position flows intergenerational messages for family
mobility and cultural place (Blau and Duncan, 1967, p. 9).
Job prestige is a socially constructed impression of
an employee's goodness, power and community worth/status
suggesting home background and social position.

Otis

Duncan's scale, The Socioeconomic Index (SEI), provides a
measure of the distance between occupations based on
education and income; it has proven worthwhile in the
description of educational processes and outcomes for 504
jobs (Duncan, 1961; Featherman, Jones and Hauser, 1975,
1978; Sewell and Hauser, 1980 in Stevens and Cho, 1985).
Some held that since students at the bottom of this
status scale were over-represented in terminal two-year
vocational programs, they were deprived of the greater
intellectual and economic benefits that came from a
bachelor's degree, and consequently, such programs
reproduced race, ethnic culture, and gender inequalities
found in the larger society (Pincus, 1983; Grubb, 1984;
Zwerling, 1986, 1988; Ogbu, 1986).

Those inequalities were

shaped by state-corporate partnerships that demanded cheap,
entry-level labor.

"These programs merely substitute

service to business, industry, labor and the military for
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service to the senior collegiate institutions" (Pincus,
1983, p. 4).

Small community colleges may use the rhetoric

of crisis made available by policy planners, AACJC, and the
national media to secure their own agenda of accumulation
during times of restriction.

The political model defines

some administrators and some programs as "campus elites"
based on local, socially constructed criteria.
Brint and Karabel (1989) discussed state-guided
mechanisms used to emphasize vocational programming in
Massachusetts's community colleges.

These mechanisms

included state budget control, local boards' hiring
presidents who favored occupational programs, staff and
faculty socialization to efficient local training guide
lines, guidance counseling to channel students into shortterm programs, limiting enrollments in liberal arts programs
or using scores on standardized assessments for admission
into general education.

More important were exchange

agreements between local employers and colleges willing to
accept industry training contracts.

Colleges often received

equipment and the use of private sector technical facilities
as rewards for certifying local employees (Brint and
Karabel, 1989).

Duea (1981) reported that surveys of two-

year college presidents placed the effort to shift the
community college mission toward vocationalization as second
on a list of 20 critical issues.

Pincus (1989) described

the contradictory effects of short term customized contract
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training on students entering the technologies and service
industries even though colleges did benefit financially from
job-specific training contracts.
Financial concerns forced institutions to seek
additional state funds for vocational training.

Special

needs funds through the Job Training Partnership Act,
federal/state entitlements such as the Single Parents'
program, Developmental and Handicapped education funds, and
most recently state allocated funds for "Tech Prep Associate
Degree" training became available to welfare recipients and
workers in transition, thus connecting short term training
with broader social welfare functions that needed the
legitimate stamp of community college certification (Brint
and Karabel, 1989; Carnevale, 1990; Hull and Parnell, 1991;
Scans, 1992).
Additional funds became available through private
sector alliances employing local advisory committees
interested in hiring entry-level technicians and service
personnel.

Business advisory committees met with boards and

administrators to build programs to local employment
patterns, particularly where large federal defense contracts
or corporate growth depended upon cheap, temporary labor for
assembly or repair.

Coupled with federal and state

retraining funds, these partnerships were lauded as ladders
up from welfare, training for immediate employment to
relieve financial burdens on young families and the American
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tax payer (Brint and Karabel, 1989; Pincus, 1983; Parnell,
1990; Hull and Parnell, 1991).
Parnell (1990) argued that during the 1990s technical
changes attached to an international economy will continue
to drive employment and training needs for capital:
"It is absolutely clear that long-term economic problems
have begun to cause changes in the way employees are
trained. Corporations are trying to reduce their labor
costs including in-house training in order to compete with
foreign products and it is financially viable to subcontract
training to educational institutions" (Luther, 1984 in
Pincus 1989, p. 84).
A technical preparation curricula funded under Carl Perkins'
legislation, encouraged two-year colleges to write
agreements with local high schools to commit students in
their junior year to a six-year vocational goal terminating
in the AAS degree.

Local businesses and the Department of

Defense were encouraged to advise "Tech Prep" faculty in
aligning applied programs with local needs and hiring
program completers (Hull and Parnell, 1991).

The Department

of Defense was also encouraged to use community college
faculty on-site for short term job retraining and skills
upgrading with college credit (Dateline 2000. 1990;
Carnevale, 1990; Hull, 1991).
The National Board of Directors for the League of
Nursing (NLN) encouraged added stratification:

"... edu

cation of nurses should differ in purposes and lengths and
should prepare students for varying levels of practice
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entailing different degrees of responsibility and education"
(NLN, 1982 p. 52 in Pincus, 1983, p. 8).
Future for AAS Certification
Grubb (1984) and Pincus (1989) both predicted trouble
for vocational programs and graduates as the supply of
minimally trained technicians grew in excess of opportuni
ties in the job market.
"Institutions cannot afford crucial long-term program
upgrading needed to keep pace with industry and technology.
The nation will not cease to substitute capital for labor or
stop exporting jobs to third world countries; these factors
are beyond the control of the small community college"
(Grubb, 1984, pp. 441-442).
These critical sociologists make a key point.
past AAS literature on work is no longer relevant.

The
In the

1990s technology and the expanding world economy have so
polarized employment in the U.S. that the two-year degree is
no longer a rung on the ladder to mobility.

Jobs for which

AAS degrees successfully trained before 1980 no longer
sustain the U.S. economy.

The majority of new techno-

service jobs remain entry level.

Degrees that once opened

doors to mid and upper-technology or management are no
longer relevant in a situation in which such jobs have left
the country for cheaper labor forces in the third world.
small college can now initiate high or mid-tech training
without industry's help, and industry is little concerned
with general education courses.

No
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Relevance to Research Question
Status/prestige studies involving community college
vocational programs generally gave completers low scores
without affixing causes or implying links to a macro state
agenda.

Correspondence theorists informed the school's

literature by providing a one-dimensional view of how
attitudes and values/behaviors of working class students
corresponded with their choice of academic program.

These

studies explained how children brought class values and
family culture to school and how schools directed students
toward stereotyped jobs, majors and future employment.

But

this literature failed to address "why" these correspondenc
es continued across time and location
1976).

(Bowles and Gintis,

Neither did it explain the role of the State in

relation to training needs for capital.
New sociology of education theorists, the
reproduction school. (Althusser, 1971; Bourdieu, 1977;
Apple, 1979) argued that all schools reproduce structures of
class and gender privilege by differential training and
support of different ideologies for different social strata
within society (Holland and Eisenhart, 1990).

This

extensive literature explained resistance among working
class adolescents and young adults, but failed to address
the state concretely as a semiautonomous actor in
correspondence and reproduction.
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The Literature of Schooling
Educational sociologists such as Bowles and Gintis
(1975), Apple (1979), Carnoy and Levin (1985) described a
correspondence between social relations and educational
effects.

Public schools are responsible for teaching youth

"proper place" in the capitalistic hierarchy, and for
creating the atmosphere for reproducing school and work
place ideologies that correspond to the economic needs of
corporations and international businesses.

Socialization to

appropriate values and norms, skills and attitudes
reproduces the class-based tiers of workers called "levels
of diversity" by some, and "social stratification" by
others.

Classroom tensions and program competition may be

expressed as "contradictions or resistance" between working
class family expectations, and the norms of a middle-class
educational system.

Messages for maintaining family

traditions in the craft skills, or for accepting local
entry-level jobs may simply correspond to students'
expectations in rural, agricultural communities.
Willis (1977) observed in Learning to Labor that
youths found ways to resist both academic and professional
work structures.

Young working class adults in the 1990s

may play out their alienation by using alternative routes to
certification through nontraditional higher education
programs directly aligned with state service (AACJC,
Community Technical and Junior College Journal. 1985).

In
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the 1990s, work place solidarity and working class culture
may not correspond to competitive, individualistic, profitdriven capitalistic behaviors rewarded by traditional
universities.
Smith (1967) found work orientation from the family
had three times the power to predict post high school
academic performance when compared to 13 cognitive
variables.

The Plowden Report (1968) [see Emmerij, 1974]

recognized two critical social variables affecting a
student's economic position in life:

(1) the family's

perception of work role and need for higher education, and
(2) economic circumstances in the home.

The family's

perception of "place and fit" was tightly correlated with
children's skill competencies and linguistic range (p. 24).
Emmerij (1974) noted that students selected programs
corresponding to family culture and social class background,
and that these two variables were stronger indicators of
economic place than were beginning wages.

A first techno-

service job was the strongest indicator of lasting effect
from community college training (p. 24).
Bowles and Gintis (1976) summed the correspondence
position by saying:

"Any school in America exhibits both

the promises and the classed limits of the entire social
order" (p. viii).

Correspondence exists between economic

opportunities and family background and the effect of that
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background upon educational attainment, type of education
sought and the degree of reward considered sufficient.
Contribution to Research Question
The community college culture literature looked at
reproduction in the classroom, including conflicts between
faculty, administrators and students, but it established no
link to macro state variables that might shape conditions
described by the ethnography.

The status/prestige

literature looked at the effects of two-year vocational
programs; it placed graduates on a status/prestige continuum
in first job obtained after training, but it failed to
connect results to larger macro political-economic policy.
Correspondence studies help explain why students and faculty
think and act in class-based ways, but they fail to speak to
how the state mediates this behavior.

This literature

revealed where students went, but not how they arrived at
jobs near the bottom of the status hierarchy.

It is

understood that most working class students did not benefit
from traditional higher education, but it is not clear as to
why this happened.

Apple (1979) and Giroux (1983) discussed

state mediation in education, but failed to show how and why
students suffered economic crises following two-year
experiences.
This study tried to discover concrete examples of
correspondence between state purpose, corporate need for
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cheap employees and the political needs of one state college
training students for local employment.

Students' jobs and

hourly wages placed them on a national status scale.
Students' voices explained the correspondence between home
and faculty/administrative messages for efficient, short
term training.

Correspondence between faculty expectations,

federal mandates for corporate profit, and program shares
that mirrored community work patterns were investigated.
Economic Crisis Literature
Critical sociologists/economists like

O'Connor,

(1987), Bluestone and Harrison (1982), Bartlett and Steele
(1992) linked technical employment to economic realities
during the 1980s-90s, but did not include effects on public
education.

In my study connection was made by listening to

the voices of AAS completers.
James O'Connor (1987) described economic crises and
individual social/psychological crises as holistic because
"in the final analysis most competitive sector workers are
materially impoverished because they are socially oppressed
so they must rely on state services for bare survival . . .
constricting upward mobility and increasing dependency on
the state—this fiscal crisis is at root a social crisis"
(O'Connor, 1973, p. 44).

But generally state agents and

structures remain invisible to labor.

Somehow workers

internalize low economic rewards as their fair share?

This
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study applied O'Connor's theory to community college
training programs to examine how the austerity message is
passed to young technicians.

Is the community college

mission sold through a rhetoric of working class values that
convinces students that thev must expect austerity that
places them in a category below their teachers?

How are

students convinced that they can make a positive
contribution to reducing the national deficit without
enjoying personal rewards?
The push for state austerity appears in much recent
literature.

For example, Parnell (1990) advocated a

comprehensive tracking system for vocational training from
grade nine through community college to help 75 percent of
America's high school students who "would not choose a
university education" to receive certification (Parnell,
1990, ix).

In the 1990s California community colleges

called for priorities for enrollment that inhibited two-year
colleges' abilities to respond to community needs, or to
serve nontraditional students based on serious funding
limitations (Mercer, 1992).

Will Parnell's solution to

America's need for competition help community colleges face
these funding limits by limiting access and equity?
Theoretical Framework
Even through O'Connor (1987) did not directly name
the community college as an agent of socialization, his
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crisis explanation suggested the complex network of
interrelationships between macro economic and state
institutions that perpetuate capitalism.

One's personal

crises at this historic moment cannot be divorced from the
three connected circles of crisis:

MARKET THEORY holds that

problems exist at the level of exchange initially.

The U.S.

can no longer control the global market to the advantage of
private capitalists.

VALUE THEORY, the second circle,

suggests that the state can no longer produce and circulate
sufficient capital for needed levels of accumulation while
serving the social infrastructure under the existing
political model.
the process.

State agents, therefore, must euphemize

Contradictions grow as labor's personal

expectations, and political commitments to the infrastruc
ture conflict with international production demands for
profit (O'Connor, 1987).

Value theory questions existing

relationships between labor, capital and society.
Accumulation at the transnational level breeds cultural and
personal anomie as the state uses its agencies—families,
churches, schools and police/military leaders—to strengthen
the profit hegemony at the expense of free market forces.
O'Connor holds that the culture of stratification and the
ideology of class values are embedded in forces of
production.

SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL crisis at the most

internal, personal level becomes, therefore, both subjective
and objective.

As the Greeks held, the point of crisis is
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best observed when the actor sees a personal direction and
learns the consequence of his/her behavior.

But until the

individual participant realizes "why" he arrived at the
point of crisis, he is not empowered to determine subsequent
actions that could change his economic circumstance.
Without a language for the dialectic, one remains powerless
to seek out more competitive options.
"Structure and situation interact, and each
determines the limits of choices and actions for future
situations" (Hobsbawm, 1975, p. 12).

O'Connor holds that

only after a worker has experienced crisis of class and
culture in the economic hierarchy, can he/she find or seek
out language to express oppression.

Only when one sees the

dialectic of opportunity can one act politically to resist
further exploitation.

If existing power arrangements are to

remain stable, then the state must keep workers working and
praying, to deny workers a language of resistance (Freire,
1973; Stuckey, 1991).
College Supports Capital for its Own Ends
Capitalism has always had a problem increasing
surplus value output per worker while convincing the
individual he/she must retain faith in that exploitation.
Public college administrators refer to the institution as a
business, and they emulate business CEOs in dress and
language rewarding those faculty who build linkages with
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private businesses and with federal contractors.

Faculty

are lauded for increasing productivity with high
enrollments.

In place of university linkages to research

and development funds, community colleges seek special
grants for retraining displaced laborers, certifying federal
employees, and offering short training courses to adults
struggling to free themselves from social welfare
(Slaughter, 1989).

Reaching out to new student groups links

the college to financial aid shares, to corporate donations
in equipment, and to the local economic development agenda.
These linkages allow administrators to function as local
power brokers serving the business community.

Defense

contractors, state corrections and department of justice
employees work with the college to privatize public dollars
directly.

In doing so they connect some faculty and

managers to prestigious "extra capital" used to supplement
salaries, purchase office equipment and cover costs of
travel and advertising.

Acting as economic men, some

vocational faculty and administrators serve the capitalist
class by repeating corporate messages to students seeking
first employment.

"The notion of cultural hegemony is not

free floating; it is prerequisite to economic profitability"
(Apple, 1982, p. 29).

The state mediates class interests

and conflicts across the several sectors (Slaughter, 1989).
Small business entrepreneurs argue for low wages and few
employee benefits so they offer AAS technicians part time
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hourly wages as enrolled students.

The competitive business

sector fights for deregulation, and fair market exchange for
labor attached to government contracts.

The community

college offers both small and corporate managers entry level
employees trained to perform specific technical services
operating equipment.

Whether these employees can advance

once hired, meet their financial obligations, or share a
voice with organized labor remains problematic in
noncompetitive rural environments.
The Mvth of Classlessness in a Dualistic Society
DeMott (1990) explained why Americans deny the
reality of stratification to perpetuate a myth of hope.

In

higher education the concept of access and equal
participation is tied to the value of equity through public
financial aid.

Jackson (1985) suggested that "Any person

who is digging ditches can take a few courses at a community
college to become an electrician, carpenter or plumber,
dramatically improving his life situation because the
college has a

xcan-do

attitude"1 (p. 39).

This rhetoric of

instant mobility is part of the community college mystique.
Who benefits from the "myth of classlessness?"

DeMott asks

how State-initiated messages for mobility can serve the
interests of fairness when rewards differ so drastically
upon completion of various programs (p. 27).

Wages among

less-skilled workers have fallen steadily since the late
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1970s.

Only among those with bachelors degrees have wages

risen since 1980 (Blank, 1992).

The higher education system

has not delivered on promises of access and economic
mobility (London, 1978; Slaughter, 1989; Phillips, 1990).
To protect profit and share, "the calculus of material well
being hinges on a historic assumption that between the world
of culture, and the realities of life for the masses, there
is an unbridgeable gulf" (Sennett and Cobb, 1973 p. 7).
In a society where rewards must be limited, the rules
that reward middle class values and attitudes toward
cultural literacy, self-confidence, assertiveness and
socially acceptable manners must thwart the search for
respect among students who enter higher education below the
social and academic mark of the true university (Slaughter,
1989, p. 18).

How has the state convinced associate degree

students to accept personal responsibility for the failure
to achieve academic equity based on skill competencies?

The

college must accept special state funded programs like "Tech
Prep" and "Single Parents Support" and counselors must guide
students into courses that may not terminate in a degree,
but are sought out by local service industries.

How do

counselors, faculty and the state convince working class
students to emulate a model demanding physical over mental
labor?

'"Real work'" says Frank Rissarro in Sennett and

Cobb's Hidden Injuries (1973) is "%where you make or fix
something.'

*The educated"' says Rissarro,

xdo

nothing
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worth respecting; but their status means they can cheat'"
(p. 21).

How are these working class messages perpetuated

and reinforced in the community college?
Bluestone and Harrison (1982) connected the plight of
blue collar workers to efforts by corporate America to
retain power in the international market.

Corporate-state

rhetoric blamed technicians for a lack of productivity,
making America uncompetitive in global markets.

Modern

capitalism demands a system of international production,
distribution, exchange and consumption.

The proper

functioning of this world-system requires a well-organized
and universally accepted hierarchy of political, economic
and military authority.

Under Reaganomics, economic

constriction cost between 32 and 38 million jobs "as a
direct result of private disinvestment in American business"
(Bluestone and Harrison, 1982, p. 9).

In addition to loss

of jobs in the private techno-service areas, military and
support personnel will be reduced by 25 percent by 1995
(Vosu, 1992, p. 1).

Two out of every five small businesses

have closed over the past decade creating economic and
personal crises for displaced technicians.

These facts may

discourage students from families who need assistance
themselves; workers' children are least likely to venture
into debt to obtain a bachelor's degree when they can find
hourly employment close to home.

The politics of family and

personal life are objective realities in a global economy.
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Market theory, value theory, and social/psychological theory
merge where state policy meets employment practices and
worker expectations.

O'Connor's three concentric circles of

crisis are successively more concrete, less deterministic,
and more historically observable as capitalism ages in
America.

Workers' experiences inform a holistic theory of

economic crisis which has been socially constructed to blame
neither capitalism, state institutions, nor their
messengers.

The blame must fall naturally upon the worker

who selected the course of action that terminated in his/her
career.
Caught amidst these inherent contradictions in the
political-economy, college faculty have attempted to
maintain the social safety net for themselves and for their
programs as students matriculate year by year.

As the

state's economy continues to "drag," even reform-minded
educators seek out subsidies and business partnerships.

The

insecurity of managing a small technical program may result
in conflicting voices—the public voice for choice, equity,
personal merit and competition, against the private voice
for "warehousing students" to maintain one's personal
status.

Strauss (1988) defined these conflicting voices as

a form of linguistic "heteroglossia" related to "speaking in
multiple tongues."
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Contribution to Research Question from Theoretical
Discussion
The theoretical nature of these complex, yet
contradictory ideas calls for concrete application.

This

study will provide solid examples that tie the several
threads of economic conflict theory to training and work
place reality.

If Apple (1962) and O'Connor (1987) theorize

correctly, in times of fiscal crisis, these contradictions
are exacerbated.

The need for economic and ideological

efficiency will continue in conflict with the nation's
political agenda, "and capital will pursue its accumulation
ends with increased reliance on the state in a way that
evades capitalistic logic" (Apple, p. 58), but restructures
higher education (Slaughter, 1993).
Study Focus
The value of this study is its concrete connection
between economic and class theory, status and prestige, and
students' personal perceptions of economic place.

Voices of

vocational program completers demonstrate resistance in the
work force, and they explain students' social-economic
location in relation to choices made in selecting AAS
programs.

Their voices define the status of those programs

and provide evidence that corresponds to a national prestige
hierarchy.

They address the question:

Are students'

rewards commensurate with national pay/prestige hierarchies?
In addition, the study will consider how working class
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students perceive state agents:

their vocational faculty,

administrators, counselors, job placement personnel and
local employers.

Their voices show a connection between

family social position and the institution's role in
confirming that position intergenerationally through
personal blame for career choices.

CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN AND METHODS
The Institutional Site
Rural college opened its doors in 1964 eight miles
from the Mexican border to serve the needs of copper mining
and agricultural families who wanted an extension of the
secondary system to prepare white, middle-class students for
university transfer.

The county of approximately 6,256

square miles contains a population of 95,500 citizens
(Price, 1990).

Thirteen percent resided in Old Campus

border community, 35 percent lived in New Campus community,
while the remaining half were spread sparsely among small
towns and settlements.

During the 1970s the copper mines

closed and truck farming was severely reduced by competition
with Mexico.

With these industries went the white majority

of managers whose children traditionally attended Rural
College.
Concurrently, the U.S. Army expanded its communi
cation's operations 50 miles east of the original campus.
The Department of Defense needed a public training site to
certify entry-level electronics and computer science
soldiers and civil servants.

In 1977, Rural College opened
54
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a second campus, herein called New Campus, to serve army
personnel, mostly blacks, hispanics and working class whites
from the South.

"Revitalizing military strength through

further education is a top priority concern for community
colleges" says Charles Bennett, et. al. in "How Can
Community Colleges Strengthen America's Defense Prepared
ness?" (1985, p. 32).

The Department of Defense has shifted

its basic training functions to local public colleges for
the efficiency of short-term, less costly, job-specific
training.
To the military, "training means giving a soldier or
civil servant the skills needed to operate and maintain a
particular piece of equipment for a system" (Bennett, et.
al., 1985, p. 33).

The military's only concern with the

two-year vocational curriculum was removing extraneous or
outdated material.

Military and industrial advisory boards

helped to eliminate from the AAS degree at Rural College
general courses in political/social science or the
humanities, and lab sciences that met the challenge Bennett
espoused.

Short term technical courses taken by military

and military retired were offered cheaply through Rural
College to fill the gap left by traditional students whose
families moved with the decline of the copper industry.
Soldiers and their dependents received financial aid to
strengthen college enrollments.

Enlisted soldiers required

fewer dollars for academic advising and student services
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because all attended part time and programs were prescribed
by military officers.

College counselors approved what the

military recommended.

No vocational assessments were needed

and few hours were spend in consultation on career goals.
Fewer full-time traditional students on New Campus meant
more cost effective programming on the original border
campus.
With the loss of copper mining, a host of jobs that
provided related services in Old Campus community
disappeared:

lime production, small motor/engine repair,

transportation, utilities, tools manufacturing, and
community services.

Old Campus community was left with a 90

percent native Hispanic population, an unemployment figure
over 18 percent, and over 22 percent received social welfare
services (ADES, 1991; AEI, 1992).
State Take Over
In Rural County, the traditional economic base of
mining, small businesses and family farms was replaced with
a multi-layered state employment system.

In Rural County,

criminal justice structures came to include U.S. border
patrol, customs, a three-unit prison complex and a large
juvenile facility in addition to the sheriff's department
and city services.

In New Campus community, growing numbers

of defense contractors pushed the army post's spending up to
$107.3 million, with $74 million going directly to private
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contractors (Herald. 1993, p. 3A).

By the end of the 1980s

employment in Rural County was 75 percent federal and state,
4 percent manufacturing, 17 percent retail/trade, and 2
percent financial/real estate (Arizona Economic Indicators.
spring 1991).

Military work socialization and discipline

patterns did not encourage higher order thinking skills that
might challenge the order of command (Giroux, 1983; Stuckey,
1991).

Yet in spite of growing numbers of active military

and military retired joining the faculty, Rural College
continued to advertise a traditional curricula, general and
technical.

Few Hispanic or military enlisted students

selected transfer programs and fewer indicated a desire to
graduate in the 1990s.
Old Campus also continued to list in the catalogue
traditional vocational programs, many of which had been
closed since 1989 when welding, drafting, and electronics
were terminated through retrenchment as part of the
college's strategic planning process.

Aviation, both flight

and air-frame/power-plant mechanics, office education and
nursing, along with a small agriculture program, comprised
the vocational effort on Old Campus.

Although their

placement record, except in airframe aviation maintenance,
was not strong, the programs remained the "elites" drawing
students from outside Rural County.

Old Campus retained its

college aura planning activities around a large gymnasium,
student union, a performing arts theater, well equipped
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technical buildings, maintenance shops, rodeo grounds and
aviation run ways.

All administrative offices housed on Old

Campus were surrounded by spacious lawns, gardens, a large
library, and recreational areas.
New Campus, in contrast, was a stark structure of
temporary buildings, dirt parking lots, no separate student
union, no recreational facility and no dormitories.

Its

vocational buildings housed several rooms of computers,
welding, drafting and electronics equipment.

Few students

lingered on New Campus since smoking was banned.

Adults

left campus to eat or study.
With the growth of DoD, New Campus continued adding
students, recording over 3,000 heads in 1993, mostly parttime army enlisted and their dependents, while Old Campus
maintained a 1200 head count, 200 of whom were state inmates
taking classes in the medium security prison nearby.

By

1990 the one small electric motor manufacturing plant in the
New Campus community had closed, laying off one hundred
technicians and removing the only local industrial training
site.

This left the community college to prepare students

for jobs in the military (DoD), the prisons (DoC) and the
justice system (DoJ).

The entrepreneurial sector of retail,

small business, trade, finance and real estate came to
employ under 25 percent of county residents, and many of
these businesses survived on government contracts (Arizona
Economic Indicators. spring 1992).

The "extra economy" in
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drugs grew, and border communities were regularly in the
news for drug-related trafficking violations.
Enrollment figures displayed the static nature of the
county population.

The total head count in 1986 was 13,964

and in 1990 only 14,393, a 3 percent overall increase in a
state with 30 percent average population growth over the
decade.

But state expansion into New Campus community meant

that in 1991 the New Campus head count had increased by 8
percent, while that on Old Campus had declined by 8 percent.
For Old Campus, the prison classes showed the greatest
growth, an increase of 46 percent between 1990 and 1992.
Thirty-eight percent of the total college FTSE (state full
time student equivalency funding) was generated on New
Campus, 33 percent on Old Campus, and 29 percent in the
prison.

Two-thirds of total FTSE was first year students.

Sophomores seeking degrees made up only 20 percent of total
FTSE, and 26 percent of all courses offered in 1991 were
remedial (College Enrollment Report, 1991).

This

institution presented a rich environment in which to study
effects of state programming on public two-year colleges and
the technicians they socialized.
College Mission
The college catalogue advertises:
"A comprehensive community college dedicated to the
educational service of the county and the state, offering
education to interested, capable students who can benefit
from programs in higher education. The college promotes the
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highest quality in curriculum design and excellence in
teaching" (College Catalog, 1990-91, p. 5).
Transfer programs and preparation for employment were
advertised as equally rewarding.

Half the current

population of Old Campus entered at the remedial level,
speaking English as a second language.

On New Campus, in

spite of the high percentage of immigrants in army families,
remedial courses were fewer than 20 percent of total
offerings.

New, full time students were evaluated with a

nationally approved (BEOG) survey placement test in three
basic areas:

reading, composition and math.

Students

falling below the eleventh grade level were informed that
remedial courses were available, but little effort was made
to place remedial students into school skills courses.
Campus Statistics:

Vocational Full Time Student Equivalent

Over the past three decades, the district served
about 33 percent of the student population with vocational
training.

Vocational FTSE accounted for 40 percent of the

total FTSE since many working students selected only
specific courses without concern for program completion.
Nationally public community college vocational programs
served 25 percent of the students (Apling, 1993, p. 395).
District wide vocational FTSE numbers remained flat; the
vocational state funded student equivalent head count in
1986 was 1088 and in 1990, only 1020 heads.

Yet operational

budgets for vocational training remained much higher than
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those for general education.

Based on numbers of students

served, nursing and aviation remained the most expensive
programs on campus.
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Figure 1
Graduates

~

Major (1990-91)

AS/AA
24.0%

AAS
50.0%

Figure 1-A
Graduates

~

Major (1986-87)

In 1986-87, 50 percent of the graduates obtained the
AAS degree and 26 percent obtained the less rigorous
Associate of General Studies degree.

In 1991, 33 percent
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obtained the vocational AAS degree and 46 percent obtained
the AGS general certificate.

Percentages of students in

traditional transfer programs also declined.

In 1986 the

Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degrees together
made up 24 percent of all graduates, but by 1991, the
transfer degrees graduated only 19 percent of total
graduates.

The shift from vocational technical and transfer

to what is commonly called the "self esteem degree," the
Associates of General studies, showed the college's focus
moving away from its technical emphasis.

Figure 1 (A and B)

shows the comparative change in the four degrees from 1987
to 1991:

(AA),

(AS),

(AAS) technical, and (AGS) general.
AS/AA
21.8%

AGS
45.5%

Figure 1-B
Graduates

~

Major (1990-91)

Conceptualization for the Study
In 1986 I conducted an interview with an adult female
reentry student from a military family who appeared
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economically and emotionally distressed.

She made top

grades in all courses, yet her advisors:

the Single

Parent's counselor, the counselor at the battered women's
shelter, her court-appointed case worker, college
counselors, and her female mentors on campus—recommended
the secretarial program and local employment instead of
university transfer.

I wondered whether the AAS degree

would change her status and/or mobility options.

In 1993,

as secretary to a large academic division in Rural College,
she held the AAS degree, and taught word processing every
semester to earn an annual salary of $18,000.

Yet her 1972

model vehicle was in the shop as often as it was on the
road.

She lived in a small rented mobile home on a county

dirt road with her son;

both suffered from chronic

respiratory ailments and depression.

Although she made a

little more money than she had on welfare, her economic and
social condition was unchanged by her degree and/or
employment status.

I wondered what family, faculty or

institutional messages directed her into the state sector
job and away from the university track.

Other examples of

AAS graduates working part time, unemployed and remaining on
campus for 19 hour minimum wage jobs prompted me to
undertake a study of the community college's mediation role
with working class adults.

Why were bright students from

the lowest classes warehoused in nonrewarding skills
classes?
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Phases of the Study
The study began in 1990, and had six phases.
Phase 1:

Locate and interview employed students who

completed the vocational programs between 1986 and 1989 and
were working full or part time instate.
Phase 2:

Conduct classroom observations across the seven

programs to identify faculty messages and pertinent aspects
of college culture and curriculum that aided socialization
for students.
Phase 3:

Interview two lead vocational faculty and two

vocational mid-managers (administrators) to determine the
direction vocational education was moving at the
institution.
Phase 4:

Interview students enrolled in the final semester

of the same seven programs to determine work place
anticipation.
Phase 5:

Give 20 vocational faculty an open-ended three-

part questionnaire to parallel that used with the students.
Phase 6:

Analyze all data to see effects on students and

faculty from home, college and work place.

Though programs

overlapped and students represented both campus cultures, I
focused on the larger population studying on New Campus.
Sampling
This study used a purposive sample (Goetz and
LeCompte, 1984) paralleling the total college population.

I
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drew the names of 100 students who matched total college
population in age, gender, distribution by technical major,
and ethnicity from final semester major course rosters.
From the original 100 names, 60 working students consented
to complete the interviews, eight or nine from each of seven
programs.

After transcribing the data from the 150 hours of

interviews with working program completers, I again drew 20
names of students enrolled in the final semester of the same
programs.

From the original 20, 14 students consented to

completing the interview.

The currently enrolled students'

voices confirmed classroom socialization practices,
suggested anticipated work rewards and work status
expectations.

I wanted to compare the realities of the

working students (who had been away from campus between two
and five years) to students entering the same occupations
within 1991-92.

The final sample of 74 students consisted

of 60 working students (36 men and 24 women), and 14
enrolled students (eight men and six women).

A total of 10

students per program, eight workers and two enrolled was the
goal, but I was able to add an additional student voice to
airframe and powerplants, electronics, computer information
systems and office education lists.

These last four voices

increased the total sample from 70 to 74 student voices.
As many students as possible were interviewed in
their homes to observe family/social class culture.

Six

were interviewed in a private office at the college (a
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comfortable, common ground location), and six were
interviewed in the researcher's home, an unpretentious
location near campus.
Students took the interview experience seriously;
they appeared honest, relaxed and candid; however, one's
deepest fears are rarely tapped in a structured teacherinitiated interview.

As a female, the researcher was at an

advantage as neither men nor women were intimidated by her
small stature or past reputation as a helpful teacher.
An early concern was defining working class status.
Salary or job status suggested class, but was insufficient
to define working class culture.

American sociologists have

treated occupation and education as two important variables
of class, along with value orientation and consumption
patterns (Stuckey, 1991).

The traditional measure of

working class status in higher education was receipt of the
Pell Grant or federal college work study funds (Apling,
1993, p. 398).

This study uses the financial aid criteria

as evidence of economic position, but adds certain observed
behaviors and life style variables that imply personal
prestige, interactions with peers, class consciousness and
concern with mobility and property value as well as work/
study attitudes (Stuckey, 1991).

I used the behaviors and

lifestyle variables suggested by Stuckey to define social
class status along with receipt of financial aid or academic
scholarships.
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Habits of dress and life style indicated both social
class and home culture.

I noted clothing, hair cuts,

jewelry, and tattoos; dialect (western or southern
mountain), as well as expressions related to work and study.
Other indicators of culture included:

home furnishings,

visibility of tools, horse equipment or auto parts in the
dwelling.

I noted types of vehicles parked in the drive,

residency location, type and condition of the dwelling
(city, county), condition and style of furniture, religious
symbols, and types of music playing in the home—countrywestern, Mexican or hard rock were common among local lower
socioeconomic, rural families.
Design for Addressing Research Questions
The ethnography strove to tie the constructs in the
related literatures to the objective and subjective
realities of students.

Several tools were used:

the

personal interview, the informed observation, analysis of
institutional documents and related data collected from the
college Office of Institutional Research:
1.

statistics on vocational programs, numbers and
budgets,

2.

placement assessment scores,

3.

graduation verification and overall GPA,

4.

data on vocational faculty, degrees, salaries,
work experience.
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Research Question 1 asked about the social-economic
location of the students and the vocational faculty.

This

question was informed by demographic data collected from the
college's research office, by placement scores, by students'
stated incomes in dollars per hour, and by income averages
of programs, and by student responses in the interviews.
Vocational faculty questionnaires addressed the first
research question by listing faculty's past work
experiences, academic and work interests, connections to the
small business sector, industry, the service sector, the
military and to state universities where students could
continue study.

Students and graduates defined their family

background and culture in section one of the interview,
their work experience in section two, and their perceptions
of the economy and its relation to their techno-service
positions in the third part of the interview guide.
Research Question 2 addressed financial rewards for
jobs obtained immediately following training, and
correspondence between students' rewards and a national
prestige/pay hierarchy.

Student and faculty interviews

informed this question along with classroom observations and
comparison of hourly wages to a national scale of prestige
and status, the Total Socioeconomic Index (TSEI, Stevens and
Cho, 1985).

Twenty vocational faculty were asked how they

perceived their status in the col3.ege, and the status and
future of their technical program.

Each was asked how he/
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she selected state employment, about his/her expectations
for professional enrichment on the job, about faculty
messages that placed students into jobs, and about attempts
to encourage university transfer.

These questions were

informed by student responses to open-ended questions,
quantified by a program(s) rating sheet upon which each
informant numerically ranked the seven programs for prestige
and wage potential.

Each student's job classification and

hourly annual wage was compared to the national status TSEI
Scale (Stevens and Cho, 1985).

This comparative ranking

placed the student on a national continuum, individually and
by technical program.

Students' impressions of the prestige

of their college program and of their job were confirmed by
comparing the subjective ratings to objective numbers of
full time faculty hired to teach in each program, their
wages, degrees and total numbers of students enrolled in a
program.
Research Question 3. concerned the students'
understanding of choices made by selecting AAS programs with
their different patterns of socialization.

Again, student

and faculty interviews informed this question along with
classroom observations.

Each student was asked to describe

the program selection process and to say how satisfied he/
she was with the program's ability to meet salary
expectations.

Each was asked if university transfer was

requisite to success in the career path.

How faculty and
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students used texts, and how they perceived supplemental
library readings, writing and independent research was
considered.

The nature of the socially constructed status

hierarchy was revealed through analysis of these questions.
Research Question 4 concerned connections between
home culture messages, faculty and institutional messages
and messages students accepted in the first job following
training.

The intent was to examine whether the three

levels of socially constructed messages for place in the
economy were complementary or contradictory.

The question

was informed by student and faculty interviews, classroom
observations and observations of students' dress, home,
language and preferred life style.

The research addressed

students' perceptions of job status and prestige, levels of
work responsibility, uses of technology, interests in
competition and work sector preference.

Students' placement

scores in three basic skill areas (reading, writing and
mathematics) suggested academic merit coming into a program.
Classroom messages for success in the occupation were
compared to messages for AAS graduation, intent to transfer
into a university program, and concern with completing
remedial courses requisite to the AAS degree.

Attitudes

toward the state and its agents, and the place of technology
in rural America were collected from classroom observations,
student/faculty interviews and intra-institutional trade
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publications, as well as from articles in county newspapers
describing college programs and the local economy.
The fourth research question addressed student and
faculty perceptions of the family's place in the economy,
the voices of state agents (faculty, state curriculum, job
placement services and the local market) on work placement,
and the position of entry-level technicians in capitalistic
America that resulted from family, school and work messages.
Research Methods and Processes
Except for active duty military, Rural County
population remained stable over the past decade.

From the

initial 100 previous students' names that I drew from
vocational rosters, the majority had remained instate.

I

did not attempt to locate active duty military who had been
transferred from the geographic region.

Many Rural County

students had family at the same phone number the student had
used for first college registration.

One interview was

discarded as unusable, so from the original 100 names, 75
interviews were completed and 74 students came to define the
vocational AAS student sample.
Using Biklen's 1973 "in depth interview" technique
and the "opened-ended question or response format" suggested
by Johada, Deutsch and Cook (1951), one to three hour
interviews were structured using an interview guide derived
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from the three areas of concern:

(1) family culture, (2)

vocational training and (3) work experience.
Interview Guide
The interview guide helped to standardize responses,
decode meaning by categories, and allow respondents
flexibility in explaining concerns or introducing issues on
which questions were not directly asked.

Questions remained

"open-ended," contingent upon a subject's unstructured,
natural responses.

Questions raised issues, but they did

not provide a structure for the reply.

The respondent

answered from his/her own frame of reference (Johoda, 1951).
The interviewer decided "to probe" some responses with more
specific questions or to move the respondent onto a new, but
related topic (Maccoby and Maccoby, 1954).
Immediately following each interview, field notes and
interpretations or feelings about the student were recorded.
At the end of the 60 interviews with working technicians,
the audio tapes of those interviews were transcribed and
additional reactions recorded to allow an ongoing
interpretation of connected meanings.
Currently Enrolled Student Interviews
Following the interviews with working graduates, the
currently enrolled students were contacted.

Using the same

questions, 14 students in the same programs as the graduates
were interviewed in the fall semester of 1991.

The sample
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was randomly selected from fourth semester sophomore class
rosters, 1986 and 1989.

As the focus of the study was

interactions between institutional effect and instate
employment, out-of-state students were omitted.
Faculty Questionnaire
Vocational faculty teaching full-time in the seven
programs received a three-page open-ended questionnaire to
complete in 1990.

Only one division chair expressed an

interest in the project.
the questionnaire.

Fifteen of the 20 faculty returned

This 70 percent response rate was

considered large enough to represent full time vocational
instructor attitudes and practices.
Classroom Observations
During academic 1991-92, 78 total hours of fourth
semester classes were observed including both lecture and
lab for each of the programs—(12 hours, times seven
programs), plus six hours of general education classes for
technicians (beginning algebra, U.S. history and business
English/speech).

The observations focused on faculty-

student interactions, messages that suggested feelings about
higher education, job socialization and the place of the
technician in the American economy.

Faculty values toward

university transfer, use of texts as instructional tools,
kinds of technology used in labs were noted.

Texts and lab

manuals were surveyed for reading level and concept
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difficulty using the Fry Readability Scale.
three passages per textbook or manual.

I examined

Observations were

also made at a vocational students' picnic, on student/
faculty interactions in the Union, around campus and on
conversations with faculty concerning students' problems/
goals and frustrations.
Quantitative Data About the Graduates and Students
Records on each of the 74 informants were checked
1.

to see if the student was placement tested for
skills competencies,

2.

to see which remedial courses were completed,

3.

to determine whether the student completed with
passing or failing grades and,

4.

the total number of cumulative units the student
completed in the major, and in general
education,

5.

to determine graduation status.

Only students who had completed all courses in the
technical major, or who were enrolled in the final semester
of the technical program were interviewed.

Graduation was

not requisite as many AAS students are interested in the
certification without the general education classes required
for graduation (Sheldon, 1982; Grubb, 1984; Pincus, 1986).
Service-technicians were often hired for specific technical
skills, not for holding the AAS degree (Apling, 1993).
the students used financial aid and/or the college job
placement service was also determined.

How
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Two vocational lead instructors and the two
vocational division chairs, (considered quasi-administrators) were interviewed to determine how the institution
viewed these programs.

These four men were responsible for

maintaining the curricula, hiring faculty and selecting
texts.

The four were agreeable to contribute to the

research process.

Three held a master's degree, and one

held the AAS from the same institution.

None had conducted

any research outside departmental reports on their specific
programs, but all were concerned with budgets given the
reduced numbers of students.
Over half the interviews were conducted outside the
city of New campus.

The interconnectedness of the programs

at the two campuses required a holistic analysis.

For

example, nursing students met on both campuses weekly and
electronics and computer science teachers traveled between
campuses, as did some students.

The complexity of the

issues that arose from student interviews focused the study
on the whole institution.

However, an evolving dual-campus

competition played an important part in interpretation of
the data on program prestige and elite status.
The range and economic status of homes was wide,
varying from beautifully kept private houses in New
Community, to small travel trailers in RV parks, to homemade
adobe homes on the Mexican border, and old ranch homes to a
disheveled workshop behind a railroad car along the highway.
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The hardest aspect of interviewing students was locating
them given the directions they provided over the phone.
Confirming Data
Students' voices spoke for themselves representing
merely the perceptions at the moment, filtered and modified
by cognitive and emotional reactions (Dean and Whyte, 1958).
Their perceptions were confirmed through content analysis of
textbooks, exams, classroom observations and faculty
comments.

Official administrative and faculty memos, notes

taken at social events, the college's "Strategic Planning"
sessions, and "Tech-Prep Vocational Planning" sessions with
high school teachers served as confirming data.

Occasional

visits with the director of the Career Placement Center, the
Director of Financial Aid, and the college registrar
confirmed perceptions.
Content Analysis
Qualitative induction became the process for
analysis.

Interview data were sorted by common theme or

"key term."

Response commonalities were assigned to as many

coding categories as reasonable within the total of 150
possible key terms.

Bogdan and Biklen (1982) said that

coding means grouping common data segments across all
interviews.

Some categories were defined before interviews

began, such as family history and work experience, but many
emerged during data collection.

For this reason, the entire
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group of 74 transcripts was coded twice over a four month
period.

Data collection, data analysis, interpretation and

coding became a recursive process of input and labeling,
piling, sorting and rethinking.
When transcript segments represented multiple codes
and content overlapped themes, a statement was coded in
several ways, i.e. student comments about "I am like my dad
who was raised . . . and worked as . . ." could be
classified under (1) family (2) socioeconomic status and (3)
perception of self in economic structure, or (4) role of the
technician in America.

These categories eventually built

clusters of connected perceptions that related to theory
(Schatzman and Strauss, 1973).

Specific comments eventually

collapsed into themes (Bogdan and Kiklen, 1982) and themes
were tied back to theoretical constructs.
Some data, naturally, was more specific, descriptive
or sensitive.

As Miles and Huberman (1984) said, "Some data

are better than others ... if the data upon which
conclusions are based seems stronger, more valid, then the
conclusion is strengthened" (p. 235).
Interpretation of Data
Generalizations, to be valid and applicable to
similar sites, should connect patterns across anecdotal
self-reports to theory, yet personal researcher bias cannot
be eliminated from qualitative generalizations.

Lincoln and
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Guba (1985) defined a value "as a perspective that brings
into play, implicitly or explicitly, choices" (p. 160); they
go on to say:

"The axiom of multiple, constructed realities

is more sound than the idea of a single, tangible dependent
variable measured numerically.
thus value determined.

Facts are theory laden and

Values based on theory determine

interpretations and they influence inquiry, but collective
ly, strong support for a value adds to theory and informed
educational practice" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 162).
Mv Personal Perspective
Gail McCutcheon (1981) says that "we interpret
phenomena actively, construct meaning about it and transact
with what we observe and what we have experienced and
intuitively know.

We tie personal experiences to

theoretical interpretations of social patterns that explain
observations" (pp. 9-10).

My personal perspective was

shaped by 25 years of experience as teacher and administra
tor in a public community college.
I grew up in a working class family where most males for
several generations trained as technicians, and most females
worked part time or remained in the home as wives and
mothers.

My interpretation was also shaped by previous

degrees in English, reading, adult basic education, and
sociolinguistics, by the literatures of critical inquiry,
higher education and critical sociology.
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Having been born in the Southwest, I was socialized
to life where whites remained the minority population and
English often the minority, yet prestigious tongue.
Hispanics and other ethnic minorities jointly made up the
majority population in most rural Southwestern counties, yet
few held powerful positions.

I worked in the capital city,

at the edge of the Navajo reservation, and in a rural,
agricultural area on the Mexican border.

I served as

faculty advisor to many minority and rural poor white
students attempting to complete AAS degree programs.

I

sat

on numerous committees with vocational and general education
faculty where I have listened to student concerns and
frustrations.

I stood on both sides of the lectern, as

graduate student and as teacher aware of student's personal
problems, their family struggles and their educational
dreams and ambitions.

These working class experiences

informed my perspective, and provided an understanding of
the resistances and frustrations Rural students shared.

I

considered interpretations of the data from frames outside
my intuition asking myself, "Is the student acting on merit,
on personal motivation alone, out of some personal
psychological need or fear or from native intelligence?

Was

the student responding to a socioeconomic-political pattern
over which he/she had control?"

CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH QUESTION ONE
What Is the Socioeconomic Location of Students and Faculty?
This section describes the social-economic and
cultural position of the sample of 74 vocational students.
Informants were selected randomly from class rosters of
fourth (final) semester major courses such as pipe and plate
welding.

The sample mirrors the total AAS population at

Rural College, and fits the broad definition of working
class socioeconomic strata based on the following
characteristics:
1.

life style, family culture and educational
values/aspirations;

2.

academic ability inferred from initial
assessment scores;

3.

use of federal/state financial aid, college work
study or veteran's benefits;

4.

dollars earned per hour on the job following
training;

5.

support for local state structures and technoservice jobs.
Family Culture and Educational Values

As employment is a proxy for social class (Blau and
Duncan, 1967; Sennett and Cobb, 1973; Ogbu, 1983), the
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social position and work history of one's family set a pivot
point for inter-generational expectations.

A majority of

the students discussed rural parental households where
neither parent had opportunity to complete high school.
1.

Thirty-two percent of the students (24) reported
that they had the most education in their
family. This included several second generation
Mexican immigrants. Only four traditional-aged
students, (three white males, and one white
female), had the least education in the family.
Thirty-five students (47 percent) reported that
their mothers had never worked outside the home.
All families had past generations of male
technicians, and almost every family had working
technicians this generation. Many were career
military employees.

2.

All but six of the 74 students agreed that they
desired at least the associate's degree for
their own children. Those six said it was up to
the child to decide if he/she wanted a college
degree.

3.

Fifteen percent (11) students had attended
vocational high schools where general education
was limited to basic trade skills. Six entered
college on the GED (high school equivalency
test), and eight reported their parents had only
completed the GED. Approximately one-third had
not attended a traditional high school in the
United States. Four completed secondary school
in Mexico.

4.

Eleven percent (8) students came from homes
where at least one parent held a bachelor's
degree. Six of these parents were high school
or two-year college teachers. Of those with one
teacher parent, two transferred to a university.
One-third of the parent-educators encouraged the
child to enter the professions, a measure of the
working class values for some Rural College
faculty.

5.

Eighty-three percent of the students (61) said
they preferred technical work that maintained
blue collar family culture.
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6.

Twenty-three percent, (17) students, had
families from or still living in Mexico. These
first generation immigrants used the community
college AAS degree to move into America's
service sector culture.

One-third of the sample was Hispanic or married to a
Mexican citizen.

Hispanic men took most pride in describing

mechanical or construction projects while the women
described family relations and their homes.

Secure Hispanic

families settling within an hour's drive of the border
seemed satisfied with lower status/wage jobs and/or public
assistance.

Their children were less likely to leave the

area, to graduate or seek upward mobility based on education
(Ogbu, 1986; Olivas, 1986).

Consequently, hispanics living

on the border for a second and third generation seemed to
lack the competitive drive of first generation immigrants
(Rodriquez, 1982).
An additional 15 students (20 percent) identified
with rural agricultural/cowboy culture; their play, like
their work, revolved around care for animals, children and
crops.

As ranching was indigenous to the geographic region,

many rural families were both cowboy and Hispanic.

Twenty-

four students (32 percent) grew up in military families or
had served four years or more in the U.S. military and
therefore they identified with the army as family culture.
Retired army personnel encouraged their children to join the
military immediately from high school or following two years
of technical training.

Military families of more than one
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generation made up over half of New Community.

Many

soldiers married minority spouses and their minority-status
children were expected to continue in a service career.
In the student sample, 58 percent were ethnic
minorities.

As expected in a public two-year college

involved in job retraining, 55 percent were over age 25.
More males and hispanics selected vocational training; the
majority of students enrolled in computer information
systems programs were white or black males with military
experience.

The largest number of females were enrolled in

secretarial courses or nursing, the traditional female
vocational careers (Apling, 1993).
While attending college, 11 students (15 percent)
received state welfare in food stamps, subsidized housing,
and aid to dependent children.

In Rural County 12 percent

of the population received food stamps, and 22 percent of
Old Campus community received welfare in some form (ADEC,
1991).

Yet, only three in this representative sample

continued to receive welfare after locating employment.
Their AAS degree freed them from that necessity.

Over half

the sample of 74 students remained unmarried; 41 percent
lived with parents (or were parents with grown children
living in the home), reflecting the national trend for
single adult children to remain with working-class families.
This percentage was up by 10 percent nationally between 1970
and 1990 (Barlett and Steel, 1992).

Once enrolled, 17

percent of the sample changed majors; only two students,
however, were upwardly mobile into a professional university
program.
Reasons for Entering Training
Students reported the following reasons for enrolling
in the specific program:
1.

Thirty students (40 percent) said they had not
yet worked full-time; they came to prepare for a
career, as traditional-aged children of blue
collar families;

2.

Seventeen students (23 percent) came for job
retraining following a layoff or when hourly
wages failed to meet monthly expenses;

3.

Twelve students (16 percent) were retired
military, aged 43-46, seeking retraining for
full or part time work locally. They stated
that enlisted retirement pay was under $20,000 a
year;

4.

Five students (6 percent) needed certification
for job upgrading, mostly state sector
employees;

5.

Six students (8 percent) were placed in college
by state welfare or JTPA, mostly single females
with dependent children or men in aviation
mechanics;

6.

Six students (8 percent) came to participate in
athletics or for personal reasons such as
pursuing a hobby after retirement;

7.

Two students (1.5 percent, females) returned
when children left home—for an enriching
experience. Both selected the nursing program.

Gender Comparison
For a decade the gender distribution in the college
district has remained 50 percent male and 50 percent female,
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Table 1
Ethnic/Gender/Age Classification Sample Demographics
and Total College Average
Ethnicity
Whites
Hispanics
Blacks
Asian/American
Indian
Males
Females
Traditional aged

Sample
62%
29%
4%
4%

Ethnicity
Whites
Hispanics
Blacks
Asian/Indian

College
65%
25%
5%
5%

60%
40%
45% < 25

Males and fe
males
Traditional aged

50%
38% < 25
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Figure 2
Gender

but technical programs enrolled more males than females, and
more males under age 25.

This differs from Apling's (1993)

national statistics which indicated that most public
community colleges, and most proprietary schools, enrolled
more females (p. 395).

Office education and nursing

enrolled the majority of the female vocational students.
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Figure 2 shows the male/female distribution in the sample
compared to the total college population.
Age Comparison
Figure 3 compares sample and college populations by
age.
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Figure

3

Age (Under 25 - 25. and Older)

Summary
Compared to the college average, the vocational
sample contained more minorities, more males and more
traditional-aged students preparing for a first career.
Thirty-five percent of the sample, however, were reentry
adults seeking short-term training for immediate employment,
characteristic of the working class during times of economic
uncertainty.
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Academic Ability Indicators
Ninety-five percent of the sample took a placement
test before first registration.

Forty-three percent tested

into remedial courses in two or more areas (21 men and 11
women).

Of those who needed remedial course work to reach

high school equivalency, only one third completed the
suggested courses.

Three of the five foreign students had

not studied written English.

In the airframe program, seven

of the 12 men were never tested, nor did counselors
encourage aviation mechanics to take the extra general
education courses required for the AAS degree.

Students

consistently took the lower level math classes but not
composition, reading or college study strategies.

Most saw

no need to improve their writing; only basic algebra was
perceived as a necessary though difficult skill.
Major Changes
Of the total sample of 74 students, (18 percent) or
13 students changed majors after the first semester.

Eight

were downwardly mobile, and three horizontally mobile in the
technologies.

Those 11 did not desire university credits or

degrees as they chose to emulate technical careers from the
family's past generation.

They did not chose to relocate

out of Rural County or earn much more than they were making
per hour.

Sixty-one students (82 percent) entered the

program without discussing work goals with a college
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counselor/advisor.

Most said that friends and family helped

them select their program.

Technical students demonstrated

a strong independence in course selection; only if a student
decided to graduate, or needed financial aid, did he/she
seek out college counselors.

Only advisors in computer

information systems encouraged students to complete basic
skills classes.

Nurses evaluated prospective students with

a more rigorous battery of tests than those offered through
the placement process.

Because nurses rejected all

applicants reading below the twelfth grade level, those with
skill deficiencies were told to complete skill prerequisites
prior to reapplying into nursing.

This academic rigor

allowed nursing the most academically prepared students
based on skills assessment.

It was the only program with

identified prerequisites, and exit testing by an external
state agency.
Compared to the ten to 15 percent of the total
college who graduated, 48 students in the total sample of 74
(65 percent) completed the AAS degree.

Twenty-six students

of the total 74 (35 percent) said they were satisfied with
rewards from the AAS degree or with the certificate they
received for completing a specific course of study.

As a

group, the sample was more apt to complete the AAS degree
(graduate) and use that degree to pursue immediate service
employment which paid under $7.00 an hour.

Among those who

were working, 13 (17 percent) had begun study at a private
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proprietary or public four-year university.

Among the 14

enrolled students, four (28 percent) planned to transfer
into a four-year university (public and/or private).
Graduation rates differed by programs as aviation
mechanics, welders and computer operators did not need a
degree to obtain certification.

The degree was preferred,

but not mandatory for secretaries.

Nurses had to complete

degree requirements to take the State Nursing Boards.
Draftsmen, electronics, and computer information technicians
needed the two-year degree to apply for government jobs.
For most technical positions in Rural County, two-year
certification was preferred over the bachelor's degree.
Civil Service jobs generally paid more for the bachelor's
degree, but DoD private contractors selected employees based
on related work experience, and they preferred graduates of
local proprietary universities whose courses were aligned
with DoD philosophy and technical business curricula.
University Transfer
Of the 74 students, 13 students (17 percent) had
transferred into a public or private four-year university
immediately from the community college:

three from

drafting, three from electronics, five from nursing and
three from CIS.

This number paralleled the total college

percentage for transfer students (15 percent decade
average).

Six (8 percent) matriculated into public instate
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universities.

Seven (10 percent) selected nontraditional

private business universities that ran eight to ten week
courses locally.

Four computer science students attended

classes through an institution that contracted with the
education center on the army post.

Four other CIS and

nursing students voiced an interest in those same programs.
Two said they were told to avoid the state university
because hospitals would only pay for four semesters' work,
and the university program took much longer to complete.
CIS students were told to avoid the state university because
the course of study was too theoretical.

Several aviation

mechanics indicated a desire to complete the AAS degree at a
public community college in a major city following
employment.

The general feeling was, however, that

traditional state universities offered technicians nothing
practical.

Few said they would consider attending any

university for that reason.
Use of Financial Aid
Traditionally, the vocational population received
more financial aid than did the general college population
(Apling, 1993, p. 399).

Figure 4-A and 4-B (next page)

compare students' use of financial aid.

College wide, one-

third of all students received some form of state
assistance, a higher percentage than the national average
for two-year students (16 percent) (Apling, 1993, p. 398;
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College Overview, 1990, p. 94).

From this sample of 74

students, 77 percent received some form of financial
assistance.

As figure 4-B indicates, the 77 percent of aid

recipients in the sample exceeded the college average of 33
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percent, and was 4.5 times as high as the national average
of 16 percent.

More working class whites, hispanics and
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female heads of households were enrolled in vocational/
technical training on federal assistance than was true of
the general college population.

Figure 4-A shows a

comparison among types of financial aid received from
(bottom center clockwise):

the Pell Grant, veterans'

assistance, faculty employment waiver, vocational
rehabilitation, state supplemental grant, private
scholarship, College Work Study, and no aid received.

No

student said he/she came to college to receive federal aid,
yet most mentioned financial aid as the reason they remained
in college.

Only 17 students (23 percent), received no

financial aid.
Dollars Earned Per Hour and Job Placement
Barlett and Steele (1992) defined the American middle
class as families receiving between 20 and 50 thousand
dollars annually with a median family income of 34,000
dollars.

Thirty-five percent of U.S. tax payers fell into

that category during the 1980s.

Ten percent of the

population reported an annual salary of 15 to 20 thousand
dollars, and an additional 10 percent were upper-middle
class making between 50 and 75 thousand dollars annually.
For the AAS students, joining the middle class was difficult
at best, and based on over 15 years' work experience
generally.
Average Pay Rates By Program in descending dollar amounts:
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Computer Science employees working full time
averaged $14.60 an hour or $30.368 based on full
year employment. Currently enrolled computer
science students working in some aspect of the
industry averaged $8.00 an hour or $16.640 a
year. Out of 11, seven worked full time and
four worked part time in the computer field.
Nine of 11 had past military experience, or were
wives of soldiers.
Nurses working full time averaged $14.50 an hour
or $30.160 annually. Enrolled students made
$7.75 part time in the profession, $16.120
annually. All graduated nurses worked full
time; the two enrolled nurses both worked parttime in a hospital with directed socialization.
Working airframe and power plant mechanics
averaged $12.50 instate, $26.000 annually.
Currently enrolled students working part-time
were not in aviation but averaged $6.95 an hour
in service employment locally, or $14.456
annually. Ten of the 11 interviewed were white
males. Nine worked full time and the two
currently enrolled were working part time in the
aviation industry.
Electronics students working full time averaged
$12.40 an hour or $25.792 annually, but only 60
percent were working in the area of training.
Currently enrolled students not yet working in
electronics averaged $7.25 an hour or $15.080
annually. Most of these students were retired
military, white or black. Of 11, five worked
full time and six worked part time. Four were
working outside electronics.
Drafting majors working full time received $7.35
an hour or $15.288 annually. Fifty percent were
employed in the training area. Currently
enrolled students working part-time in drafting
averaged $6.50 an hour or $13.520 annually.
Drafting was a mixed group by gender and
ethnicity. Three worked as full time draftsmen
and seven worked part time in the field.
Secretaries working full time received an
average of $7.00 an hour or $14.560 annually.
Enrolled students working clerical jobs parttime averaged $4.65. or $9.672 annually. They
were working class whites and minorities
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including three military wives and eight
Hispanic females. Seven of the 11 students
worked full time and four worked part time.
7.

Welders and machinists working full time
averaged $5.25 or $10.920 annually, but only 30
percent were working in the area of training.
Neither of the two currently enrolled students
were employed except for a few hours on campus
at minimum wage ($4.35 an hour) or $9.048 when
figures were averaged for full time employment,
hispanics and working class whites (the cowboys)
made up the majority of those interviewed. Four
worked full time and six worked part time in the
service sector.
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Figure 5
Student Hourly Salary By Program

According to Barlett and Steele's (1992) estimates
middle class status required 20 to 50 thousand dollars'
annual income.

In this sample, pretax income placed

computer information operators, nurses, airframe mechanics
and electronics graduates on the lower rungs of the middle
class, those making above $20,000 a year; however, no group
hit the projected median family income of $34,000 a year.
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Thirty-one earned $10.00+ an hour, achieving middle class
status, but they were the older, retired adults.

Forty-one

percent of the sample qualified as middle class on hourly
earnings, if employed full time.

Fifty-nine percent of the

sample fell below the middle, including all of the 28
percent who were employed part-time; 25 percent worked
without health benefits and 40 percent worked on contracts
without retirement benefits.

Using full-time hourly wage as

a measure, even though it overrates 28 percent of the parttime employed students, those in drafting, the secretaries,
welders and machinists, the craftsmen and women outside
nursing all fell below the $34,000 annual income.

Figure 5

compares salaries of employed and enrolled AAS students by
dollars earned per hour.
Support for State Work Structures
The majority of the sample, except for those in the
industrial crafts (welding, machining and drafting) did
locate instate jobs in the training area.

Most craft

students found work in the building or construction trades.
True to working class culture, these students sought
employment before graduation.

Everyone was proud to discuss

his/her work history as the most important aspect of life.
Of 74 students, only four males were unemployed, two white
and two Hispanic; one was on medical disability, two were
retired military, and one was a minor living with family.
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All four had completed a craft program.
working, one-third part time.

All females were

Twenty-five percent of the 45

men in the sample were employed part time, but eight were
still enrolled in a program, and 12 with full time jobs were
seeking jobs with higher pay.

Twenty-eight percent of the

sample had not located full time employment, and men working
part time were the most dissatisfied with the AAS degree.
Reasons Given for Selecting Specific Programs
During the interviews, each student explained why he/
she selected the program of study.
themselves into three categories:

Responses grouped
The majority said that

was the work the family had always done.

The second reason

was for fast, inexpensive certification for job advancement
or initial placement.

The smallest group said they lacked

the motivation to attend a more demanding four-year program
and the AAS program fit their gender, age and academic or
social expectations.
Work Place/Sector
Only 18 students (24 percent) preferred work in the
public/state sector.

Fourteen students had no sector

preference and failed to differentiate jobs by sectors.
Three were self-employed running small family businesses.
Of the 49 employed in the private sector, most were attached
to DoD private contractors working for the military running
electronics tests for the communications post, collecting
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and sorting data for the intelligence command, doing defense
related book keeping or repairing hardware for engineers and
other civil servants.

Several retired army technicians were

adamant about never working for "Uncle Sam" again.

Most,

however, had obtained a job parallel to the one they had in
uniform on (or close to) the military base.

Because they

wore suits, they considered themselves free from the DoD.
Actual areas of employment included:
1.

Twenty students (27 percent) worked for a small
industrial or service business (with under 20
employees), or for a military contractor
supporting DoD;

2.

Eight students (11 percent) worked in the
corporate sector for aviation;

3.

Sixteen students (21 percent) worked in the
state sector directly;

4.

Six students (8 percent) worked for family or
were self employed;

5.

Nineteen students (26 percent) worked in local
service industries: fast food, retail sales or
medical services;

6.

Four students (5 percent) did not work, and one
currently enrolled male under 25 was not
employed, but he had worked part-time in fast
food and in construction as a laborer.

Summary
These AAS students depended upon peers and family
recommendations more than college counselors for program
selection indicating a strong tie to rural family culture.
They used a larger percentage of financial aid, implying a
lower socioeconomic status than the total college, or
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Table 2
Programs Demographic Overview
Program
Students
Male
Female
% Ethnic
< 25
> 25
Graduate
U. Transfer

A&P
11
10
1
9%
5
6
6
0

CIS
11
7
4
36%
1
10
7
3

DFT
10
7
3
60%
6
4
6
2

ELT
11
9
2
45%
3
8
10
1

MAC/WLD
10
10
0
20%
5
5
1
0

NURS
10
2
8
20%
3
7
10
3

OED
11
0
11
72%
8
3
7
0

Table 3
Work Location
Location
Lives/works county where training
occurred
Lives/works out of county/in state
(relocate)
Lives on or near University campus as
student
Lives in county but works in Mexico
Lives in county but does not work

Students
51

Percent
69%

16

21%

2

2%

2
3

2%
4%

technical students enrolled in four year universities.

They

graduated in greater numbers than the total college
anticipating job placement based on AAS certificates.

Many

sought only certification, using the public two-year college
as a proprietary school.

Forty-one percent of the sample

achieved middle class status based on dollars earned per
hour three to five years after the AAS experience, and that
figure is inflated as 28 percent were only employed part
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time.

Students in aviation mechanics, nursing, secretarial,

and computer information systems found jobs in the training
area, but students in the older, industrial crafts entered
the construction trades.

Graduation and university transfer

was program specific with most who chose to transfer
electing private business institutions in Rural County.

The

majority said they preferred to work in the private sector,
but found employment contracted through the State.

Forty-

two percent of the males were quite dissatisfied with the
rewards following their degree.

Two equated their inability

to locate a "good paying job" with Hispanic ethnicity living
on the Mexican border.

The remaining 17 were not able to

articulate why they lacked security.

These men represented

the lowest SES students in the sample (except for the one
white student who had not worked and was still living at
home).

Their physical appearance, class values, language

patterns and expected work place rewards indicated that
social class and rural culture was a more serious obstacle
to obtaining a job in the technologies, than was gender or
ethnicity.
Among the 29 women in the total sample, SES related
directly to program choice.

Prestigious programs (nursing

and electronics) attracted middle class white women, while
office education (clerical) attracted lower class white
women, hispanics, and blacks attached to the army.
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Social Economic Position of Vocational Faculty
The 14 vocational faculty who returned question
naires, plus the four interviewed shared these characteris
tics.
Table 4
Social Economic Position Of Full Time Vocational Faculty
Degree
AAS
BS
MA
PhD

16%
16%
55%
2%

Years Serv].ce
< 5
37%
5 - 1 0
34%
11 - 15
15%
> 15
15%

Salary Scale Position
Low Q
16%
3rd Q
44%
2nd Q
27%
Top Q
11%

Forty-six percent of the faculty said they actively
tried to place students into local jobs while only one-third
said they maintained regular contacts with university
transfer advisors.

In addition to teaching classes, 61

percent of these technical faculty were also employed part
time in the following service sector jobs themselves:
1.

marketing consultant,

2.

small business manager,

3.

small business owner-operators: (3) computer
software, aviation, FBO (airport), tour guide
for hunters;

4.

computer programmer or DoD contractor consultant
(2) ,

5.

consultant, supervisor or practitioner for
health care providers in local communities (3),

6.

illustrator,

7.

machinist, welder.
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Table 5
Vocational Faculty Characteristics

Males
Females

Full
Time

Deg.

3
0

MA

Part
Work Exper.
Time
A&P MECHANICS
3*2*
Industry
0*

Deg.

AAS

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Army
2*
3
MA
MALES
Teaching
1*1* BS/
PhD
FEMALES
1
AAS
DRAFTING
0
1*1* AAS
MALES
0
FEMALES
1
MA
ELECTRONICS
Business
BS
MALES
1
MA
1*
0
0
FEMALES
MACHINING/WELDING
BS
Industry
BS/
MALES
1
1,1
AAS
0
FEMALES
0
NURSING
0
0
MALES
Hospital
0
FEMALES
4
MA
Hospital
BS
1
OFFICE EDUCATION
0
0
MALES
Secretary
AAS
FEMALES
2
MA
4*
GENERAL EDUCATION FOR AAS STUDENTS
Teaching
0
MALES
1
PhD
Business
0
2
MA
Teaching
0
FEMALES
2
MA
19
TOTALS
21
* AAS earned in same program being instructed

Work Exper.
Lab Aides
Lab Aides
Hanger
Lab Aides
Army
Aides
State/Aide
Teaching
Industry

Industry
Aide

Secretary

40

The remaining 39 percent worked only for Rural College
teaching and advising students.

Two of the 18 faculty were
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Hispanic; all others were white.

Across AAS programs no one

voiced a concern for multicultural diversity or ethnic/
gender quotas.
Summary
Technical instructors trained students for both
private and state sector jobs, employment positions which
they themselves accepted part-time.

The faculty's

involvement in entry level work culture and the service
industries displayed working class values which they shared
with students openly and though a hidden curriculum.

Most

of the full-time instructors held a Master's degree, and
over 70 percent left Rural College before achieving ten
years of service.

Sixty-two percent fell below the mean on

the faculty salary scale.

Fewer than half tried to place

students into jobs directly, but as over half of those
instructors did practice their skill as a second part-time
job in the community, they openly advocated the service
model and discussed their service work with students.
Class observations of instructors' dress and language
indicated working class status; men generally worked in blue
jeans or khaki pants with sports shirts.

Male division

chairs wore suits and ties emulating corporate CEOs.
Females in office education modeled a guarded formality
indicative of females in corporate offices.

Full time

females in office education wore business suits or dresses
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with heels, but part time secretaries dressed more like the
students.

Men preferred the formal lecture stance while

female instructors mingled more easily with students and
conducted more small discussion groups.

Women were more

careful than men not to use military or technical jargon,
slang or colloquial analogies in lectures, but female
instructors used extensive examples from working class home
culture and family analogies.

Nursing instructors were the

most at ease with students, yet used the most formal
language.

The Master's or Bachelor's degree appeared not to

represent an academic end so much as necessary certification
to practice their skill in the secure state environment.
Faculty said they taught for job security, health benefits
the annual contract, and retirement at age fifty-five.

CHAPTER FIVE
RESEARCH QUESTION TWO
Do faculty and students perceive a status hierarchy across
vocational programs at the institution? Does the hierarchy
correspond to national prestige and pay hierarchies? Are
students' rewards commensurate with those hierarchies?
Vocational Programs in the Study
To better understand the nature of the status
hierarchy, seven vocational programs were selected that
covered the range of programs on campus.
included:

The programs

aviation mechanics, computer information systems,

drafting, electronics, nursing, welding/machining, and
office education.

All programs terminated in the Associate

of Applied Science degree.

This study is subdivided by (a)

working students, (b) enrolled students, (c) full-time
vocational faculty, and (d) vocational administrators.
Each respondent ranked programs from most to least
prestigious based on wages, job opportunities and public
perceptions of employment.

From these rankings, students'

perceptions of the prestige hierarchy across the programs
emerged as mean scores.

These scores were compared to

national status scores on the total socioeconomic index
scale (TSEI).

The 15 full-time vocational faculty were also
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asked to respond to the question of program prestige based
on their personal experiences.

Two vocational administra

tors shared their reasons for the prestige of some vocation
programs during interviews.

To verify perceptions, program

budgets and numbers of full time faculty per program were
compared to numbers of students enrolled.

This data

addressed the following questions:
1.

Does the community college vocational prestige
system create a false consciousness about
prestige in relation to potential salary and
economic mobility?

2.

Do faculty in various programs give students
different messages concerning social place? How
do students react to institutional messages?

Standardization Procedures
A standardized form was employed to count and
categorize:
1.

Demographics: numbers in classes, ages, gender,
ethnicity, and socioeconomic characteristics of
clothing, appearance of room, and cultural
affiliation;

2.

Language: references to industry, state sector
jobs, higher education, entrepreneurial selfemployment, the college administration (as
representatives of management), references to
labor union activities;

3.

Skills: use of machines in labs, kinds of work
produced by students, academic competencies, use
of texts, and forms of critical inquiry;

4.

Exams and assignments: preparation for, kinds
of questions, levels of thinking, kinds of
writing/library research;
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5.

Values of students and faculty: complementary
or contradictory to blue collar work norms, the
professions, and/or higher education.

The Total Socioeconomic Index Scale
The TSEI (1980 index) provides a vehicle for status
"prestige" comparisons across occupations by wages and years
of education.

Since the 1960s the scale has provided

perceptions of the prestige of 504 occupations.

It has

proven useful in describing the results of educational
processes and programs by locating an entry worker's initial
job placement.

Initial placement may infer a worker's

socioeconomic or family background in relation to degrees
earned and perceived place in the work force.

A placement

score later in life implies the worker's status and degree
of social movement over a life time of employment, or status
change following training (Duncan, 1961; Featherman, Jones,
and Hauser, 1975, 1978; Sewell and Hauser, 1980; in Stevens
and Cho, 1985, pp. 142-147).

These researchers found that

the major differences between 1970 and 1980 ratings
reflected the widening economic gap between executives/
managers and service technicians.

The unionized craft

occupations lost status over the decade as more women joined
the techno-service ranks, technicians worked outside union
contracts, and more part-time laborers were hired in
industry and the service sector.
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The TSEI has a range of 95 to 14.

Top scores

included professional administrators, lawyers, engineers and
university professors.

The lowest one-fourth of the scale

included service assistants in private homes (maids) and
laborer's helpers.

Of the 74 students in this study, only

two students' annual wages and job descriptions placed them
in the top one-fourth of the scale.

One of those students

studied computer information systems, and one studied
electronics.

Three older male students, (all from computer

information systems) placed in the second one-fourth of the
scale.

Six percent of the sample was, therefore, found in

the top half of the TSEI all but one having studied CIS for
DoD jobs.

Fourteen students fell into the quartile just

below the mean.

This group was composed of computer

information technicians, nurses and draftsmen.

All

remaining technicians ranked in the bottom one-fourth of the
scale.

Ninety-four percent fell into the bottom half, and

73 percent fell into the bottom one-fourth on the TSEI.
This bottom population included all other electronics'
students, secretaries, welders, machinists and aviation
mechanics along with most of the draftsmen and some computer
repair technicians.
The elite vocational programs, CIS, nursing and
aviation mechanics placed fewer than 10 percent of the
completers into jobs with middle-class TSEI status.
population split on three characteristics:

The

age, gender, and
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Figure 6
TSEI Rank By Gender
previous work experience.

Only computer information

systems' technicians working on the military post, all over
age 40, secured jobs that placed them above the TSEI
midpoint except for one white male, an electronics
"technical engineer" working in Mexico.

A comparable job in

the United States would not be labeled engineer, but
technician.

His title, "engineer," did not mean he received

the salary of engineers working in the U.S.

Twenty-one of

the 74 technicians (28 percent) achieved middle class
status.

This included ten of the 29 women (34 percent),

those from drafting and nursing.
positions by gender.

Figure 6 compares status

Figure 7 (next page) shows a

comparison of TSEI rankings by programs.

Figure 8 compares

programs based on TSEI scale scores for all students in each
program.
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Figure 7
Average TSEI Rank By Program
Student Rankings of Program Prestige
The TSEI ranks student prestige based on a national
definition of job status by hourly wage, but program status
perceptions differed based on the evaluator's purpose.

The

value of a program and its certification differed when
evaluated by (1) Rural College, (2) the student and his
family, and (3) the employer and/or market forces.

Aviation

mechanics and computer science were valued by the college
based on budget efficiency and head counts that generated
FTE.

Academic performance, state certification require

ments, and wages placed nursing equal to CIS, in the market,
and A&P lower in wages and prestige.

TSEI rankings showed

CIS and nursing salaries to be higher than drafting or
electronics positions, but students' perceptions indicated
that college messages ranked electronics and CIS higher than
nursing or drafting.

Local market demands were principally
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for entry-level computer data entry technicians or repairmen
attached to the army's intelligence operations and its
several private contractors.
Enrolled students rated CIS and electronics higher
than employed completers, and nursing was rated lower.
Perceptions of

current~y

enrolled students echoed

institutional messages that recommend CIS or electronics.
Faculty teaching in the CIS program obtained prestige from
wages supplemented through DoD contracts, for short term
training, and complementarily with army values.
Satisfaction was related to teaching in a program "located
in the conservative discourse of productivity close to the
marketw (Slaughter, 1993, p. 254).

What was rewarded at
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Figure 8
Perception's of Programs' Value Prestige
Rural College was not most rewarded in the larger work place
outside Rural County, however.

College messages promised

students greater rewards than instate employers paid.

Ill

Figure 8 displays a comparison of the perception of program
values and prestige as ranked by college, enrolled students,
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Figure 9
Program Rank Based on TSEI Scale

and working students.

Figure 9 (next page) shows TSEI ranks

when wages and job prestige were averaged for students
across programs.

Some programs obviously offered more

opportunity than did others.
Work Culture vs. Academic Culture Across Programs:
The cultures of the seven programs differed according
to purpose in relation to job placement, population of
students, use of class time, difficulty of texts and exams,
levels of stress experienced by students, problem solving
demands, and messages for future employment.

Placed on a

continuum from factory floor socialization for job-specific
certification into the service technologies, to socializa
tion into academic and professional norms (figure 10
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Figure 10
Program Characteristics
compares the seven programs by {1) purpose {certification
vs. transfer),

{2) student behaviors {relaxed classroom

atmosph~re--student

deadlines),

works at his/her own pace, to pressured

{3) levels of skill competencies requisite to

succeed 'from grade level nine to grade level fifteen, and
{4) percentages of students graduating and transferring.
Figure 11 compares programs by {1) difficulty of class texts
and assignments,

{2) use of library research/ written

reports, and {3) problem solving demands in the curricula.
Dual class messages in programs were clear from observation
of this continuum.

Lowest status programs attracted lowest

status students and demanded the least academic rigor; they
transferred the fewest to universities and directly
recommended local service sector employment to those from
lowest SES families.

The higher status programs appealed to

students who were more mature, more often white, and who
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Figure 11
Text/Problem Solving
represented middle class family values (if only the bottom
strata).
I

Program Characteristics
Students agreed that nursing was the most difficult
program because it had the highest academic requirements and
the highest levels of stress.

Nursing faculty used multiple

texts, written lab reports, and library research.

Students

actively took notes during lectures, and memorized pages of
data for biweekly exams with absolute cut-points.

Each exam

included short essay answers and critical evaluative
questions on ethical concerns.

If two consecutive scores

fell below the cut-point, a student was advised out of the
program.

Maximizing time on task was symbolic of health

care rigor where young technicians were taught to face life
and death decisions and combine skills with intuition.
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Lectures, labs and hospital practicums combined head and
hand knowledge to prepare students for the State Nursing
Board exam.

This external exam placed the program in

competition with other state nursing programs.

Each nursing

student was socialized to maximize the group's score to
uphold the program's reputation as one of the top scoring
programs in the state.

Full-time female nursing instructors

were among the most dissatisfied with their program budget
and number of full time faculty.
and lab equipment had gone unmet.

Requests for training aids
The program was capped

and therefore turned away qualified candidates annually.
Several instructors left the program

for higher pay in

other districts during the course of this study.

Health

care demands allowed nursing graduates the greatest
selectivity based on program reputation and the demand for
two-year graduates (Apling, 1993, p. 389).
CIS was the next most stressful program.

CIS and

electronics socialized students to DoD work values in
anticipation of local employment with the army.

All but one

of the CIS and electronics staff had career military
experience and used military analogies during lectures.

CIS

instructors were the most satisfied with their budgets and
perceived status.

The electronics and welding faculty

voiced the most anger over budgets and administrative
mandated to recruit army personnel to fill classes once
attended by traditional students.

Three males in those
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programs insisted that they were not a remedial dumping
ground, or a hobby shop, and though they served the retired
military, they did not appreciate being labeled "non
academic."

These comments showed their alienation as "the

others" in powerless positions as representatives of the
older craft industries.
A&P, nursing, and electronics classes were held apart
from daily campus activities; nurses spent as many hours in
hospitals, commuting countywide, as they spent on either
campus.

Electronics classes were offered only in the

evening, mostly on the military post.

The lead electronics'

instructor said:
"Since '89 we have just accommodated the army. This
stuff is so hard, you have to come here knowing it already.
The students work in teams and hope the guys with the math
[background] get a clue in lab. When they figure it out,
they help the rest of them."
As most CIS students were active duty or retired
military, they respected their instructors as they had army
officers.

Several students attended classes in uniforms.

Nursing and electronics faculty were revered as near genius
level, and perceived as often misunderstood by the
administration.
Two of the 12 electronics' students transferred into
nontraditional universities as did two nurses and one CIS
student.

The four said they began the advanced program for

hourly pay raises on existing jobs.

Only two students from

each of the three top programs transferred into public
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universities outside Rural County.

CIS and nursing majors

found work quickly, but electronics graduates suffered in
the demilitarizing state economy as Stacey (1991) also
reported was true in California.

One Hispanic male

electronics graduate echoed the feelings of several:
"When I went into the program, there was work every
where and the college advertised this program and guys came
to campus from Garrett, IBM, Burr Brown and Texas
Instruments and our instructors were known all over for
quality. But then the bottom fell out of the industry and
the teacher would call and ask if anyone was hiring, but
there were no jobs. IBM left Tucson and a lady in Phoenix
told me when I was looking for work xelectronics techs are a
dime a dozen.' And so now I'm back in college training to
become a junior high counselor. And this has been very hard
on my family."
The drafting program bridged between the prestigious
programs and the lower-status programs.

Drafting sent one-

fourth of its completers into university architecture, but
the remaining three-fourths entered industry or the
construction trades.

Students who expressed an interest in

transfer were advised individually into the Technologist
Program [university in capital city] or into architecture.
Most draftsmen, however, entered the craft trades or worked
locally for the state as assistants to planners or managers.
Retrenchment for austerity (1989 to 1991) affected
the technical programs more directly than it did general
education at Rural College.

Program directors in drafting,

A&P, welding, machining, electronics and office education
were told to hire as many part-time hourly AAS graduates as
could obtain temporary state vocational certification based
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on any three years of work experience.

This hourly cadre

were hired to assist master-degreed lead instructors, but in
reality they became faculty in their own right with
classroom autonomy.

In A&P three full-time faculty taught a

curriculum developed for six master-degreed instructors.
The three full-time instructors worked two shifts as
lecturers so lab aides in the final phrase of the A&P
program could instruct in the hangar.

Instructional lab

aides received seven dollars per hour for nineteen hours'
work weekly without benefits.

Each semester those hourly

employed but no longer needed, joined the ranks of the
unemployed seeking other part-time jobs locally.

All used

arbitrary shop floor language with little discussion of
theory, and less social critique.

In the classes and labs,

A&P students were socialized to "wait."
of the class set the pace.

The slowest member

One senior full-time instructor

shared this thought:
"I am teaching two shifts, four days a week from
seven to seven and there is no way on this ten-month
contract, that I can get away from here to upgrade myself
professionally. They say I need the bachelor's degree, but
I'd have to go out of state, and I can't get away from here
to do that."
Lab aides and faculty reviewed FAA exam questions
with students prior to each test.
from the FAA exam guide.

Reviews were rote drills

As Wilcox (1977) found:

"Nonprofessional workers need only follow the present work
routine set for their jobs, since there are few if any
choices that will determine future outcomes. . . . Brief
factual rather than analytical responses are expected. Each
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of these palliatives attempts to reduce the divergence
between the school and the work place, with the assumption
that it is the school that must make the accommodations.
The curricula will be modified to make it more appropriate
to existing jobs" (Wilcox in Carnoy and Levin, 1985, p.
115).
When asked if he saw any problem with teaching
directly to the federal examination, the A&P instructor
answered:
"Of course we teach to that test. They have to pass
the FAA exam to get hired. That's why I'm here."
The emphasis was to teach the exam with minimal lab
experience "to get these guys a foot in the door with the
airlines or a defense contractor" (A&P lab aide in hangar).
As one working mechanic in the state's capital city
told me:
"If I had it to do over, I would not waste my time or
money taking that program. I could have hired on with the
airlines, worked and learned on the job, and passed the FAA
test and kept on working."
The lead instructor added:
"Many of these kids come to us with under a ninth
grade reading level and no math at all. This program should
be taught at the third year in college level, but we can't
do that with these guys. If we get a guy certified and a
job, he is happy at entry level. In time we will only hurt
ourselves with this practice of just teaching to the exam.
It is sad because we have good teachers and we could be
doing so much better with the people we do get, but every
year the better students leave for [the capital city] and we
are told not to lose anyone. Just let them take the class
over. The real push is to simply keep people here to occupy
space."
No A&P student graduated in 1992 or 1993, and the few
who transferred into another college program entered
electronic/avionics.

Four men working for the air lines in
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the capital city told me they would like to return to a
community college to complete the AAS degree.

They praised

the college's job placement personnel because the two fulltime officers devoted the majority of their work week to
locating students jobs in the aviation industry.
Initial jobs for welders, machinists, draftsmen and
mechanics most often entailed rudimentary assembling,
finishing or cleaning parts or equipment.

Compared to

previous union jobs, these positions had been de-skilled.
Those who desired higher level competencies moved to the
cities to seek out major industry where neophytes were
paired with the old master technicians.

The one machinist

who graduated and relocated to the capital city explained
that messages from general education classes conflicted with
faculty expectations in the machining course:
"I thought I was supposed to type a page on each
question for the take home exam, [in machining class], but
all my teacher wanted was a word or phrase so he made me
redo my midterm because he couldn't figure out what I was
trying to say in all that English. So I rewrote it long
hand, in phrases and he took it then. He said I did too
much; he didn't want to read paragraphs of explanation."
The part-time machining instructor, a Hispanic male
age 65, spent his life in unionized industry.

He socialized

students to a model that existed prior to 1980; He said:
"Once these boys learn these simple machining
operations, there are over 100 jobs instate open to them."
Yet only 25 machinists work in the city of 35,000 near New
Campus.

He went on to say:
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"But you have to keep moving to learn new operations
at new plants. Machining is specialized, but every big
company has to have a machine shop to keep things running."
Welding and machining were similar to what union
apprenticeships offered labor prior to 1970.

The welding

instructor sounded much like a labor leader discussing
business ethics.

He told the students:

"You always pay in the end when you try to cheat the
government or the people. As a craftsman, you have a
loyalty to the company, but a stronger loyalty to your
personal integrity."
The college job placement office placed fewer
welders/machinists and secretaries than A&P mechanics.

The

students agreed that even though the college offered job
placement services, finding employment was the student's own
responsibility.

Messages were mixed; students wanted the

college to find them a job with benefits, but they did not
know how to use state structures for personal gain.

Older

craft faculty, socialized to industrial work patterns or
union shops, were not sympathetic to welfare or to state
employment bureaucracy.

Welders, mechanics, and machinists

were the most individualistic and the least concerned about
social position or mobility.

Word of mouth from one

craftsman (faculty) to another (shop foreman) was far more
viable for locating a job than was using the college job
placement center or the local newspaper.
No welder, machinist or secretary transferred to a
university, and only two of the dozen welders or machinists
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worked with health or retirement benefits.

Their personal

crises were directly tied to their shaky economic status and
hourly wage.

As a group these male students expressed the

greatest frustration with the job market.

Secretaries

receiving comparable salaries were much more satisfied with
their certification rewards, perhaps because fewer were
supporting families on one pay check.
All craftsmen and secretaries supported a
competitive, small business model.

They believed strongly

in the democratic-capitalistic system.

They simply felt

exploited when they saw the focus of the college's training
moving away from the craft industries, and wages for their
labor set below $7.00 an hour.

Several expressed concern

about why the college did not support programs that gave
people "real jobs" building or repairing things.
Summary
Faculty work culture complemented the expectations of
specific occupation more than it did academic values.

For

vocational faculty, prestige paralleled the prestige of
one's craft or occupation in the private or state sector.
Retrenchment hurt the least prestigious programs most
directly, and it forced all programs to serve working class
students more efficiently by creating a job placement office
to actively connect completers with entry-level service
jobs.

The old craft programs, including aviation mechanics,
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became "certification only" sites whereas drafting, CIS and
electronics transferred one-fourth into public higher
education, and three-fourths to government contractors.

The

drafting students selected public four-year universities
twice as often as did students from CIS or electronics.
Faculty language, expectations for skill development, and
classroom behaviors prepared students for specific work
environments even through most faculty said they did not
actively place students.

Changing production demands

rendered faculty messages for past unionized corporate
employment obsolete.

The "new elites" were programs which

met the State's short-term, job-specific employment demands
as set by government and its private contractors and
rewarded with prestige by college administrators.
College Perception of Prestige
On New Campus the most prestigious program, Computer
Information Systems, was male dominant, but when combined
with the least prestigious program in office education
(clerical), which was female dominant, the computer areas
had the most efficient head count for economy of scale and
use of technical equipment.

Students shared labs and

faculty, days and evenings.

Many more students enrolled for

stand-alone classes in both computer science and office
education than completed certificates or degrees.

By

advertising computer information systems along with
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secretarial classes, the college spread the status mystique
of "computer prestige" to females and traditional students.
Among women in the CIS and OED samples, one army wife and
one female over age 40 were employed full time on the army
base; two more females under age 25 worked part-time hourly
for five dollars on the base as aides.
percent of the female sample.

These four were 7

All remaining young females,

and all non-army minority females located jobs in the less
prestigious private sector or in the state sector.

From the

sample of 45 males, no one under age 40 found employment on
the army post.

Advertising prestigious state jobs on the

army post offered false hope to young men and minority
women.

Women found their OED certification worth less than

the certificates held by male programmers over age 40, many
of whom had only four additional computer language classes.
Young students who expected employment with military
contractors were disappointed to learn that jobs were filled
based on related work experience in the military.
The two programs identified with Old Campus, aviation
and nursing, were the most expensive vocational offerings at
the institution, but both were valued for generating much
needed head counts for the declining campus based on
advertisements through the career action center.

On Old

Campus, drafting, electronics, and welding became cost
prohibitive in 1989 and were transferred to New Campus to
serve the growing military population.
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Student Perception of Prestige;
Responses from all students (workers and those
enrolled in the final semester) concerning the prestige and
value of the degree, were divided with (36) positive
responses and (38) negative responses.

Females, including

both nurses in the top program and secretaries in the least
prestigious program, rated their programs more positively
than did males regardless of salary.

Most negative

responses came from males who were dissatisfied with their
near minimum wage or part-time employment status.

Males

working full time in industry in the cities (the 22 percent
who had relocated) were generally more satisfied.

Fewer of

these men, however, completed degree requirements.

The most

upwardly mobile students were white or Hispanic males who
went immediately to private sector large corporate
industries, or who were already employed through the DoD.
The one independent entrepreneur who owned his own business
was an exception.

He was very satisfied with his personal

success in the capital city.

He did not transfer, nor did

he have military experience.

He attributed his success to

hard work and support from his Hispanic wife.
As DoD was nationally competitive, government
contracts in New Community set higher salary ranges than
comparable jobs in the private sector.

Carnoy and Levin

(1985) noted that military spending held interest rates high
because of its contribution to large federal deficits
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without producing usable consumer and producer goods.

It

forced small businesses to compete for engineers,
technicians and skilled labor, driving up the price of those
employees.

Many small businesses in technology-related

industries were forced to pay higher wages for the whole
range of skilled workers who had job alternatives in the
defense industry.

The combined secretarial/computer program

trained for a dual-class economy.

Retired military males

joined the middle class while younger students, mostly
females, worked for half the hourly wage in the civilian
economy.

Three retired military white males said the local

army base fostered a type of state socialism that severely
limited the local job market.
CIS white male over 25:
"Most everyone in this town works for the government
in some capacity. The feds are the major buyer and spender
keeping the economy afloat. These defense contractors
practice a type of socialism. The guys working for
contractors are big on capitalism, but surviving on
socialism as we speak. These companies could not survive on
free market principles. The big money stays at the top in
management. It doesn't filter down to these men."
"But Defense is more important to the managers than
real jobs or true capitalism. Most of these students are so
well socialized to this model, that they will not complain
no matter what happens at work or in a college class. When
they can't stand it any longer, they go home and work on
their own toys."
A welder adds: "The army keeps small industrial
business out of this area. They control the city council
and they control the college administration and that's
basically why we don't see much growth in [Rural County]."
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In False Promises. (1973), Aronowitz discussed the
defense contract as the obvious example of the state
eliminating the marketplace as the regulator of economic
profit.

Prices and wages were no longer exchanged at free

market value, but were set by state-industrial contracts.
One CIS student over 25 explained how closely the college
aligned its programs with the military:
"The relationship between the college and the army is
simple feedback. The college has adjusted the CIS/OED
curriculum to teach what they want . . . that Fort does
influence our course of study. The local market dictates
the curriculum and the army advises us about changes that
they need in software. The Fort hires 90 percent of our
graduates. CIS has four levels of competencies. The AAS is
the lowest level of computer applications for technicians.
That degree and the CIS Associate of Science degree are
directly written to fit the Chapman Business College program
and that of Western International on the Post. The
department [CIS] is very good to keep adjusting the
curriculum to what is needed on the Fort and what the
universities in town want."
Retired military instructors teaching CIS classes for
the community college, full or part time, gained status
because they could supplement their salaries, and add heads
to the program by teaching short-term training seminars for
DoD contractors through the office of continuing education.
Two faculty moved into administrative positions when the
president perceived their efforts as positive to collegecommunity prestige.

One computer information instructor

told me:
"In 1985 I talked to the college president about a
little ^creative financing' that would use our labs on
weekends and during the summer and offer the computer
faculty some bucks through these Fort contractors. I made
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as much teaching these software user workshops the first
four years as I made on my teaching contract. When we
interviewed CIS faculty, we guaranteed them contracting over
the amount of the state teaching agreement. I had been in
the military for 20 years. I knew they were the largest
educator in the country and that they liked efficient, fast
service. The community college has the flexibility to offer
anything, anyplace at anytime. And with xarmy' on the
faculty we can train to army needs and offer state
certification and college credit. Over the decade our
technical curriculum has expanded to meet the needs of the
army, and to tell you the truth, I don't think this campus
would have made it without that."
His pride in entrepreneurialism tied to DoD
contracting "to save the college" [his words] is clear.
He continued:
"And none of this money is under college board
control. Our administration decides how to spend this
contract profit. The vice presidents can use this money for
conferences, equipment or office furniture. The board is
pleased to see them doing something that makes some money.
And some faculty complained that they weren't getting Aa
piece of the action' so we cut them in. Now they teach
writing, management and economics and speech on short
contracts. I have had to miss a few classes here on campus
to teach the contract students on Post, but over all, I
think they have been good for the college, and I know they
have been good for the business community. I am sorry to
see the DoD drying up these training funds. It is not as
easy as it was five years ago."
Two female CIS students said that the teacher quoted above
missed the same number of classes he attended.

Student lab

aides conducted classes in his absence; two aides were hired
as part-time faculty to teach in the department themselves.
Nursing (90 percent female, and 50 percent traditional-aged
women) ranked lower in college prestige because nursing was
gender specific with an all female faculty and a female
majority student body.

Graduate nurses found employment
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without using the job placement service or DoD contractors
so the program was more loosely connected to college-state
messages.
Four nurses said that the army hospital was the best
work location in Rural County, but none in the sample had
yet obtained a position at that prestigious location.
A nurse, over 25 said:
"I am in the army reserves and they pay for my work
toward the bachelors's degree. Once I finish that degree,
the Army Nursing Corp. will pay well. Some of these women
have reached full Bird Colonel. I really recommend military
nursing careers to women because the government pays for
everything and they move your family and with the four-year
degree, you can pick your place just about anywhere in the
country."
Interviewer:

"Did you consider a state university?"

Student: "No, none of us [nurses] go there. That
program isn't designed to hold classes when we are not
working."
Nursing students were evenly divided between those
who preferred traditional and nontraditional university
programs, but the majority of the AAS nurses were satisfied
to work "the hospital floor" without a bachelor's degree.
Military Influence on the local market
In 1991, total DoD contracts in New Community,
outside enlisted military, were $562.22 million, a ten
million dollar increase over 1990 (Hinton, 1991).

Forty-

three percent of the local post's defense budget was
invested in private entrepreneurs called "service support
technology."

In 1991, $111.9 million was awarded to small
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businesses contracted directly to the military.

Civil

Service military support positions ancillary to the army
downsized by 25 percent pushing military research, training
and operational support functions out from the army toward
private ancillary contractors.

The army base in New

Community also contracted out an additional 158 million
dollars in civilian jobs including educational training
(Hinton, 1991).

These opportunities provided a lucrative

niche for Rural College, but not one free of political
entanglements.
No traditional-aged student vocalized the CIS local
market connection to DoD as contributing to the prestige of
the program, but all retired army informants did discuss the
parallel as important to college prestige.

Young informants

rated CIS higher than nursing because CIS required college
algebra, whereas nursing only required arithmetic.

The

advanced mathematics requirement was symbolic of state
sector "hoops" for wage advancement based on technical
legitimacy that aligned mathematics with social class and
gender prestige.

Completion of advanced mathematics courses

placed males above females, and whites above most
minorities.

Passing college algebra appeared to validate

one's cultural expectations; white males expected to pass,
while women, especially minority females, expected to fail.
Welders, machinists, nurses and secretaries lacked prestige
because they could not do college algebra.

Yet women who
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completed drafting and electronics with college algebra had
more difficulty locating work in the training area than did
secretaries and nurses without algebra.
Faculty Perceptions of the Prestige Hierarchy
Over half the technical faculty expressed concern
that the college supported vocational education selectively
by program based on funding patterns regardless of
completion rates, dollars earned or instructional quality.
During the years studied (1988-1992), only 16 percent of the
college was enrolled in a vocational major.

Yet the seven

programs included in this study commanded 38 percent of the
total operational budget, and they were considered the
prestige offerings at Rural College.

The female dominated

nursing staff resented being labeled as too expensive in
relation to the costs of airplanes, avionics equipment and
computers.

They felt that academic components of their

program entitled them to greater respect.
Summary
Rural College favored technical programs selectively.
The prestigious computer information systems program aligned
the college with the military community surrounding New
Campus to reclaim federal training dollars and state support
for numbers of students enrolled part time.

That connection

allowed CIS/OED faculty/administrators to advertise
retraining for prestigious state employment regardless of
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the low numbers of traditional students placed in such jobs.
On Old Campus the prestigious aviation program increased the
head count by registering financially secure students from
outside Rural County.

Faculty and administrators supported

market forces at the local, state and federal level and
labored to mold the curricula to meet minimum demands for
entry level service jobs.

Associate of Applied Science

curricula, once intended to prepare students for lucrative
industrial positions, and for university transfer, became
the tool for continued social class stratification.

The

public college and its technical faculty performed as state
agents recommending programs selectively on three criteria:
military vs. civilian work experience, gender, age and
family's social class.

Institutional behaviors favored two

complementary models.
Brint and Karabel's (1989) "political niche" model
was confirmed when the institution rewarded programs close
to the market that generated state FTE preferentially.

At

Rural College, especially on New Campus, program growth was
tied to the strength of the local market through alignment
with DoD, DoJ, and DoC contractors.

This alignment allowed

for the "cooling out" of traditional students who realized
that locating any job that paid over six dollars an hour
depended upon prior military or state work experience.
fluctuations in defense contracts and the dependence of
Rural College upon state and state-regulated markets

The
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explained the frustrations of young male students who were
forced to relocate to labor.

This was especially true for

local students enrolled in welding, machining, electronics
and drafting.
Students' frustrations with the insecurity of small
programs and the job placement center's inability to locate
most students any job, exacerbated the personal economic
crises of students forced to leave a lower middle class
home.

These fears and frustrations confirmed model two,

O'Connor's (1987) holistic concentric circles of crises:
macro economic crises led to political/social crises that
determined the rewards for individuals in entry level jobs:
percentage of unemployed, pay rates, and benefits.

Workers'

personal crises in the economy were experienced as family/
cultural crises at the community level.
The institution, working students, vocational faculty
and their students voiced contradictory perceptions on the
value of the AAS degree based on its ability to place a
worker in the local economy.

When Rural College aligned its

rewards for teaching or studying with nonmarket forces, both
students and faculty in less prestigious programs suffered
lower budget shares, and the inability to offer or receive
instruction for competitive professional or technical
positions.

Students who followed advisors' recommendations

to take an AAS program, and then received low salaries or
only part-time hourly employment without benefits, became
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disillusioned with higher education.

The end result was the

continued tie to lower socioeconomic noncompetitive home
culture and manual labor.
Prestige is Socially Constructed
The dual nature of technical training at Rural
College mirrored the larger dual economy.

Prestigious

programs received larger equipment and operational budgets:
CIS, and aviation stood above nursing in prestige even
though nursing turned away students and working nurses
equaled CIS employees in wages.

Figures 7, 8, 9 (p. 98, 99,

100) showed the disparity between marketplace rewards for
CIS, nursing and drafting compared to the college's concept
of prestige which favored CIS, aviation and office education
(clerical) as an extension of the computer area.

Based on

TSEI ranks, (figure 8, p. 99), Rural College overrated
electronics, office education and aviation mechanics and
underrated the value of nursing and drafting.

Drafting was

the pivot program standing between the haves and the have
nots.

Even though draftsmen were paid equal to secretaries,

drafting was considered prestigious based on the greater
number of males placed instate, and on the percentage who
did transfer to a public university.

Office education,

welding and machining, as well as aviation mechanics, served
more students from low socioeconomic families.

Complement

ing the dual status in the larger society, these programs
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(except for A&P) had the lowest budgets and served the
largest number of minority students.

The aviation

mechanics' program offered low-status positions in industry
also, but A&P received a "plus" through attachment to older
organized labor models of industrial prestige, and a "plus"
for attracting out-of-county students with financial
resources for Old Campus.

Students housed in college

dormitories allowed the less viable campus to retain its
aura of traditional college life.

A&P also received a

"plus" because it allowed the job placement center a
measurable connection with industry.

The mechanics were led

to expect higher rewards and greater job security than most
attained.

Many mechanics entered with low basic skills.

On

their behalf the college's job placement effort allowed Old
Campus to advertise nationwide as an inexpensive entrance
into industry.

The job placement representative from Old

Campus reported that his office placed "70 percent of the
aviation mechanics completing FFA certification in September
1993, within one week at an average salary of $8.00 an hour
($16,000) annually (Currents. November 10, 1993, p. 5).
Without this link between A&P and state-subsidized
aviation industry, the mechanics would suffer the same job
placement frustrations experienced by welders, machinists,
draftsmen and those in electronics.

The majority of

students at Rural College had little sophistication in job
search strategies, and a serious fear of venturing away from
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family.

The fear of relocation forced most of the bottom

strata students to accept minimum wage employment in any
area available to retain the lower middle class status of
family with whom they remained.

One welder said:

"I could have found a job in Texas if I had hitched a
ride, but my mom wouldn't let me go; she said hitchhiking a
ride was too dangerous—Ajust stay here and help your dad.'
So that's what I'm doing."
As one white male machinist under 25 told me:
"I love my boss to death and I like what I
but if I ever want to make anything more than six
hour, I've got to get out of here and there is no
close I can go so I'm just stuck here. I try not
about it, but my family is growing and I guess in
year, I'm going to have to do something."

am doing,
dollars an
where
to think
another

A Hispanic drafting major:
"I didn't graduate from the program, but after
working dead-end retail jobs in [the next largest city], I
borrowed the money and retook the computer aided drafting at
[a private technical one year school in the city]. They
promised me placement, but so far, I have been back here
helping my parents in the grocery business for a year, and
nothing. I am thinking about suing that school because they
placed the white guys and the women, why can't they place
me?"
Summary
Retrenchment at Rural College forced vocational
faculty, as state agents, to train technicians for specific
state positions much as a proprietary school.

Local markets

were constructed by the interaction of state and private
business.

In the long run, this social construction worked

against both Rural College and the citizens of Rural County.
Students remained at the mercy of defense department
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variable mandates in the cultures of lowest middle class and
working class homes.

When the DoD phased out specific

production processes, students trained for those specific
jobs sought parallel employment in the same communities.
Socially constructed institutional messages did not
necessarily align curricula with what met the needs of
competitive free market industry or what could have rewarded
students over their life times.

Brint and Karabel's (1989)

institutional niche model explained political alignments
with local, profit-driven economic forces that influenced
students' choices of programs.

CHAPTER SIX
RESEARCH QUESTION THREE
Do Students Understand Choices Thev make in Selecting AAS
Programs?
From the early 1950s through the 1980s community
college critics emphasized the necessity of maintaining
academic legitimacy in the two-year AAS degree.

Cohen and

Brawer (1982) reported that through the *70s more AAS
graduates transferred to universities than did associate of
arts graduates.

By the mid-8Os, however, Pincus (1983),

Zwerling (1986), Brint and Karabel (1991) argued that the
once solid AAS degree was moving closer to local market
demands for short-term certification, failing to prepare
students with skill competencies for transfer, and denying
graduates economic security and job mobility five years out
of the program.

Since few Rural College freshmen understood

the difference between the Associate of Science and the
Associate of Applied Science degrees, and since no
benchmarks solidly separated the degrees, student choices
for programs were based on peer, counselor and faculty
language.

Working to save a specific program, faculty and

mid-managers socially constructed messages for employment
rewards based on their own socialization in the service
137
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industries.

The prestige of each program or certificate,

therefore, became socially constructed based on the promises
state agents attached to local employment.
Classroom Observations
During academic 1991-92, 87 hours of classroom
observations were conducted with 40 vocational instructors.
Observations focused on faculty-student language, use of
texts, class time and job placement recommendations.
Faculty across programs differed by age, gender, work
experience, academic degrees, and interest in students' work
placement.

Of the 40 instructors observed in lecture and

lab settings, two held the Ph.D., 17 held the Master's
degree, five the Bachelor's, and 16 held the AAS degree and
taught in the same programs that they had completed.
student lab aides were completing the AAS degree.

Four

Forty

percent of technical instruction was conducted by students
in the same programs they were teaching or assisting.

For

all but one of the student-instructors, the AAS program was
the only college experience.

None of those 16 student

instructors or aides had previous teaching experience, or
courses in education.

Some had worked in industry, some had

served in the military, and some had worked service jobs in
the private sector.
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Perception of Hierarchy
Institutional and faculty messages may advertise AAS
programs as equal, but rewards for job placement
demonstrated that students were socialized to placement in
the lower strata of a two-classed system.

Across the

technologies, the number of nonprofessional^ trained
instructors/aides was two to three professionally trained
faculty (60 percent professional to 40 percent nonprofes
sional).

Few students discerned a difference across these

faculty (full or part-time) regardless of degree.

Students

failed to see a difference between AAS degreed secretaries
teaching typing or word processing and general education
faculty teaching physics or advanced languages.

To the

working class student, a teacher was a teacher and at Rural
College teachers' language, dress and on-campus behaviors
were more similar than different.
"The teachers are all on the same level even though
some are a lot harder than others" a secretary told me.
A second secretarial student said,
"Some of the teachers think they are better because
they have the Ph.D., but the division chairs think they are
better than all the teachers, and some of them don't have
it" [the Ph.D.].
The college made no status or wage distinctions by
degrees, subjects or years of experience for part-time
contracts.

A flat hourly wage was paid to all part-time

instructors teaching over the assigned 15 units a semester
as "instructional over load" or to a college secretary
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teaching a section of beginning keyboarding.

The community

college referred to the wage scale that did not recognize
academic merit as "fair treatment."

Considering the

regressive nature of "economic reward" for those holding
advanced academic degrees, it was obvious that job
retraining instructors in business and CIS who received
$22.00 an hour (in addition to their teaching contract) for
DoD seminars were rewarded most generously as the campus
"elites."

Federal guide lines for instructing the contract

seminars through the college's contract office mandated a
four-year degree for faculty trainers.

This eliminated the

AAS graduates and lab aides from the more lucrative "side
jobs."
A white male student over 25 in CIS said:
"I was a full time student who spent 200 days a year
on the road for the army, but my instructors knew me because
some of us were in there [the army] together. So they let
me do my work and mail it to them. One semester I was away
eight weeks and I still carried a 3.69 GPA. If you want to
get the credit, except in math which I flunked, you can find
a way to get the work to the teachers. They will do
anything to help."
Classroom observations confirmed this.

Many adults

brought in an assignment, handed it to the instructor, took
the next assignment and left right after roll call.

All

competency-based work could be repeated until it merited a
grade of A.

Few classes terminated with written in-class

exams so work could be completed anywhere, by anyone.
push to advance in government jobs based on quick

The
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certification forced working technicians to register each
semester for the latest CIS or business course.

One recent

graduate now working on the bachelor's degree in business
management at a local proprietary university said:
"I was one of the few nonarmy people in my classes.
I picked computers for the money. I'm 43 years old and I
needed a good job fast. And it was obvious that CIS places
a grad in the best place around here. That's the only
reason I took it. These defense contractors can create
enough *bull crap work' to keep us all going—but it's not
real work, not like nursing or welding. But CIS is better
than nursing or welding because you can advance in it. The
government pays based on experience plus the degree and you
keep moving up. I started out three years ago at step one,
and I'm now on step three, and moving right up there. In
welding there is no change for annual advancement."
Working students recognized that a prestige hierarchy
existed by programs and that local jobs set the reward
structure.

Working technicians agreed, "It was my choice

and I'm living with it."

Fathers socialized to jobs that

left Rural County relied on college faculty to recommend
courses that complemented family employment history.

As

O'Connor (1973) said,
"One of the most significant decisions in the educational
system in relation to production relations was the state's
replacing the [voice of] the family as the main socializing
agency of youthful apprentice work . . . with technicaladministrative knowledge [voice of faculty] as a significant
form of labor control" (pp. 114-115).
Summary
Community college faculty acted as state agents using
the language of defense production and industrial
competition to socialize students to employment expectations
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that complemented family social status.

Across the programs

faculty appeared uniform; outcomes of a state directed
socialization model limited workers' expectations and was
especially hard for young adults seeking a first job.

The

few reentry adults who understood the college's dependence
upon the local defense market maximized their human capital
return by aligning employment expectations with electronics,
nursing or computer technology.

Aviation mechanics aligned

their expectations with messages from job placement
personnel who "placed them directly into corporate hangars"
[job placement director] operated on government contracts.
Rewards by programs become socially constructed economic
categories that split CIS graduates and nurses away from the
programs that could not promise defense jobs, or health
service employment.

Students placed by Rural College did

not make personal, rational choices based on merit or free
market competition.

Students emulated faculty who were

involved in private contracting, and who modeled a strong
preference for state employment.

For AAS students who could

not locate defense or industrial jobs, teaching part time at
Rural College offered work experience in the state sector.
They became technical instructors or hourly lab aides, part
of the variable army of the insecure-part-time employed.

CHAPTER SEVEN
RESEARCH QUESTION FOUR
How Do Working Class Students Interpret Messages from State
Agents?
Introduction
Even though public two-year colleges are recognized
agents of socialization for industry and government, and
even though the federal state has become more active in
using public education to manage workers' employment
options, community college students and faculty failed to
perceive the state as an actor affecting their personal
accumulation.

How were messages for economic place so

successfully blurred that faculty and administrators
remained oblivious to the effects of economic stratifica
tion?

To understand the complementarily between classroom

socialization and economic place, this study looked for
messages that recommended university transfer, reinforced
family culture, or were specific to employment in the
private or public sectors.

Research question four addressed

O'Connor's (1987) theoretical assumption that working class
students were caught amidst three interrelated circles of
crisis.

If vocational faculty gave students working class
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messages that complemented students' home cultures, both
faculty and student behaviors could be explained as "crises
reactions" to a socially constructed
hegemony.

economic, political

Perhaps students and faculty were operating with

similar constrains.

Under capitalism, free market

competition should reward merit and competitive efforts
based on local exchange rates and professional expertise
(Carnoy, 1984).

But if political alliances between state

level managers and international corporations limit the free
exchange of goods, labor (both technicians and profession
als), are forced to operate within the bounds of available
state contracts.

If political decisions limit employment,

pay and benefits, workers struggle as "a social class"
regardless of academic degree.
As government grew through the 1980s, and federalbusiness contracts limited employment opportunities, the
state used the voices of its agents (vocational faculty and
their managers) to objectify "working class" expectations
and social place.

Managers, including community college

administrators and division chairs, were trained to convince
the working class that entry level service rewards were
sufficient.

Powerful state agents included community

college boards, local business managers, and military
officers on advisory committees.

Both AAS faculty and

students struggled against the limits of the structured
social economy.

Employees who were minimally trained and
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minimally certified reacted to change out of fear of losing
security.

Personal crises in the family were interpreted as

the worker's own fault.

A worker who was laid off could

only blame him/her self.

The inner most circle of crisis

(the personal/psychological) rooted the encasing circles of
political and macro economic crises.

A dual class ideology

of place maintained corporate profits because college
teachers "took on control functions" (O'Connor, 1973, p.
241) as agents for the state.

Faculty and mid-managers

become encased in state ideology, a "growing antagonism
which concealed the objective antagonism between wage labor
and capital" (p. 240).

That ideology blurred faculty's

perceptions of purpose as representatives of higher
education and perpetuated the crises for AAS students
socialized to life in a dual-classed society.
Student Responses To Questionnaire
O'Connor (1987) agreed with Carnoy and Levin (1985)
that the state acted ideologically to perpetuate a selective
profit-taking pattern by aligning various state agents
(community college faculty) with specific social functions
(working class socialization).

The three-part questionnaire

allowed students to discuss these connections by relating
family employment patterns, parents' education, and work
values, to perceptions and uses of social welfare, and to
their own employment history and ambitions.

Data grouped
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themselves by college program, by respondents' age and
gender, by past work experience, and by ethnic/cultural
affiliation, i.e. Hispanic, army or agricultural life
styles.

Each student worker's consciousness became, through

training, both process and product of production
relationships.

Contradictions and conflicts expressed by

students revealed unexplained economic struggle bred in home
culture, trained in the community college, and confirmed in
the low-tech work place.
Question four addressed the following:
1.

What is the extent of correspondence between
family culture and program placement?

2.

How do students use and perceive federal
financial aid options?

3.

Who remains in Rural County, and who relocates?

4.

Do students voice perceptions of economic place
in contradiction to faculty messages?

5.

Do students demonstrate struggle against the use
of social welfare or state structured messages?
The Power of Home Culture

Data from the first section of the questionnaire
displayed a duality based on program selected, gender and
cultural identity.

The most obvious family messages were

for children to follow parents' employment patterns.

Fifty

percent of the working sample from A&P, electronics,
drafting, nursing and the craft skills selected the career
path of a parent, even though rewards for those jobs were
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less than they had been two generations ago when unionized
mining defined the county's economic base.

The remaining

half of the students stayed in low-tech jobs, but in
programs that had gained prestige based on local employment
opportunities.

Nurses and computer programmers rose above

the welders, machinists and mechanics based on the demand
for service technicians in those two fields.
Eighty percent of the CIS sample first studied
computers on a military base so the computer program
extended their military work experience.

Seventy percent of

the welders followed fathers' occupations.

Among the nurses

seven of the ten came from families with military or state
service histories.

Among the welders/machinists, however,

only two of the ten came from families with previous state
employment histories, and among the A&P mechanics, only one
represented a family involved in state employment.

The

mechanics followed the older craft/industrial jobs of
fathers and uncles.

None of the AAS military informants

came from families with military officers in the past
generation.

They represented the technically trained

working class, but not the lowest class in America.
Gender As A Variable
Gutierres (1991) discussed the traditional place of
women in the Southwest, saying:
"A status hierarchy established [in the Southwest]
regulated social relations and was used to reward those
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groups that had expanded the realm ... as elements of a
feudal patriarchal ideology employed by the state to bolster
its own power, God's earthly and natural design made men
dominant over women and females submit to male authority"
(p. 226).
This historic "place" for rural women, Hispanic and
white, contributed to the perception that nursing and
secretarial careers were less prestigious than male
dominated careers in computer science or aviation mechanics.
Among the secretaries, only two females emulated working
mothers as most of the secretaries' mothers had not worked
away from home, or they had worked as domestic help.

Low

status occupations most firmly held the secretaries to
positions close to those of the female parent.

As Holland

and Eisenhart (1990) found,
"Many young women willingly enter low-paying
occupations and traditional domestic roles [in] schools that
maintain class, race and gender structures. [The schools]
differentially train students by supplying ideologies that
mystify systems of privilege. . . . Students bring values
from other realms of their lives and, together with fellow
students, generate a system of meaning and practice in
response to the social barriers they face" (pp. 6-7).
During the decade of the study, poor Americans
accounted for about 14.5 percent of the total population, 15
percent of the local county population, 22 percent of the
poorest border community, but 55.9 percent of the femaleheaded families with children under age 18 in Rural County
(Dolak, 1993).

Females from the least prestigious programs

most often represented the lowest social class, those most
familiar with welfare services.

Mothers striving to remove
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themselves from welfare naturally voiced the least
dissatisfaction with any full time employment, and the least
interest in owning real property except for a car.

They

voiced the most concern for parental/sibling security and
health care, and the least faith in locating a spouse who
could support them.

Women from the lowest social class,

especially Hispanic and black females experienced the most
conflict with academic faculty.
highest levels of stress.

These women experienced the

Inadequate secondary schooling,

unemployment, and young children made earning passing grades
problematic.

These women understood that academic failure

meant the continuance of a welfare position (Stacey, 1990;
Dolak, 1993).

No women in the sample lived in a college

dormitory or with college-aged peers as do most university
freshmen women.

All lived with parents, spouses, or with

common-law boy friends.

Only three of the 29 women (10

percent) lived alone at the time of the interview; 11 women
(37 percent) lived with parents in the parent's home.

Four

secretaries in their mid-twenties said they preferred to
live with parents for the security of the children.
Eighteen of the 29 women (62 percent) supported their
families, compared to 53 percent of the males (23 men).

Two

minority nurses said they preferred to raise their children
with their own parents rather than seek a spouse "who may
not share educational values or help economically" [Hispanic
nursing student, over age 25].

Four young Hispanic women
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agreed that they probably would not marry anyone from Rural
County because the men did not have good jobs.

Seventy-two

percent of the females had no children, compared to 23
percent of the men.

In rural culture near the Mexican

border, children remain a symbol of success for young women,
so obviously, these women had rejected that tradition for
reasons that over rode rural culture.

Sixteen of the 45 men

had relocated outside Rural County, (35 percent) compared to
20 percent of the women (six women).

The two single

Hispanic females who lived alone in the nearest metropolitan
area were resigned to living where they could work in spite
of the loneliness.

Neither had spouse or child and neither

expressed satisfaction with their personal condition.
Office education faculty reinforced home culture
messages most directly.

In two speech communication courses

designed for office education (the same course each campus),
the female students praised their teachers (one male and one
female) for offering a very interesting class where they
could participate.

The assignment I observed on both

campuses was the demonstration speech.

Among the student-

selected topics, however, no speech addressed workers or
business practices.

Students selected topics that

demonstrated home culture.

The speeches covered these

topics:
1.

making play dough for children,
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2.

sewing with plastic canvas purchased in a kit
from Walmart,

3.

preparing Christmas cookies,

4.

painting children's clothing for Christmas,

5.

dancing the latest country-western line dance,
and,

6.

explaining how to set up a wedding.

One Hispanic female could not communicate fluently in
English.

She used the street vernacular of "chonies" for

children's under shorts and pronounced "jacket and shirt" in
Spanish phonology.

On Old Campus, Hispanic females read

from cards copied from the textbook.

Neither teacher

critiqued the demonstration speeches from a business
perspective.

Academic communication skills that commanded

top salaries in the business world were simply avoided.
When female faculty reinforced thinking and speaking
behaviors that held students to the bounds of rural family
culture, they tied young women to rewards found in the
lowest service occupations.

Females in the more prestigious

nursing program also learned to nurture and serve, but the
language of their instructors was much more formal and
scientific.

Twenty-five percent of the nursing students

were males, and all nurses worked directly with male
professionals, so communication styles differed significant
ly from secretaries socialized to work in offices supervised
by females.

A typing instructor told me,
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"If a girl is just going to work locally, she doesn't need
two semesters of composition. She will learn what she needs
in word processing classes."
Summary
Faculty language anticipated communication styles in
set jobs.

Among the women, social class differences were

most obvious when secretaries were compared to nurses for
language usage, academic rigor, and responsibility for
research and independent learning.

Except for nurses, the

women represented a lower social strata than the majority of
women on campus.

AAS females were more often minority and

welfare culture than were the men in technical programs.
Most of these women had accepted the greatest share of
economic burden for children and parents, and they expressed
the greatest concern with academic expectations.
Table 6
Summary Of Living Status By Gender

Unmarried
Primary Support
Live in Parents' home
Relocated for mobili
ty
Works full time

#
20
24
13
16

Men
42%
53%
28%
24%

#
17
18
8
6

Women
58%
62%
27%
20%

28

62%

17

58%

Program Selection Process
Students who gained the greatest individual return
from their training were white adults (over 25) who selected
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nursing or computer science majors associated with previous
state work experience.

In every program, outside CIS,

messages for selecting the major originated with family and
peers.

All but two CIS students continued work they had

begun in the military.

Only two students said college

counselors changed their minds concerning a major.

Both

were directed into other technical programs which were
easier than CIS.

From the sample of 74 students, eight (11

percent) said they selected a program after a comparative
study of dollars earned per hour for two-year vs. four-year
study.

All eight selected either CIS or nursing.

Thirteen

students (17 percent) changed academic majors, but only two
moved into university programs.

Of the currently enrolled

students, two dropped out to work, but none changed majors.
One male from drafting and one from nursing transferred to
four-year public universities in state.
Rural College offered no student freshman orientation
or formal guidance in career choice or exploration into the
professions.

No vocational class used an interest/ability

inventory, and few faculty promoted the transfer option.
The college permitted parents and friends to define
students' academic paths.

The state easily maintained the

dual class structure that was a tradition in Rural County by
molding curricula without decision points.

If nothing

disturbed family expectations for careers,, students simply
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confirmed that reality with the approval of faculty and
college administrators (Wilcox, 1977).
Academic advisors did not consult students' high
school records, and few faculty or counselors attempted to
change students' perceptions of their place in a major.
Only nursing refused to admit a student who was "interested"
in the program.

Most vocational faculty used cooperative

assignments and competency-based grading so most students
could obtain an A grade by repeating assignments to
competency.

High grades did not, therefore, necessarily

demonstrate academic merit as much as perseverance and
willingness to accept peer or instructor tutoring.

Across

the programs grade averages were similarly high, higher than
averages in the general education courses.
Technical students did not perceive (as Ogbu, 1986,
suggested) reward for serious entrepreneurial effort that
might raise them above family status.

Complementary work

patterns (home and school) helped students accept
traditional employment rewards.
Administrators and faculty in Rural County praised
soft, romantic, Hispanic culture as a positive life style
preferred over stressful business or professional life
styles.

The mystique of rewards for showing love for one's

family, especially for women, blurred the reality of
economic place in the system of privilege defined by Holland
and Eisenhart (1990).

At Rural College competition was not
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a value encouraged or modeled for AAS students.

One

counselor was accused of "hand holding" by four students
interviewed.

The one female in aviation, a Hispanic,

working in the capital city said:
"Life on the border is God's country, but it is slow
down there; probably too slow for God himself. But I would
move back if I could find a good job—I'd be home tomorrow."
As a single female in the capital city she felt
alienated from her male bosses, and from her Hispanic family
living on the border.

She suffered cultural alienation and

anomie which she never experienced in Rural County:
"I've given up partying up here with all these cops;
I'm too old now to get a high out of smoking a joint. I
know I am different—I don't even have kids."
Blue collar parents were more proud of the son or
daughter who remained nearby in a traditional job than they
were of the ones who found economic success in a city.

In

Rural County quantity and quality of schooling played an
important role in affirming family social status, wage
patterns and life styles (Sewell and Hauser, 1980; MonkTurner, 1982; Pincus 1986).

The first college experience,

and the first job directly affected the student's lifetime
earnings potential.
Students who remained near Old Campus confirmed the
reality of lost opportunity most readily.

One Hispanic male

in his forties blamed his electronics instructor for his job
placement dilemma.

The student, a father of four, had been

a construction supervisor, union organizer, and English as
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second language teacher in Mexico.

When he began the

electronics program in his mid-thirties, he needed no
remedial courses.

He graduated with honors, then spent two

years seeking work in his hometown.

His experiences were

typical of Hispanic men living on the border.

He said:

"My parents came from northern Mexico. They
immigrated so we could have a formal education and now they
are old and we have a responsibility to take care of them.
Dad gave each of his five children two lots for our homes.
Dad was always in construction and Mom worked in the home.
We had a lot of love and dignity. In a small town like this
there is no competition and no jobs. Most of the
technicians work for between four and eight dollars an hour
and they are happy to have a job. Let me tell you what
happened to my first job."
"I went to Mexico to set up a job interview. The
company had some big shot coming in from the parent plant in
Wisconsin. Well, the electronics teacher got wind of this
and decided it was a good time to take a field trip to that
plant so we made the visit as a class. The plant manager
calls me out by name as the man who set up the interview.
Then the teacher meets with him in his office and tells him,
*Don't hire the Mexican—hire this white guy—he has better
grades.' We were both A students, tops in the class, but I
spoke Spanish and he didn't. I know the teacher thought the
white guy would be a better model for him to hold up to the
next class as a working engineer in Mexico. And that guy
still has my job and I went over a year with nothing and
four kids to feed. That guy wasn't even married, and my own
teacher kept me from getting the job I set up and was nice
enough to invite his class to share."
"I could be making over $40,000 a year in [the
capital city], but I will never leave here. My children are
doing beautifully in school. I know I am underpaid because
these American-Mexican companies are cheap. My daughter is
an honor student and I want her to go to Notre Dame, but
where will I get the money to send these four kids to good
universities? I don't want my bright children going to the
community college. I wish I could have gone for the
bachelor's degree, but I had responsibilities. I tell my
kids, *Don't get sick because I can't afford to take you to
a doctor.' I made straight A's in school and started $1.50
over minimum wage here. Is that exploitation or what?" [he
laughs and his wife sighs from the kitchen].
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He, like many Hispanic males, valued personal dignity
more than competitive accumulation outside the barrio
(Gutierrez, 1991).

To earn a middle-class income he would

be forced to leave parents and childhood friends.

Likewise,

the outstanding female secretarial (1989) graduate from Old
Campus had received two promotions in one year.

She had

moved up to assistant manager with a clothing chain four
blocks from her parents' home.

She was proud of her entry-

level position, but she recognized its limitations:
"This is as far up as I can go. I would love to live
in Europe or some big city or even [next city north], but I
cannot move away from my family. Who would push my little
brother in school while my parents run the cafe? My parents
immigrated from Mexico to offer us things and they work hard
here. These Mexican women don't take the classes that would
offer them more money (like computers) because it is not in
their upbringing to push themselves that way. But I am more
motivated than most of them, and I don't want to marry a man
from this town."
A Hispanic female working in the court system said:
"Most of the girls I had classes with are still here
working in offices. Having a steady job is more important
than getting married. I would love to move to San Diego,
but my parents need the help I give them with my check. I
guess we are all still here because Mexicans just don't push
themselves too hard. We are very laid back you know. But I
wish I could make a little more money here, but you know
there is no competition."
"When I went to work in payroll [first job after
college] for the electronics firm, people could get paid any
day they wanted their money. It was driving me crazy. So I
took it on myself to tell them we would only pay on Fridays
and they would have to wait. My boss supported me. Now the
Mexicans are used to waiting for their money until the week
is done."
She proudly introduced an innovation from her
business classes even though it conflicted with local
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culture.

Such incremental changes were sufficient bridge

between academic norms and rural cultural norms for women
who included themselves in the middle class based on their
position in the border community.

They rationalized their

place saying, "In my neighborhood, I make more than most
women."
A Hispanic female, working as a manager for a small
business that contracted with the state said:
"A lot of the girls I had classes with are not
working or they are working here in offices. Before I
married, my education was the most important thing to me,
but now my husband is my life. When I have children, they
will come first. I am happy in this little town because I
married the man I love, and my family is here and I could
not live away from them. What good would it do me to move
to [next city north] when I would spend all my money driving
back here every week? I make $7,200 a year on a contract
and I have health insurance. And I enjoy my job. One year
my sister and I went to [next city north] to a business
college, but she got homesick so we came back after that
year. I didn't know anyone there to stay with. Now I have
advanced as far as I can go here. The company would
transfer me to a larger city, but my husband works for the
fire department, and he will never leave, so I am stuck, I
guess."
She had resigned herself to those limited opportunities
because hispanics lived simple lives.

The hispanics were

not the only students restrained by rural culture, however.
The "cowboys,"

white men in agricultural and craft jobs,

shared rural values that legitimated their social place
also.

Pride was a matter of fitting in with peers, having

personal dignity among adult role models.
One white welder, employed by a heating and cooling
company, lived with his parents on their ranch near the
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border.

The father of two owned only a small travel trailer

and his truck.

He told me:

"Dad made it big in cattle and Mom came from the
East. She was educated and she had money to set him up
first in Wyoming and now here. But I am considered a
laborer, but I am really a roper and a horseshoer. I have
worked all around here, and I will never leave because
family life is more important to me now than money. I was
working a ranch near town until they brought in some kid
from the University who didn't know anything about running
the place and he just ruined the whole deal for us cowboys
so we all just up and left. When I was growing up, welding
was the big thing that made Dad proud of my brother and me—
that and roping. I work with a man who has a bachelor's
degree, but he only makes a dollar an hour more than I do,
so where did all that education get him?"
A second white welder, a man from a small Southern
community, proudly affirmed his legitimation as lower-middle
class as we chatted on a bench outside his residence, also a
travel trailer:
"We are working men who have come up from some
terrible home situations [in the South.] A man has to have
something in his childhood to spark that flame to make him
want to get up and go—to make better for his family, to
crawl up out of that lower life style. When a man doesn't
think he needs more, he will never try to better himself. I
see the welding teachers helping these young guys to want
that—helping them see more opportunity down the road. The
welding teacher tells them all the time, xYou have to get
out of here to make any money;' and he's right, but some
just won't leave."
O'Connor (1987) holds that personal crises are
derived from social crises maintained through the social
political process.

Workers who began at the bottom of the

work hierarchy at five dollars an hour, and who remained
there over two years perceived economic mobility as
impossible.

Most gave up the struggle for "higher place,"
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and accepted "personal dignity" as enough reward for labor.
Workers who were forced to sacrifice a private dwelling,
raising a family, or annual pay raises with benefits became
a measure of the effects of State/corporate profit taking
practices.

The reality of those workers' economic crises

demonstrated the controls that the family maintained over
the lives and decisions of children.

The vocational faculty

sympathized with their plight, but offered no economically
reward ing a11ernat ives.
Voices from Prestigious Programs
If work place reward verified personal worth, as TSEI
suggested, then the voices of students from the prestigious
programs should reflect more positive attitudes toward
competition as a means to economic mobility.

From the top

programs (CIS, drafting, electronics and nursing), the nine
most upwardly mobile working students (six males and three
females) offered some contrast to voices from the barrios
and ranches.

Five of the top nine completers had relocated

out of Rural County.

Eight of those who reported having a

concern for economic mobility were white; one was a Hispanic
male.

Four studied on Old Campus but all four lived outside

Rural County.
CIS.

The five from New Campus were in nursing or

Six of the most mobile had no children; six were

enrolled in four-year university programs.

Four had one

parent who had attended college, but only two had parents in
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the professions.

Voices from this group showed the effect

of family culture on vocational choice.

Students who

entered Rural College expecting economic rewards, relocated
and sought mobility in the cities.

Students from rural

homes, even with professional parents or parents in state
employment, appeared resigned to lessor rewards, disliked
competition, and had little interest in mobility.

As one

machinist said, "Why should I push myself—there's no where
to go around here."
Characteristics of Prestigious Students
The nine top status students shared characteristics
that differed from those in lower positions.
1.

Strivers emulated a college teacher who
recommended university transfer. They
considered faculty friends and colleagues.

2.

All were articulate, interested in general
studies, and concerned with world events. They
all enjoyed reading and read well.

3.

All had strong academic goals for their family
and expected children to attend college at least
for two years.

4.

All were hard workers who respected and desired
personal property. All wanted to make a
positive social contribution and each valued
his/her place in the service technologies.

5.

All preferred jobs in the private sector for pay
with benefits.

All of the upwardly mobile students saw themselves as
leaders rather than followers.

Four of the nine had risen

from lower class rural homes where neither parent had
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finished high school, but something within the individuals
set them apart from their peers.

They felt confident that

they would succeed and live comfortably.

Eight of the nine

were male, seven were white and six were over twenty-five
when they began college.
bachelor's program.

Six had transferred into a

However, the most vocally assertive

voices were three young white unmarried males in aviation,
drafting and electronics.

Two were in university programs

and one planned to enter management through in-house
corporate training in the aviation industry.

One male

nurse, age twenty-five, was equally interested in an upper
middle class lifestyle.
raise a family.

He and his wife had elected not to

They chose to complete graduate programs in

health care instead.

He was the only informant who voiced

an interest in joining a national committee to push for
health care reform.
Nurse (male over 25):
"I like the fact that there is so much to learn in
nursing and we constantly get job upgrading to challenge my
mind as I learn. I am looking forward to the four-year
degree. I hope to earn a scholarship. I am still becoming
a professional and I will arrive in time."
Nurse (female under 25):
"I have a scholarship to UMC for my four-year degree.
I am really looking forward to getting a job to work off my
bachelor's degree. My mom raised me alone and we have both
worked very hard. Someday I want to teach nursing—after my
Master's—I loved my teachers."
CIS (male over 25):
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"I started college in my 40's with my usual
level of motivation. I'm somewhat self-educated.
lot of history. I like to write English, but most
class preferred to write in Pascal—it's really no

high
I read a
of my
easier."

Drafting (Hispanic male under 25):
"I graduate this spring from the university. It has
not been easy. I financed it myself with the Pell's. In
time I hope to go into management. I want to own a big
house in Colorado. I am still single. The job is more
important to me than family. I miss my family, but if I am
making good money, I can fly them to Colorado to visit me."
These students voiced some common themes.

They

appreciated personal space, but resisted living in a large
city.

They wanted to own land that separated them from

their neighbors.

They valued personal independence, hard

work and community involvement.

The major difference

appeared to originate with parental messages to value higher
learning, property and civic responsibility.

Their parents

had recommended majors that offered the greatest economic
rewards for two years of academic preparation; they had
encouraged independent competition, but they had also
instilled a sense of responsibility for making democracy
work.

These students discussed middle class values which

helped them maximize rewards following the AAS degree.
Summary
AAS students selected programs based on family
traditions and home culture more than on counselors' advice
or rational study of economic returns.

Program choices were

made according to family's advice, age, gender and previous
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work experience.

The most upwardly mobile students came

from white homes with middle-class values, many from outside
Rural County.

Their parents, though technicians, encouraged

children to separate from the family, while children of
lowest status agricultural and Hispanic families, required
children to sacrifice for the parental household.

Rural

College made little effort to alter a student's initial
program choice.

The college, through messages from

counselors and faculty, thereby reproduced dual class values
that exacerbated the frustrations of lowest strata students.
Students Use of Federal Financial Aid
Federal financial aid grew during the 1970s to
provide equity and equality across classes and cultural
groups desiring higher education.

Dollars collected from

middle-class tax payers were set aside to provide future
generations of working class students opportunities to prove
merit, achieve mobility and gain a sense of responsible
participation in the democratic process (Brint and Karabel,
1989).

"Direct student aid was the State's primary strategy

for expanding access to the working class" (Richardson and
Leslie, 1979 p. 1).

Along with specific job training,

framers of financial aid legislation hoped the college
experience would give working class students and new
immigrants a general education to empower them as citizens.
Cohen and Brawer (1982) listed veterans and
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academically disadvantaged minority students as principal
recipients of financial aid in 1973, the year they recorded
military service personnel receiving 13 percent of
California's community college aid.

Ninety percent of the

lowest socioeconomic students in California used state aid
(p. 181).

Breneman and Nelson argued that community college

students received sufficient aid to supplement parental
support given their lower tuition costs.

The researchers

were concerned that working class students might not use
financial aid solely for academic purposes, that perhaps
the social return to the nation would be reduced if some
college students used federal aid for personal rather than
academic expenses.

I reasoned that if aid helped students

achieve mobility, released them from a need to use social
welfare, allowed them to relocate to more competitive work,
and initiated intergenerational transfer of academic values,
then the percentage of aid reclaimed by Rural College would
demonstrate a positive social and economic return.
Student Participation
Of 74 students, working and enrolled, 51 percent used
the Pell Grant compared to 33 percent of the total
institution (Institutional Research Office Reports. 1991).
Twenty-eight percent used loans compared to 55 percent
collegewide.

Twenty percent had college work study, and

another 18 percent studied on the G.I. Bill (veteran's
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benefits).

Out of 74 students, 17 had no form of financial

assistance, (23 percent) including private scholarships (see
figure four, page 80).

These statistics placed the sample

closer to that of the proprietary school population
nationally (80 percent of whom received aid, fall 1986),
than to the community college national average of only 16
percent who received aid (Apling, 1993, p. 398).
As a group these students preferred to work and
attend college part time rather than borrow money.

In 1989

Pincus warned that the move to use short-term training to
replace the traditional curriculum was detrimental to
students who did not receive sufficient aid to alter their
life style.

Because these students shared working class

values, their identity was tied to technical/manual labor.
Pell grants covered the cost of books and tuition, but not
living expenses or insurance.

Students could not quit jobs

that supported their families, even if those jobs interfered
with academics.

Most found time for only three classes per

semester and received a partial Pell Grant.

The receipt of

the Pell, therefore, was never sufficient to buy study time
or economic security.

Having students on campus nine hours

weekly became detrimental to Rural College because few
students remained on campus to participate in college life.
Many never entered the library or listened to an academic
discussion.

No one socialized them to academic norms.
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The director of financial services said that in 1992,
90 percent of the students receiving aid at New Campus did
so as independent adults declaring earnings of $4,000.00 for
two consecutive years as required by law for eligibility.
As independent adults they were responsible for the welfare
of a family unit and were attending college part or threequarters time.

In the sample of 74 technicians, however, 45

percent were still dependent, traditional-aged students who
entered Rural College to prepare for a career.
young students received the full Pell award.

Most of the

The sample,

therefore, represented a lower economic strata than the
total college population, but one similar to that in
proprietary schools.
The college did not advertise financial aid, nor did
any office hand new students a brochure explaining available
aid.

Local students learned about aid through association

with other recipients.

Students from out-of-county

metropolitan high schools knew less about the application
process.

Few local high school students read or completed

the application without assistance.

A&P mechanics from the

capital city were most amazed at the large number of local
students receiving federal aid.

One currently enrolled

mechanic recommended:
"That some printout on financial aid be made
available to every student, rich or poor, because only a few
students really know what is available here."
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He said when he recommended that procedure to the
college president, the man looked confused.

In the

president's mind, everyone knew about federal aid.

The

college president began as a drafting instructor who worked
his way into administration through student services.
Everyone he had seen knew about aid.

Participation rates by

programs suggested varying private returns for students on
aid.

The lowest SES students selected programs that

graduated the fewest, paid the lowest wages and transferred
no one to universities, yet these students received the most
financial aid.

Among the lowest paid students, those in

welding/machining and secretarial majors, three out of 21
did not receive aid.

Eighty-six percent used Pell Grants

and/or college work study funds.

This assistance did not

alter those students' socioeconomic positions or life time
earnings potential to the same degree that nurses, who had
the most student loans and family assistance, were able to
alter or maintain economic positions in the lower levels of
the middle class.

As a group the A&P mechanics used the

least amount of federal assistance and obtained jobs that
paid an hourly wage that allowed mobility options (if their
culture permitted a life style change).

However, no

mechanic transferred to a university and few selected a
middle class life style.

By financial aid criteria, dollars

earned for employment immediately following training, the
A&P students were successful in realizing a satisfactory
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private return for hours invested, yet they held tightly to
blue collar life styles.

Considering the weight of messages

from the agricultural and Hispanic cultures for economic
place in Rural County, and the inability of the college to
change the direction of students' goals, the social return
for voters' financial aid investment remained problematic.
How Students Perceive Federal Financial Aid
Students' perceptions of financial aid differed
according to family culture and economic status.
financial aid followed program lines.

Uses of

Re-entry CIS and

electronics students used veteran's benefits; aviation
mechanics and secretaries used Pell Grants with supplements.
Students in drafting, nursing and the craft programs used
work study, the Pell Grant and family support in mixed
patterns.

Several students had small need-based local

scholarships from private organizations arranged by college
counselors and vocational faculty.
Hispanic and lowest strata white students considered
the Pell an extension of social welfare.

Families who

received food stamps, Aid to Dependent Children, subsidized
housing, and medical assistance, accepted financial aid as
part of their expected subsistence income.

Many of these

students also received loans for four to 12 thousand
dollars.

Males from the traditional welfare sector most

resented repaying the loans.

One male in CIS and two
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nursing students had their loans deferred while they
attended a nontraditional bachelor's program.

The Hispanic

nurse said the deferment was the main reason she continued
with the bachelor's degree immediately after receiving the
AAS.

Minority men were most vocally opposed to repaying

student loans.

A Hispanic electronics male over 25 said:

"Let me tell you these loans are a big gip and no one
told me that when I asked about borrowing on cheap interest.
I would recommend to any student to get a part-time job and
sweat it out, but don't get into these stupid student
loans."
A white male working in Mexico said:
"My wife talked me into taking out a loan to buy a
car when the clothing factory where she worked closed down.
I still have three years to pay on that loan. I now think
it is better to work than to borrow."
Hispanic male from electronics:
"I pay $50.00 a month on that loan to this day and it
makes me mad every month. Had I been hired in electronics,
I probably wouldn't mind now, but after two years of study,
there were no jobs and I still have to pay the government
back the money even though no one helped me to find a job.
By now I have lost all that specific knowledge so I am just
paying for a dead horse."
He expected the college to find him employment
locally.

When the job placement office could not locate a

suitable job in his hometown, he blamed state agents for
recommending the student loan.

Interest on federally

guaranteed loans ran 8 percent, a lower percentage than home
mortgages or credit card charges, yet a sufficient amount to
remind the student that the education for which he continued
to pay had not rewarded him in the job market.
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The "welfare mentality" of the low status students
confirmed the fears of Breneman and Nelson (1981), Cohen and
Brawer (1982), and Pincus (1986).

Students resented

repaying the state when jobs in the training area no longer
existed.

Financial aid did not offer them personal or

social benefits.

During periods of industrial retrenchment,

students who refused to relocate from rural areas could not
benefit from job-specific training.

Those students felt

that state agents had lied to them about fair economic
opportunities attached to the Pell grant.

Men remaining in

Rural County were most angry over the outcome of their
training experience.
All the secretarial students had Pell Grants and/or
guaranteed loans, yet none of the females resented
repayment.

The females were all employed, and they felt

strongly that more financial aid was needed at Rural
College, especially for female heads of households.
Repaying the student loan gave these women a sense of
independence and accomplishment.

In spite of their

positions below the glass ceiling, making $5 to $8 an hour,
(especially positions below men working in the Department of
Defense, making $20.00 an hour with six years' experience),
the youngest women felt they had benefitted from aid:
"Some women may move into positions of security and
power, but the average working female, who is not a
professional, or university educated, is still pretty much
where she always was, working for between five and six
dollars and hour" (Ehrenreich, 1989, p. 117).
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In Rural County, minority women interested in
securing membership in the middle class usually married a
military officer or completed the rigorous nursing program.
Only those women who did secure computer programming jobs on
the army post (one), or those who secured nursing positions
in a city (three), commanded a salary of $30,000 a year.
Nurses could advance to $26,000 a year with five years'
experience.

To make additional money, first and second year

nurses worked the evening/weekend shifts which paid double
time or time and a half.

The more competitive workers

earned middle class status based on personal sacrifice.
Because nurses had the best opportunity for immediate local
employment, they were the most satisfied of all the younger
students.

Yet women with families who had only one weekend

off a month, felt the sacrifices.

A nurse in New Community

told me:
"I'm so glad I finally got put on days even if I lost
the pay differential. My raise put me in the same place I
was working nights, but I worried so much about my sons
sleeping alone in the house. There was no way I could
afford to have a paid baby sitter sleep over with them every
night."
In Old Community a Hispanic nurse said:
"My three kids and I live with my folks, in Dad's
house; I work nights and Mom watches the kids. I could not
make it otherwise."
Even the most prestigious degree had not provided mobility
options for women with children who were tied to extended
border families.

Those working in Old Campus community were
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paid the lowest wages.

White students recognized that

hispanics and poor students did not perceive aid as an
avenue to upward mobility in the same way they did.

A white

female drafting student who transferred into the university
architecture program said:
"Because my father was dead, I had an inheritance at
age 21, but I had to wait until then or take out a student
loan which I refused to do. I just stayed at [Rural
College] taking easy classes. No one could help me get
financial aid even though I had very good grades and I was
paying taxes on that money. Had I been Mexican, I could
have walked out with a scholarship, but not as a white
female. Lesser quality minority students take all the
scholarships [on Old campus]. Those Mexicans have it easier
because they get all that aid and it takes the pressure off
them. They buy clothes and cars with the money."
Middle class white students resented the "welfare
mentality" of lower socioeconomic border hispanics also.
Many of their comments were both hostile and racist.

Even

middle-class Mexicans voiced resentment over those who used
welfare to avoid low status employment.

A Hispanic

secretary said:
"Most of the kids I knew in [Old Community] just came
to college for the financial aid and to be around their
friends. They never took hard classes. They didn't care
about grades over a C."
White agricultural students, and those with lower
middle-class state jobs were quite vocally opposed to giving
aid to hispanics and blacks.
A white female over age 25 from Old Campus said,
"I could walk down the street and show you 50
Hispanic women who could complete the nursing program, but
they will not do that much work. They have always been on
welfare and even if you gave them the Pell Grant, they would
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never complete the program because life is too easy on the
public dole."
This white female spoke from a middle class persona.
Because her husband had a secure state job, and her children
were in secondary school, she had options than young,
Hispanic mothers on welfare could not enjoy.

Because she

had family in the health care professions, she perceived
herself becoming a nurse.

Hispanic females, especially

those whose parents were also on welfare, had no successful
cultural model to direct them toward financial aid.

The

Pell Grant remained a mystery to welfare mothers.
A second white male machinist [under 25] who did not
receive aid because his parents' income exceeded $30,000 a
year expressed similar prejudices against students from the
lowest social strata:
"Too many of these scum bags around the college just
live off welfare and aid. They don't even try to get a job.
I am working minimum wage at a fast food place, but I work.
Our [business] would hire these adults on welfare, but they
won't ask. I guess if someone is handicapped, or the wife
is dumb and they have kids, the government has to give them
money or they will die."
A Hispanic female in aviation who could not afford
campus housing said:
"I had the Pell Grant and I borrowed $9,000, and I
lived in Mexico with a family and then I moved to [Old
Campus community] with a welfare family and I lived off of
my loans because there were no jobs in aviation there. And
I would buy food stamps from the winos for half price—I
suppose it was wrong, but what the heck, I was hungry too
and all they were using them for was booze. But now I am
glad I took out those loans because I pay $113.50 a month,
but without the loans, I would not have this job today."
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She worked in the private sector for $7.00 an hour in
a company that hired several men from her class at $15.00 an
hour.

But in spite of her lower pay, she praised the loan

system for offering her an opportunity to relocate to a more
competitive private market in the aviation industry in the
capital city.
A white welder who attended Old Campus on a rodeo
scholarship said he used his grant as an extension of his
hobby as a professional athlete.
"No, I never intended to graduate. I was just there to
rodeo. I had the Pell Grant the first year and I don't know
how the coach did that with my parents' income, but he and
the girls in student services took care of us. The
government mailed me a check for $1300. I spend $100 of it
the first night in the bar and the rest of it rodeoing since
my school was already paid for. Then I won the regional
N.I.R.A. roping and they gave me a check for $800 dollars.
I think they were supposed to mail it to the school, but the
coach never asked for it so I spend it. I ran through as an
independent on the Pell forms so Dad's ranch income didn't
show up. I have always been independent. Right now I work
for $7.00 an hour and I paid taxes on $13,000 last year, but
of course, I made double that roping and shoeing horses, but
that's all cash. That's how we survive. That's our money."
This student did not perceive his behavior in the extra
economy as parallel to welfare practices.

He perceived

himself as an entrepreneur, middle class, like his parents,
yet he used the Pell exactly as those he accused of showing
their welfare mentality.
White males from families making over $30,000 a year
did not expect to get financial aid, but they took the money
when the institution included them in the welfare population
because, as the coach explained to me, "I sent them all over
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there to sign up for aid."

Rodriguez (1982) described how

his imagination of himself separated him from "los probes
with whom he worked in the sun one summer" (p. 138).

The

self was socially constructed within the peer group; the
imagination of lower middle-class whites, living in welfare
communities, adapted to welfare behaviors, but publicly the
white males condemned students more dependent upon the state
for survival who received the same amount of federal aid.
Women, both white and Hispanic, more accustomed to
exploitation by both class and gender (Holland and
Eisenhart, 1990), saw aid as necessary to finishing a degree
which allowed them to support the family.

Even the most

articulate Hispanic female clerks in the court system, those
dependent upon the judge's personal whim for a raise, found
the hourly wage of $7.00 "enough for now."

All three told

me they could make more if they relocated.

Each was gladly

repaying her federal loan satisfied she had gained from the
investment.
Summary
Federal financial aid, designed to assist upwardly
mobile students to enhance national production, rewarded
those from the welfare sector less because of their social/
cultural expectations.

Students with middle-class values

resented those who used aid as an extension of social
welfare, but some from lower-middle class families emulated
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the behaviors of the lowest classes, while justifying their
decisions as good business practices.

Based on policy

planners' intentions, Pell grants awarded to students at
Rural College did not fulfill the charge for social equity.
The lowest strata students' values, social positions and
lifetime expectations to labor remained unchanged.

Fewer in

this sample were willing to borrow to invest in education.
Rural College failed to structure an environment that
changed the social position, attitudes or life time
expectations of working class families.
Retired Armv and Aid
In New Community the army used the community college
for inexpensive technical training so the state absorbed
expenses for national defense.

As the county's primary

employers, DoD, DoJ and DoC contracted for services with
private firms for computer, electronics, clerical and
accounting services.

Many soldiers retired in Rural County,

and therefore sought financial aid, first as veteran's
benefits.

They did not perceive the use of college work

study, Pell Grants or supplemental grants as anything less
than an entitlement.

If one served in the military, social

services were not viewed as welfare, but as reward for state
service.

One of the highest paid white males was proud of

his four-check family income which included his army
retirement check, his salary as a contracted programmer, his
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wife's Civil Service salary, and his veteran's benefit
check.

He most definitely did not perceive himself as

abusing the social welfare system.
"I had the G.I. Bill but my checks actually went to
pay my daughter's tuition at the university. She got her
bachelor's degree on my aid check. I took the G.E.D. as I
was a high school drop out who had worked on army aircraft
for 26 years, and I enjoyed four semesters of 'bumming' at
the college studying something I had already learned in the
army. And I loved every minute of it. Sometimes I
disagreed with teachers who tried to push me too hard, but
it was fun and I graduated."
Civil servants and private contractors working for
the military were hired on a higher federal pay scale than
private businesses in Rural County could pay their
Salaries attached to DoD offered a few older

employees.

students careers which gave younger students a sense of
false hope.

Faculty at Rural College, however, discussed

those few prestigious jobs as the norm for technical
students.

From the sample of 74, only one CIS graduate

without previous military experience was hired on the Post.
The few lucrative federal jobs and state DoJ, DoC jobs hung
over the heads of young technicians like carrots on a moving
stick.

Openings were, more often than not, filled by civil

servants who transferred from other military bases.

The

military simply blended into civil society creating work
hierarchies with their social class inequalities.

"The

pentagon, like all large corporations, seeks to expand and
control its local environments" says O'Connor (1985, p.
155).
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A second CIS retired Hispanic soldier said:
"I only went at first to get the G.I. Bill, but I
really got interested in computers and I loved the program
and I got a job back on the Fort and it was fun. I haven't
graduated yet, but I will some time."
A female CIS student adds:
"I was so much better off than those divorced women
on the Pells. My husband was retired and I had the G.I.
Bill and we own a ranch so I saved my G.I. Bill check for
vacations."
The military voices lauded entrepreneurial practices
that connected private rewards with corporate-state welfare/
warfare defense production.

These students disdained the

welfare sector in Old Community.

In their minds no

connection existed between federal dollars for early
military retirement, for college training, for defense
contracting, and federal dollars for aid to dependent
children or food stamps for Hispanic families on the border.
Many veterans realized that the G.I. Bill offered them
specific training that placed them in the civilian job
market.

The sample contained fewer black technicians than

whites because fewer black males chose to study following
their military career.

One black CIS electronics graduate

who did said:
"I would never have gone to school without the G.I.
Bill. I would never borrow money to go to college. The
degree got me this job with the army, and I recommend the
program to blacks in the army every year, but very few
listen to me."
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A second black computer science student agreed that
most of the blacks on the army post considered him crazy for
pursuing a master's degree.

He said:

"I'm different; I want to become a project manager
with this government contractor, and I know you have to have
more than the four-year degree to get that management job."
The only American Indian in the sample, a retired
military male, said:
"I do not plan to graduate because I do not need a
degree. I just want to use up the V.A. benefits I earned in
the army. And I am learning to do something fun. After 30
years of telling these young soldiers to get some education,
now it's my turn. My V.A. counselor keeps telling me that I
am about to use up my associates eligibility and then I must
transfer to a university. I do not need to be commuting to
any university so I plan to change my major so I can stay
around here until my benefits run out."
When asked what he would change to, the response was:
"Probably drafting."
Both programs offered limited local employment
opportunities and low wages.

V.A. benefits, intended to

"educate" were used more often for personal hobbies.

After

20 years of army culture, academic competition was an
unrealistic expectation for the retired soldier whose work
socialization disallowed critical inquiry.
Summary
Veterans used financial aid to perpetuate secure
state-dependent life styles.

Retired military began in the

most secure positions, and they claimed the best paying jobs
following study.

Their experiences confirmed Sheldon's
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(1982) findings in California.

The state rewarded those who

used its structures most successfully.

By privatizing the

costs of defense training, Rural College gained a budget
share from students' aid dollars, and with that local
prestige for community service.

Army-socialized instructors

worked with the community college to certify technicians for
routine tasks that demanded little critical inquiry.
Retired soldiers saw all social programs as entitlements.
They felt that the government was somehow indebted to them
because they selected a defense career.
Financial Aid for Mobility
Fourteen students (20 percent) used financial aid for
mobility.

Among the nine most interested in upward

mobility, five studied on veteran's benefits after
successful military careers.

Three used the Pell Grant and

one used only a student loan.

Among the 20 who relocated,

two used faculty fee waivers, but no financial aid; nine
used Pell Grants and loans; one used veteran's benefits and
two were on athletic scholarships.

Of those 20 students,

six (30 percent) transferred immediately into public fouryear universities.

Six of the A&P students who paid for the

program themselves returned to the capital city immediately.
Young students who relocated, mostly males, appeared to reap
the greatest economic benefit from financial aid, but
retired military who used the G.I. Bill to pay for CIS and
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electronics courses also reaped lucrative personal benefits
through defense jobs.

One white electronics male under 25

said:
"At [Rural College] I was the only guy in the program
who was not on aid. My parents could afford college. After
one semester I took my little brother up north with me. At
the university we don't know very many students getting
aid."
Yet some students from the lowest working class
refused to apply for student loans.

Most of the lowest

working class males in welding, drafting and aviation
mechanics insisted on working to pay cash for tuition.
Three aviation mechanics returned to the city to work on
aircraft every weekend.

One aviation male over 25 said:

"I worked and I moved my girl friend down there to
teach school and we paid for my program; I have always
worked."
A second aviation white male under 25 said:
"My mom had just died so I used all my estate income
to go to college and prepare for work in aviation. I did
work on campus as a dorm assistant. I didn't know about aid
until I went to [Old Campus] and saw all those guys on the
Pell Grants. Every student should be allowed to hear about
this available money. Why don't they give us all a packet
before registration that explains what is available?"
A third mechanic interpreted his Pell as a private
return for personal merit of a different kind:
"I got a scholarship based on my grades in addition
to the Pell Grant. I learned that you get more aid if you
have never worked, and I had never worked outside the
church, so the Lord allowed the government to pay for my
entire education. My classmates who had worked in industry
got one hundred dollars a month less than I got doing the
Lord's work."
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He denied that the Pell served his needs similar to
students in the welfare sector.

As a Christian preparing

for the mission field, he did not perceive himself "as a
welfare student" even though he had never worked for wages,
nor had he ever paid taxes.

His definition of individual

initiative had been socially constructed by the church, also
a social institution.

Like the retired military, he

perceived himself as entitled to financial aid because

"God

allowed the government to pay for my education so God could
use me in His work" [taped by student working in South
America].

He thanked God for establishing a federal state

that awarded financial aid to students who needed a license
to work on aircraft.

These lowest working class males were

too proud to owe the government.

They accepted Pell Grants,

but refused guaranteed loans at any interest rate.
Because the nursing students were the most
employable, and therefore the most secure in career
expectations, they were most capable of quick loan
repayments.

One Hispanic and one Asian female agreed that

the loan took them off welfare.

Both were glad to be

working and raising children without food stamps.

Others

received scholarships or participated in athletics to pay
for nursing.

One female allowed the army reserve to pay for

her education, including classes toward the bachelor's at a
nontraditional university.

She planned to return the money

through active duty service.

One white female sold her
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Corvette to enroll in nursing.

Several borrowed money from

their families saying it was too hectic to work and study.
As a group the nurses and the white males in aviation
mechanics made the most effort to pay for their own
education, because nine of the 21 (42 percent) came to Rural
County from larger metropolitan areas just for inexpensive
certification.

Those students represented families who

encouraged their children to work as they could and then
return to the cities to seek employment.

This group, who

represented the working middle class from the urban areas,
found financial aid most rewarding as Waldman (1992)
suggests:
"When one counts the broad range of federal spending
and tax programs, an average upper-income person gets more
than a typical poor person" (Waldman, 1992, p. 56). When
one examines what middle class families get in tax benefits,
those making below $30,000 a year receive less federal
benefit. On average, the working class poor and the lower
middle class receive the least federal benefits because they
do not make enough to claim the subsidies of more wealthy
families (p. 57).
Those students' sense of personal responsibility for their
own education differed from the attitudes of students who
were raised in the welfare sector.

Local state employees

attached to DoD, DoC and DoJ also used aid to retain secure
positions in the lower middle class.

Twenty of the 74

students (27 percent) retained or located state jobs
immediately.

Military retirement for the average 20 year

enlisted sergeant was around $20,000 a year.

Those students

understood how to use state structures to maximize personal
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returns.

Working part time and studying part time allowed

older state-employed students to retain security.
Summary
Federal financial aid confirmed, but did not
substantially alter students' values, social class positions
or lifetime earnings potential.

For this reason Rural

College simply confirmed what applicants expected.

Those

who entered programs from urban settings outside Rural
County represented families who expected to help pay for a
child's training so they received fewer aid dollars.

Those

employed in the state sector retained jobs that paid living
expenses; they used the informal communication network in
the financial aid office to maximize their state benefits.
Students from the welfare sector whose families could not
assist children, and husbands whose wives did not work, or
young students without an interest in university transfer,
did not reap benefits equal to those from the working middle
class.

The poorer students received more federal aid

through the Pell Grants, but found lower paying jobs, and
were less willing to repay guaranteed loans.
Private defense and related state contractors reaped
maximum profit from the low wages paid for techno-service
labor.

The working poor and students from the welfare

culture achieved very limited economic mobility from Pell
Grants because the financial aid office simply confirmed
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students' expectations by rewarding those who understood the
system from previous welfare or state employment histories.
Who Remains and Who Relocates?
Census data for the 1980s confirmed the reality of
lost opportunity for those who remained in rural deindustrializing communities.

From the sample, half the

students remained in Rural County and half relocated or
planned to within the year.
move to find work.

Upwardly mobile students had to

From Old border campus, 25 students

moved and 17 remained.

By January 1993, (37 percent) or 28

of the 74 students had relocated from Rural County to find
employment.

Thirteen of the youngest white males left

immediately, compared to six females (four whites and two
hispanics).
Except for New Campus community, which grew by 28
percent over the decade, all other population centers in
Rural County lost between 4.6 and 24 percent of the working
population with the closing of mining, railroad and
manufacturing industries in the 1980s (Price, Herald. 1991).
Males attached to agriculture, lowest strata hispanics and
single, working females did not relocate.

Tied economically

to extended families, students in nursing, secretarial,
drafting, electronics and the craft industries could not pay
the social and emotional costs of migration.
Harrison (1982) confirmed:

Bluestone and
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"Out migration is concentrated among younger, better
educated, and more productive workers, usually males. Older
workers, the elderly and those peripherally attached to the
labor force remain" (pp. 104-105).
Of the 29 women in the study, seven (24 percent)
relocated to seek employment.

The three single, Hispanic

females said they preferred to live in Rural County, but
there was no work, and life without work was simply boring.
Breaking cultural tradition, not by choice, but for economic
necessity, each sadly admitted that she would probably never
marry.
Of 14 men who relocated, only six had married.
Students who left immediately delayed marriage or opted not
to have children.

Two young men living with parents in the

capital city said they just couldn't afford a family.

Three

of 18 minority females—(16 percent) left immediately, and
two minority males out of 11—(18 percent) left for jobs in
industry.

Among the 53 students who remained in Rural

County 24 (45 percent) were Hispanic or black; others were
retired army personnel.

With the loss of industry in Rural

County, more Mexican and Central American immigrants filled
places vacated by exiting white workers.

Army enlisted most

often represented Hispanic, black or Southern lowest working
class white families.

These newer groups filled New

Community as more competitive whites and hispanics pushed
toward the cities.

As John Steinbeck implied in The Grapes

of Wrath, "working class families move to get away from bad
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economic and social conditions" (Bluestone and Harrison, p.
102).

Those who moved did so to locate higher paying

techno-service jobs.

Blau and Duncan's 1978 report on The

American Occupational Structure described relocation for
economic mobility.
"The community in which a boy is raised affects his
career as an adult, just as the region where he was born
does. That community serves as an ascriptive determinant of
his later behavior in a manner similar to family origins"
(p. 250).
Most adolescents, said Blau, were interested in
following the models of successful men from their boyhood.
More urbanized environments prepared youngsters better for
high-status occupations, and the larger the community in
which an adolescent began school, the higher his educational
attainment.

More important, however, than size of

community, was ethnic status and first job experience in a
work culture.

The findings confirmed the fact that working

class culture was more pronounced in rural areas and small
towns as "the correlation between father's and son's
occupational status was tighter in smaller places" (Blau and
Duncan, 1978, p. 262).
Community and employment limitations affected first
job opportunities which set the course for a lifetime of
labor.

Blau and Duncan hypothesized that the more upwardly

mobile, competitive men moved and lived some distance away
from the family.

This freed the young employee from the

restraints and influences of childhood culture

(caring for
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siblings, parents or relatives), and allowing more time to
invest in building a competitive career.

Physical distance

promoted social and cultural distance which promoted
mobility (Blau and Duncan, 1978, p. 251).
Since the Blau/Duncan research (late 1960s), however,
economic realities for entry-level technicians have been
altered by global market restrictions and a growing cadre of
surplus technical employees.

Thus, the movement from Rural

County to larger instate cities did not change the students'
economic position in the 1990s as it did in the 1970s.

The

three Hispanic females who relocated lived in Mexican
barrios similar to those in Old Community.

Laboring for

under $8.00 an hour kept them among the nation's 14 million
working poor (Swardson, 1993).

Only students who remained

in parental homes enjoyed the benefits of middle-class life
styles.

Yet those students who separated themselves from

family spoke most positively for owning property, and for
using competitive initiative to advance.

Those who lived

alone realized that to survive, one had to compete for
position.
White (under age 25) aviation technician:
"I have been working here for one year and I have had
one raise and my wife is working and we are building a house
near the airport and I think we are doing pretty good. I am
glad I left [Rural County] because there was no work there."
Second (same age group) aviation technician:
"Yes, things matter to me. I want an airplane and a
sports car and eventually a family. I would hate to be
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poor. I can't image living in [Rural County], but I enjoyed
the college and I learned a lot in the program; I got out
and saw the country on weekends. It was a growth experience
for me."
Summary
Students who identified strongly with military,
cowboy or Hispanic rural culture were the least able to
realize economic gain.

Rural family values insulated

children from competitive capitalistic behaviors and
reinforced a culture of sharing with a strong sense of
family duty.

Because so few rewarding work opportunities

existed in Rural County, cultural myths of love, ethnic
dignity and togetherness euphemized their definitions of
"success."

Families with few resources spent maximum hours

transporting family members, building and repairing home
structures and vehicles, processing food, and trading favors
instead of hiring services.

O'Connor (1987) described a

welfare-warfare state hegemony built upon a social class
foundation that began with acceptance of "my place in this
culture."

Personal dignity was affirmed by protecting and

supporting the group, and by serving the nation in uniform
to defend democracy.

Those class messages were reinforced

by college faculty who praised rural Hispanic culture and
government employment.

Only students who left immediately

expressed a desire for mobility and competition.

Those

whose cultural roots were attached to the rural life style
said, "Why would anyone want to leave here?"

Those who
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relocated to the cities said, "Why would anyone want to
remain there?"
How Do Students Voice Perceptions of Economic Place?
When asked "How much money would you need to consider
yourself comfortable?" students responded with a wide range
of salaries.

The lowest amount was suggested by two white

males and two Hispanic males from the welfare sector; they
hoped to make between five and six thousand dollars a year.
Those men, between the ages of nineteen and thirty, could
not speculate what jobs paid in either the public or the
private sector.

Most students felt they needed between 24

and 50 thousand dollars a year to live comfortably, at least
twice what each earned.

One man said 50 thousand more would

be fine for him (as a retired civil servant), since his
retirement paid a thousand dollars a month.
and his wife lived on $20,000 a year.

In reality, he

Social class status

in America remained a variable combination of economic,
cultural and psychological conformities that affect one's
perception of capital and social place.
Young working class students generally agreed that a
family

needed one thousand dollars a month to live
comfortably, a figure well below middle class.

No student

under 25 expected to begin work above $8.00 an hour.

Most

were happy to begin at $6.00 (between $12 and $16 thousand
annually if full-time).

Only married, double-income retired
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military students over age 40, expected to pay taxes on over
$30,000 a year.

The range of top lifetime earnings was

between $12 and $40,000 depending upon one's luck in
locating a spouse who could equal one's wages.

Correspon

dence theorists (Bowles and Gintis, 1976) held that students
produced a sense of "place" given the social barriers they
confronted in relation to advancement economic opportuni
ties.
Few students were interested in name brand clothing,
expensive cars or travel.

They were interested in buying

food, paying rent and medical bills.

For part-time

employees, health insurance was a major concern.

A lead

aviation technician making $16.60 an hour (the highest paid
mechanic) said:
"Money is not so important to me. I just want to be
comfortable and build my model planes. I would never spend
money on travel, or furniture or some fancy car."
Twenty-one of the 74 voices spoke out against
property accumulation as an evil to be avoided (10 men and
11 women).

On the other hand, 27 spoke positively for

mobility through accumulation.

These students wanted to

relocate, work in the private sector or secure good state
sector jobs.

The remaining students were simply resigned to

legitimating the family's social position.
Thirteen students, (17 percent), had made positive
steps toward economic change.

Among the males, the upwardly

mobile were two to one whites to minorities.

White women in
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CIS and nursing demonstrated nearly equal employment
opportunities with white men, if they relocated out of Rural
County or situated themselves in state jobs.
Summary of mobility expectations for student sample of 74
Twenty-one students are uninterested in mobility;
Thirty-three were neutral, happy at status quo, and
Twenty were upwardly mobile in expectations.
Ten younger students interested in mobility said they
planned to use higher education for advancement, but only
six would study at a state university.

Of the 13 who had

one or more parent with a bachelor's or advanced degree, six
admitted they made the choice not to transfer.

Parents of

these technicians did not push their children to borrow
money for the bachelor's degree.

The two-year AAS degree

offered the child immediate employment that freed the family
from additional financial concern.

Students did not blame

their parents for their socioeconomic realities any more
than they blamed their AAS faculty.
choice."

They said "It was my

Yet, the working class technical backgrounds of

two-year faculty reinforced the idea of early independence.
If children desired additional education, they could finance
it themselves.

These economic realities must be considered

in relation to the costs of university degrees and faculty
salaries at Rural College.

Working class rural culture

maintained prevailing modes of economic production and
social reproduction even for the children of college
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faculty.

Home culture provided participating individuals

(students) a motivation that linked their identities with
traditional economic place, and it provided a symbolic
interpretation of natural life boundaries that prevented
students from perceiving themselves as competitive middle
class accumulators who should seek out a cosmopolitan work
site removed from rural culture (Dreitzel, 1977).
Why Not The Professions?
For working class students, the professions seemed
not only unaccessible, but dull and meaningless work.
Pushing paper or sitting in meetings wearing a tie was
reported to be degrading to blue-collar men (Sennett and
Cobb, 1973; Willis, 1981).

Such work was reserved for

"managers," those whom technicians perceived as "not having
skills."

Men holding such positions were not respected.

One computer technician working on New Campus told me:
"Those guys [teachers] on the other end of campus
[general education] have no skills. All the skills are here
in the technologies. Why would I want to be like the
philosophy teacher? He can't do anything."
Faculty children also took pride in technical skills
that followed parents' interests.

One young welder was an

expert marksman with rifle and bow; one made guns; another
was a good mechanic; several were competent "computer
hackers."

Faculty parents took pride in those skills over

ones that might have provided entrance into the professions.
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Summary
Vocational faculty took pride in a child's technical
skills, often preferring that sons and daughters enter some
techno-service career immediately after the AAS, rather than
invest family income in a university education.

Students

heard complementary messages at home and on campus that
corresponded to lower-middle class work ethics from parents
and teachers.
Money and Happiness
Because so few in the sample could aspire to social
mobility, acceptance of social status became euphemized as
"money cannot buy happiness."

Ten students spoke of "the

love of money as the root of evil," a non-Christian negative
value.

Several responses expressed this perception:
1.

"Remember what goes around, comes around; you
have to care about people first" (A&P mechanic,
male over 25).

2.

"Money is not important to me; I just want a
comfortable life and my own money" (electronics
female under 25).

3.

"Not everyone sees money as the most important
kind of wealth—you have to decide what is
important in life" (welder, male over 25).

4.

"Making a lot of money is not that important to
me ... we live comfortably here with my folks"
(male welder over 25).

Four others emphasized faith as an asset more
valuable than property.
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Summary
Twenty of the 74 students (27 percent) said they
desired mobility, but only 14 had taken steps to change
their social position, by relocating, transferring to a
university, or seeking a competitive job.

Bowles and Gintin

(1985) summarized the workers' attitudes:

Individual

potential was defined through shared cultural experiences
that set an economic range for how much salary was enough.
Youth were molded by schools to some set of predetermined
standards derived from workplace norms learned from family
tradition.

The capitalistic state regulated this

socialization process to satisfy the labor-intensive needs
of the dominant class to maximize profits from production;
the state could not do otherwise.

"A capitalist economy has

its own rationality—its laws of motion—to which any
government, or elected official must submit" (Carnoy and
Levin, 1985, p. 41).
Did Students Demonstrate Struggle?
When students entered the work place, their personal
struggle for economic place intensified.

Working daily

within a bureaucratic hierarchy that espoused democratic
participation, but rewarded workers by social class rather
than merit, frustrated ambition even more (Sennett and Cobb,
1973).

Personal crises arose from macroeconomic crises—a

world market that had removed service-tech jobs.

Workers
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struggled against the larger cultural hegemony (to value
capital accumulation, purchase stocks and investment
property in place of tools and necessities).
welder told me:

One young

"There is just so much I can do on my

salary of $6.00 an hour.

I just have to stay home."

The students struggled in competition with both high
school and four-year college graduates, with newly arrived
immigrants, and with welfare recipients using the extra
economy to lower prices/wages.

They struggled for personal

accumulation while legitimating working-class cultural
norms.

They learned early that OJT did not offer vertical

mobility.

They struggled against ethnic/racial discrimina

tion, fear of falling into welfare, and religious/ political
conservatism.

Daily struggles were euphemized into

convenient epigrams that demonstrated the contradictions in
the social-economic system.

From the interviews, the

following composite student voices echo their struggles as a
class:
1.

By working harder and sacrificing pleasures, we
can help both ourselves and the faltering U.S.
economy. It is our duty to work hard and to
sacrifice for the country, but there's really no
way we can personally change the economy. We
are just workers who are stuck where we are
(voices of two male welders).

2.

By having faith in national leaders, state
institutions and traditional family values, we
will be happier, healthier and more able to
enjoy wealth that money cannot buy. But I
desire twice as much as I now make, and so I
must find a way to better my position. I will
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pray for a break (voices of two male students in
electronics).
3.

Working alone independently and caring for one's
family is all a working person can manage.
Elected officials handle political issues and we
can't tell them how to run the country so we
should stay out of politics. Acting politically
at work is wrong, but acting politically keeps
the democracy alive. We should do more, but I
don't have time (voices of three females: a
nurse, a CIS student, and an electronic's
student).

4.

I couldn't work for a large corporation; I'd
rather join the army. They take care of you,
with insurance and basic housing and the army is
the only work here because they discourage small
businesses from coming into this area (voices of
two males: one in CIS, one in drafting).

Summary
Social struggle was expressed as frustrations against
external forces that rewarded the labor of accumulators in a
higher social class more than it rewarded blue-collar
workers' labor.

Blue collar students did not understand how

state agents, including employers, friends and college
faculty, rendered them powerless, but they accepted that
fact as a cultural norm.

Their social models appeared to be

fellow technicians living comfortably within the rural
culture.

The fact that those demonstrating success had

advanced degrees or secure positions in the defense industry
before college was not clear to young AAS students.
Fear of Falling Economically
An interesting aspect of the student interviews was
the large body of testimony blaming ethnic minorities
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(asians, blacks and hispanics) for the plight of the nation
instead of placing blame on international business
coalitions or macro-political affiliations that transferred
jobs away from Rural County.

Thirty of the 74 students (40

percent) made negative or derogatory comments concerning
welfare recipients, as "those lazy minorities."

Ethnic

slurs were, perhaps, examples of simple scape goating.
Carnoy and Levin (1985) and O'Connor (1987), however,
connected racial discrimination with macroeconomic agents
with messages that remained invisible to the working class:
"Once the economy stopped growing and the coalitions that
supported expanding social services broke down, the
egalitarian dynamic [that fueled the 1960s-70s] broke into
divisive groups each fighting for a larger share of the
shrinking pie" (O'Connor, 1987, p. 149).

Minimally skilled

students had only one social strata below them, the welfare
sector.

With government cutbacks affecting the DoD locally,

where many minorities traditionally had filled the lowest
service ranks, competition for jobs in the competitive
service sector placed more AAS degreed whites and minorities
in competition with new immigrants (asians, blacks and
hispanics).

Single black soldiers, and female heads of

households struggled to separate themselves from the welfare
image.

As the state pie was cut thinner in the service

sector, expressions of sexism, racism and discrimination
against nonwhite recipients of government aid were heard
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from both whites and minorities.

Financial exigency

restructured social institutions, and it bred anomie,
resentment and frustration among those who lost position or
feared falling into the underclass (O'Connor, 1987;
Slaughter, 1993).
Sennett (1973) referred to "these unavoidable clashes
as contests for personal legitimation" (in O'Connor, 1985,
p. 164).

Fear of greater economic exploitation, says

O'Connor, leads to aggressive attacks on those just below
one's station.

Symbols of that fear:

food stamps, work in

the fast food industry, aid to dependent children and free
medical services angered workers making just enough not to
qualify for state benefits.

Students living on Pell grants

and student loans, working under 20 hours a week, resented
those who had managed to "work the system, so they didn't
have to work a shovel" [unemployed Hispanic drafting
student].
It was particularly disheartening to the young men
whose fathers had once held secure unionized positions in
the copper mines.

One 20 year old welder said:

"The teachers can't recommend jobs to us, and the job
placement center has nothing listed in my area and when I
ask where I can look for work, they just shrug their
shoulders and say xleave a resume.'"
Perception of Job Placement Services
To the question, "Should the college help young
technicians find a job, or is it up to the person?" all but
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five students said that it was the student's own
responsibility.

One male in electronics asked in amazement:

"How can a school find a man a job?
can do?"

How do thev know what I

The student laughed at the idea of visiting the

college's job placement center.
Another male, also in electronics said:
"That school can't get anyone a job. They just list
the ads from D.E.S. It's your past work experience that
gets you hired. It's who you know, not what you did in a
community college. That degree has nothing to tell
business. All that degree says is that you have the ability
to pass tests. The AAS degree gives false hope in this
regard [to finding a good job]. It takes those kids a
couple years to realize that."
One of the young welders summarized the student's
plight:
"Yes, there is a limit to how far I can move up,
degree or no degree. There are so many above me and none of
them are going to let me have their place. They want to
keep me down under them. But the boss wants me to think I
am moving up so he gives me a nickel an hour raise. But I
know I will never get to where he is from where I started.
To get to be boss, I would have to start all over at some
job near the top. No matter how long I work for this
company, I will still be where I am—down here on the
bottom."
In the 1980s, taxes for social programs were blamed
for America's faltering competitive position, and the
webbings in the "social services net" spread dangerously
thin.

Reagan said that more government was not the solution

to the problem.

Social welfare was destroying workers'

incentives to compete.

That was destroying family values

and a man's pride in his own labor.

This conservative

philosophy accompanied a reduction in federal domestic
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programs which intensified the basic top-bottom polarization
of the dual-classed society.

The dream of upward mobility

through higher education began to die for those who could
not, or chose not, to use university programs (Phillips, pp.
86-87).
Fear of Falling Into Welfare
In a capitalistic economy, laziness became the sin of
sloth.

In traditional working class families having a job

and paying taxes was its own form of blue-collar noblesse
oblige.
work.

Students from blue collar families preferred to
All four of the unemployed students in the sample

were quick to describe past work and future work they hoped
to obtain.

No one bragged about receiving food stamps.

Working hard and studying were requisite to success and
personal dignity among blue collar technicians's children.
These students felt that in America too many people were no
longer fulfilling their end of the social contract.

Too

many were receiving welfare assistance, and had therefore,
failed as American workers.

The enemy included all those

who committed the sin of losing capitalistic values.
Students on Pell Grants said that women who refused to
request federal aid were to blame outright for increasing
everyone's taxes.

Those who used financial aid, but could

not find jobs were also guilty.

Those who were working part

time for minimum wages were less guilty.

Immigrants and
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Mexican citizens living in the U.S. were the most guilty of
all because they were taking money from the working people.
Students spoke in contradictory voices—both for
helping those in need, especially American women with
children, and the elderly, and for cutting off those "on the
public dole," immigrants from Mexico, Korea, and black women
"who are making us all look bad because they won't work"
[voice of Hispanic male].

The point of "making us look bad"

is a personal inclusion in the crisis category.

The message

was that we do not want to be associated with those just
below us because we so fear falling ourselves.

Twenty-three

students (30 percent) argued for retaining or increasing
welfare to those who really needed help, but reforming the
system so people on drugs and "the cheaters" could not take
the money from the poor who had children to feed.
was the greatest sin.

Idleness

If one were busy 40 hours a week, one

had dignity by displaying a desire for capitalistic values
regardless of salary.

One must appear to be working toward

some goal considered "good for the economy" [Hispanic male
in electronics].

Many would change sides on this topic

within a sentence, then end by saying, "I don't know what to
do—this welfare mess is so bad now" [nurse, over 25].
Strauss (1990) described working men in Rhode Island
as holding similar contradictory beliefs demonstrating
heteroglossia, a form of cognitive dissonance, expressing
two conflicting realities simultaneously from a crisis-
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ridden psyche.

When people were forced to live two

realities using two sets of verifiable cognitive schema,
linguistic responses often demonstrated conflict.

Each

"voice" protected some part of the speaker's psyche (family
culture), (work orientation), (school and business
objectives), and (political ideology).

Those conflicting

messages demonstrated real conflicts in a stratified society
where citizens who remained most secure, (retired military)
said, "Yes, some people really need welfare" [female in
CIS].

Their next sentence would, however, contradict with:

"No, they are no different from me; make them get out
and go to work!" [female in CIS].
Behaviors demonstrated a conflicting perception of
"who I am and what I can do given my constraints."

Students

who lived in communities where public assistance ran over 15
percent, and still denied acquaintance with anyone on
welfare, spoke from "an ego in crisis" (O'Connor, 1987).
Twelve students, (16 percent), mostly white males working in
the cities, reported that they had never known anyone on
welfare.

All three blacks in the study, one Asian and one

Hispanic male denied knowing welfare recipients even though
they lived in neighborhoods near welfare recipients.
Sample Responses Concerning the Welfare Function
1.

Forty students (54 percent) blamed recipients
for receiving welfare. Included in this total
were several who blamed the families for
"teaching their kids how to beg off the
government" (welder, under 25).
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2.

Ten students (13 percent) held that welfare was
bringing down the country economically.

3.

Twenty-one (28 percent) held that the state was
responsible for this poor behavior and should do
something to change it. Four were extremely
vocal in wanting to remove all welfare for at
least one year then reevaluate the needs on an
individual basis.

Thirteen of the 74 students had used welfare, mostly
AFDC.

Three females commented on how hard it was to survive

on the allotments, but in no case had using AFDC made these
mothers unwilling to work.

As Ehrenreich (1985) said

"A highly respected 1986 study found no correlation between
receiving welfare and out-of-wedlock births, nor had any
studies found welfare to have a significant effect on
people's commitment to work" (p. 187).
But this was not the general feeling among students in Rural
County.

Everyone (except the three entrepreneurs) wanted

state help, yet most students chose to deny state assistance
to anyone accepting welfare.

The general feeling was that

to accept federal financial aid or the G.I. Bill for
veterans meant something different from accepting food
stamps.

Using the G.I. Bill, the Pell Grant or state grants

meant the student was a contributing member in the
community, symbolically at least making some effort for
economic improvement even if financially he/she still
represented the underclass.
An equal number of males (ten) and females (nine)
were quite vocally opposed to continuing public assistance.
The opposed group was two to one white to minority.

Only
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three males had no feelings about welfare.
sneer when they said "THE STAMPS."

Students would

And public assistance

had somehow become associated with the employment in the
fast food industry.

Students swore and openly gestured

their disdain for the word BURGER FLIPPER.

MCDONALDS had

become a symbol associated with economic failure parallel or
equivalent to membership in the welfare sector.

The symbols

of "food stamps and working in fast food" had merged.
"Hell" in rural America was no longer being tied to a
tractor 14 hours a day, but having to work a split shift in
a fast food establishment, while accepting food stamps.

One

of the technical instructors said two times in one hour:
"Either study or take food stamps and flip burgers."
student in the class laughed at his comments.

No

Even part

time work in the technical-service strata allowed more
personal dignity than working in fast food which paid so
poorly than the student was still forced to accept welfare.
An electronics student said:
"People do really crazy things when they think life
is hopeless . . . like killing people at McDonalds. They
should just jump off a bridge and waste themselves, but
don't take someone else's life, someone who has to eat at
McDonalds."
A drafting student explained why so few drafting
students found jobs in their major or continued at the
university:
"One guy got his girlfriend pregnant and he had to go
to work for McDonalds. He couldn't very easily go off to
the Un iversity."
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She blamed the Hispanic male for not demonstrating
sufficient personal control to complete the degree that
might have offered his family a middle class economic
position.

It was his own fault for not sacrificing family.

An aviation mechanic said:
"My friend in [city to the northwest] gave up when he
lost his job. He tried to commit suicide. He said life was
hopeless because of the recession. He tried to work at
McDonalds but there was no point. He hated it there so he
just quit trying to find work."
The implication was that work at McDonalds was as bad
as death so considering suicide was understandable given the
man's lack of job security.
The female aviation mechanic said:
"There are several of us here who came up from those
McDonald's jobs after the mines closed. There was just
nothing down there to do. At least here I started in the
back cleaning parts."
Cleaning parts had more dignity than working in fast
food.

Regardless of pay, personal dignity was connected to

performing a technical function in industry.

One of the

poorest Hispanic women (over 25) explained how she separated
herself from her friends and family at the bottom:
"I would eliminate welfare. Every three years the
girls get pregnant to keep the checks coming in while the
men sit on the sofa watching T.V. They never leave the
barrio. Years ago the government made them .line up at the
end of the block twice a month to carry home the box of food
for the family. It was embarrassing. But not now. The
stamps come in the mail with the check. If these young
women had to stand out there in line for hours waiting on
that cheese, they would go to work. But now they go to
Safeway and buy the kids junk food. And their boyfriends
sell the stamps for half price to buy beer. I know a lady
who owed the ice-cream man $60.00 one month because she
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refused to cook for the kids. On food stamp day every kid
gets his own bag of potato chips, a big coke and candy. And
that night all the men reappear from Mexico. They have a
big party until the stamps are gone and then its the ice
cream man again. I knew one women who tried to go to
school, but her husband beat her up, took her Pell money and
drank that up, took her food stamp money and spent that, and
finally she just gave up and said, XI quit.' The best thing
they could do with this college is move it off of that
border."
She connected receiving welfare to "mystifying the
systems of privilege" for women struggling to stay above the
bottom (Holland and Eisenhart, 1990).

The women spoke from

first hand experiences surviving in a welfare economy while
attending college.

Men in the sample were less willing to

admit they had used welfare.

No man admitted he had

accepted food stamps, but several females said they knew men
who shared women's welfare checks and food.

The men were

quick to blame minority women for taking the stamps.
Interviewer to aviation mechanic:

"Would you

consider welfare?"
White male student:
"No, never! I would find something. The government
should force these people to work. These guys have options.
They control their own destiny. They can't blame the
government for the mess they get themselves into. That
training starts in the home. How can the government give
these guys with no skills my tax dollars? They can't manage
money. They buy beer at the circle K and pay twice what it
costs elsewhere."
Blue collar men blamed individuals whom they said
victimized themselves by clinging to the security of home
culture.

They also blamed the state for not initiating

social change.

The poorest males desired more legitimate
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forms of welfare.

They felt the government owed them more

advanced technical training that would result in secure,
competitive middle class jobs.

Men who represented the

welfare sector expected the government to pay them to live
while they studied, but they did not want to borrow money.
The poorest men hated being associated with welfare.
Black male CIS, over 25:
"I'm black and I want to tell you, and you print
this, welfare is one of the worst evils in this country. It
takes away a man's hope and his pride in his family. Men
need to work to have any dignity. In the black community
this welfare life has become 'normal.' So many kids see it
they don't know anymore that work is normal for men. The
government is to blame for this. They have taken the life
away from my people."
Hispanic drafting student—male, over 25:
"My neighbor is on welfare because he is too lazy to
work. This guy could work. He's my age, but he has three
kids. I can't afford kids. He lives on food stamps. I go
over there around 11:00 a.m., and he's just getting up.
Yesterday he said to me, 'I'm bored; I think I will go look
for a job today.' Then he slaps his face and says, 'What's
wrong with me saying something so stupid—you didn't hear me
say I was going to look for a job, did you?' This guy is
smart; he went to college. He took business classes. He
could have opened a business. His dad works; why won't he?
See all those apartments over there. My dad built those and
no one in any of them works. They are all on welfare and
when something over there breaks, I have to go fix it—they
won't."
The drafting student, also Hispanic, was unemployed,
living with his family.

His dilemma was the fact that both

he and his Hispanic neighbor attended college together, and
neither man had found a job.

But he continued to struggle

against the system that his neighbor accepted as "my place
in the barrio."

As a second generation immigrant, he was
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proud to work hard in the family grocery, yet he feared
joining those third generation Mexicans who had no options
for mobility outside barter and dealing in the drug economy.
In the barrio welfare filled the role of provider, offering
more than men could make working part time.

The Hispanic

drafting student struggled not to join the "sleep walkers"
(Ehrenreich, 1985, p. 248) or those Ogbu (1978) described as
having given up on breaking through even the lowest job
ceilings as minorities in a caste position—brown men on the
border who had lost hope for mobility.

As one Hispanic male

told me:
"I hate to see Mexicans on welfare.
bad because I live down the street."

It makes me look

Like the men in The Hidden Injuries of Class (1972),
those who had sacrificed and followed the capitalistic
command to work hard felt a personal threat from friends and
neighbors who had given up.

The men felt the most anomie,

discarded when the "stamps arrived, the male disappeared"
[until] "he had something to contribute to the family . . .
until the stamps were gone."
The Hispanic electronics major continued,
"A lot of this neighborhood has lost its dignity with
the closing of the mines. The men lose dignity when they
can't cut it in the job market. Men go out and they try to
make a living and they break their backs. And they can't
make as much as the woman can alone on welfare. So they get
divorced. She gets welfare. The welfare worker peeps in
the window to see if she is alone, but as soon as she's
gone, the husband is crawling in a back door. He still
lives there, but when the kids tell him the welfare
counselor is coming, he is out of his home. He has no
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dignity because he can't support his family and the
government can."
Interviewer:

"Should he come to the college then for

job retraining?"
Hispanic male student:

[laughs]

"What for—electronics or computers?—in this town,
not likely."
Economic statistics through the 1980s showed as many
people gaining as losing under conservative politics.

In

1988, 20 percent of American households paid taxes on over
50 thousand dollars a year, twice those of 1983.

At the

same time, however, the lowest income level, families making
under $15,000 also expanded to 23.5 percent (Phillips,
1990).

This group, including many entry-level technicians,

were those most fearful of falling into unemployment and
most frustrated with the economic crisis that followed their
community college training.
One aviation mechanic, a white male in the capital
city said:
"I'm in a state of shock. They just laid me off.
don't know what I'm going to do."

I

At several points in the interview he would stare out the
window and say,
"It wasn't me; I was doing a good job—had good
ratings—even had two pay raises. I was the last guy in my
group to get the ax. America West just overextended."
His family was middle class, but his fear of not
finding work to maintain that status was overwhelming.

His
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fear of falling into welfare made further efforts in higher
education irrelevant.

Young workers internalized the guilt

of losing employment as having betrayed family, self and
country.

Any white male who would accept welfare must

openly admit his own moral decay and social emasculation.
The inner circle of O'Connor's (1987) model was the broken
psyche, workers bowed down by the weight of macro economic
trans-world business arrangements that perpetuated capital
accumulation for others, but not for them.

Galbraith said

in The New Industrial State (1967) that the "percentage of
unemployment was the measure of the crisis" in the economic
system (p. 233).

This percentage included those waiting as

the "army of surplus labor or variable state capital" for a
chance to break into technical/industrial "wrencher culture"
even if it meant a part time government contract job.
Summary
Working class students separated social welfare
recipients into two categories, those on welfare and those
on financial aid and other state assistance.

Whether or not

one's economic position was altered by study at Rural
College, the students maintained that some people were more
entitled to federal assistance than others.

Men and women

who served in the military, as well as their dependents,
were entitled to retraining and life assistance.

They

deserved financial aid, housing allotments, insurance and
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even food stamps while studying.

Part time minimum wage

employees deserved more state assistance to maintain their
economic position at the bottom of the working class so as
not to be forced to join the underclass.

However, adults

who refused to work, immigrants and families in the under
class (especially minority women) were denied assistance
because they did not contribute to the tax base.

Students

from all programs failed to understand the larger macro
political-economic structures that maintained that "army of
the unemployed."
Union Membership
Historically, a dual-class culture was accepted as
normal in the Hispanic South West dating to European
settlement in Arizona and New Mexico (Gutierrez, 1991).

In

1978 the richest 5 percent of the Sunbelt population enjoyed
16.4 percent of the income (higher than the average in any
other national region), and the bottom 20 percent had less
than any other region, only 4.8 percent (Bluestone and
Harrison, 1982, p. 867).

Through the 1970s, half the jobs

lost to plant closings occurred in the Sunbelt states
including the copper industry in Rural County with its cadre
of ancillary industries that had for generations sustained
blue collar life (Bluestone and Harrison, 1982, p. 9).
Locally union jobs, the few that existed in the 1990s, could
not match wages of top state sector jobs with DoD, DoC and
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public education institutions.

Faculty messages reinforced

parents' admonitions that liberal thinking and overt union
activity threatened job security, and had closed the mining
industries.

Faculty implied that it was better to accept a

low wage, than to become involved politically.
Families who once depended upon union power found
their voices silenced.
relocate technicians.

The mining companies did not
Families whose dignity was tied to

unionized industry prior to 1980 could no longer recommend
union jobs; their children inherited a fear of American
labor activity.
organized labor.

Younger students had no experience with
Thirty-one percent of the students had a

parent who had been a member of a labor union, yet only
three Hispanic males (4 percent of the sample) were union
members at the time of the interview.
"The State has removed the voice of the labor union
in economic negotiations, but the struggle on the culturalsocial front remains fundamental to relations of privilege
and production . . .
Labor conflicts have become
institutionalized" (Touraine, 1977, p. 26-27).
Children of the 33 percent whose parents lost jobs when
industry left Rural County, and the 33 percent whose parents
were state employees, were socialized to blame unions for
the family's economic losses.

College faculty in

disciplines that once supported the unionized technologies
warned students not to trust unions, but to look to the
state for job security.

But faculty did not discuss the
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differences between union wages in the 1970s and wages for
contracted state services in the 1990s.
instructor said:

One business

"We skip the chapter on union activity now

because it has become irrelevant."

The history of

resistance considered so important to the continued struggle
of workers prior to 1980 was silenced practically and
idealistically by state agents who valued job security over
workers' issues (Apple, 1982).

Across vocational curricula

"a sizeable portion of the population's history of work was
disparaged" (Apple, p. 89).

Five of the 74 students, only 6

percent, spoke favorably about their family's or their own
union experiences.

Technical students did not connect

Mexican twin-plant operations directly across the border to
the closing of manufacturing in Rural County.
Students were also socialized at home and at school
to fear large corporate businesses.

Thirteen students said

they knew nothing about large corporations as no one in the
family had ever worked for one.

An additional 12 spoke

negatively about the effect of large corporate business upon
American technicians.

Those 25 students, (33 percent),

would not seek work in either the corporate or the unionized
monopoly sectors.

Thirteen additional students who had

worked for electronics, aviation or related large private
companies, however, preferred corporate positions over small
businesses or state jobs.

The general feeling among

students who had corporate experience was that state
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cutbacks were far riskier through the 1990s than were
corporate cutbacks, but only those few students had
experiences with the corporate model.

Those closely tied to

a state model of temporary employment viewed insecurity as
the norm so they expected to move from one state contract to
another.
Those who had lived in Rural County for a second
generation were unable to see capital at work in corporate
industry.

Few owned investment property or working capital

(stocks, bonds or insurance).

They had no life experiences

to help define problems related to corporate capital
expansion or business investment.

Economics, U.S. history

and political science courses were not part of the AAS
curriculum.

The AAS students who had taken economics or

political science rejected faculty messages for capital
accumulation.

Both males and females (under and over age

25) said several times how offended they were by the
business instructors who constantly talked about capital
investments as a way to get rich.
White female secretary:
The worst class I had was economics with that division chair
who was working on his Ph.D. All he talked about was buying
stocks and getting rich and about working the market. He
only talked to the men in the front rows. I was not into
that. And he was my advisor my first year and he made me
feel really dumb when he saw my placement test scores. I
wasn't dumb; I just hadn't had a math class for a few years.
And he just hated poor people and he always talked bad about
them and I think that is wrong."
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She identified with the "poor or the working class"
rather than with the teacher who wanted her to understand
the connection between capital accumulation and social
mobility.

A CIS white male over 40 added concerning the

same instructor:
"I sat for ten minutes of class time listening to him
tell how he was scamming his own family out of their real
estate. He and this "slum lord" from the projects had all
these plans for stealing from the renters—I couldn't
believe it. That ought to be against the law in a public
college. I just hated that guy. If you didn't look like a
Yuppie, he wouldn't even talk to you. I don't agree that
the best possible worlds come from the profit motive. That
xsick work ethic' is what is wrong with America.
The
majority of the class couldn't understand him. They didn't
benefit at all from his lectures. I ditched class as often
as I could. I know poverty is not fun; those people suffer.
I lived that way for years and I don't appreciate these
teachers making fun of it."
Again, the student identified with those in poverty,
not with the upwardly mobile instructor or the messages of
economics and profit taking for American business.
A third white, female secretary said:
"In those business classes they tell you to lie on
the resume and not to let the bosses *push your buttons' to
get to you or they will use you, then step over you and
leave you a crumpled heap in the corner. That's why I don't
want to work for a corporation. I am an honest person. I
can't lie to anyone. I couldn't work some place where I had
to be competitive—I just wouldn't fit in."
This state-employed office assistant felt that
Christianity demanded noncompetitive behaviors.
workers were not supposed to accumulate.

Honest

Using capital for

gain following the roles of corporate business created a
conflict between business faculty and students in the lowest
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class.

Messages for capital accumulation upset their home

culture values, but messages for "place legitimation" in
Rural College classes did not.

Because students from the

lowest class could not see the university as an option for
"economic mobility," they distrusted university messages and
their business-oriented messengers.

Less educated workers,

"achieved prestige among their peers through steady hard
work" that maintained the class lines between the truly
educated and the semi-educated (Sennett and Cobb, 1973).

A

machinist said, when asked if he would consider transfer:
"What, get really educated?—not me—I'm scared of those
people."
For these reasons most AAS students in Rural County
selected nontraditional private bachelor's programs if they
continued in higher education.

The private business

universities complemented their technical culture and
appeared less frightening than state universities.
Proprietary classes were held on the military base or in the
hospital, near the work site.

Faculty came from the

community college, or from the state sector so they spoke
the same language; they required limited written papers and
little research.

They allowed students flex-attendance

options; assignments could always be reworked to minimum
competencies.

And they reinforced a state ideology of work

place security tied to variable employment over personal
competition within corporate America.
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Summary
Faculty messages confirmed students' social class
positions.
avoided.

They suggested that union behaviors should be

They recommended secure state employment or

employment with private state contractors or positions in
the more demanding monopoly-corporate world.

Faculty did

not critique the hegemony of the corporation-state's
welfare-warfare capitalism (O'Connor, 1973).

Rural College

contributed to the "management of cultural capital" by
giving both overt and hidden messages for economic place
legitimation, and by removing from the technical curricula
the history of American labor struggle and problems with
increased state involvement in economic planning and
international business.

Students whose home culture

disallowed dialogue concerning corporate business practices
struggled against messages for capital accumulation,
especially with business instructors.
Faculty Messages Are Program and Class Specific
Of interest to critical sociology is the relationship
between academic knowledge, roles of state agents and
classroom socialization.

Did vocational faculty see

themselves as the voice of academics, as private
entrepreneurs, as civil or state servants, or as saviors of
the underclass?

How did classroom messages, direct or
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hidden, explain the connection between vocational training
and state structures?
Seven of the 15 faculty said that technical
instruction was an important part of the Rural College
mission.

Two disagreed; they felt the role of vocational

instruction should be much stronger.

One wrote

"Our students are not competitive with those trained
in industry because the college has lost its ability to
compete in technology. The college does not market our
programs or our products."
One called the old technologies "academic dumping
grounds for remedial students."

The two vocational

administrators whom I interviewed agreed.

In 1989-90 the

Old Campus vocational division chair reported that spring
semester 1990, 72 percent of the new students on Old Campus
began study at the remedial level, under grade level ten in
basic skills, taking no fewer than 12 units in reading,
basic writing and arithmetic.

Forty-seven percent of those

failed the first math class.

Transfer students stated their

intention at initial registration, remained one or two
semesters and carried an average of 15 units away from Old
Campus.

Sophomore level offerings made up only 13 percent

of total classes on Old Campus.

The technical chair

speculated:
That we get the transfers through the hard stuff the
first year and they leave; these other kids can't do
sophomore level work or even freshman work after two
semesters of skills remediation.
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Over half the students completing a '93 freshman students'
questionnaire for the Office of Institutional Research
reported that they had no academic goal or program
objective.

They were registered for general/remedial

education with selected vocational classes.

Given Old

Campus's low enrollments, technical faculty did not wish to
risk losing a class by recommending remedial courses.
Rather than admit, as CUNY did (McGowan, 1993), that real
"remedial work was the life support for those in an
intellectual coma," AAS faculty ignored students' basic
skill deficiencies and removed from the curricula what
students could not comprehend.

As at CUNY, "Faculty ignored

the rules that required students to complete prerequisites
so standards of the least rigorous set the standard for the
program" (McGowan, 1993, pp. 28-31).

Faculty advised weak

students to register part time to avoid the entrance exam,
and to take a class over until they could pass the final.
No measurements of program effect followed remedial classes.
A smooth transition from classroom to factory floor via
faculty/counselor messages terminated in job placement
without resistance or more rewarding options.
Of greater interest to this study were the six
respondents who said:
1.

"The college supports technology by specific
programs. Those who enroll many students
cheaply are supported" (manufacturing division).
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2.

"The administration is always trying to cut
costs, so programs with high standards and
external evaluators are denied budget share"
(nursing division).

3.

"Those who make the college look good are
supported. The administration is too political"
(aviation division).

4.

"If your students find their own jobs, the
college forgets your needs" (nursing division).

The 15 full-time instructors in the seven programs
realized the college had established a prestige hierarchy
for political reasons.

The electronics chair said,

"Who knows what happens to these technicians; the
college is not interested in that; we don't do much with
student outcomes. We just try to keep them here in
classes."
The lead A&P instructor agreed.
Fifteen faculty (the majority) had never worked
outside the state sector.

Those few who had worked in

industry said they preferred state sector security, yet most
also held a private sector part-time job.

For two, the

private job paid an equal amount to the teaching contract
which provided health insurance and retirement security.
One craft instructor said, "I stay here for the benefits—
not because I make any money."

The majority of instructors

who actively attempted to place students into jobs were in
the craft trades where placements were most difficult.
Instructors in computer science, nursing and electronics did
not see job placement as their responsibility as most of
their students returned to jobs in the DoD, or entered a
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health care site by choice.

Electronics faculty admitted

that most of their students were military so they made few
placement recommendations.

Electronics teacher:

"Most of my students are in the army. They just need these
classes for promotions. They won't take anything extra."
It was apparent from classroom observations that
faculty advised students selectively on appearance,
language, and class characteristics including work
experience.

Three young, male drafting students told me

that their teachers knew their work and their potential, and
how hard it was at the university, and who had a chance "to
make it there."

One Hispanic male at a state university

said:
"The drafting teacher pushed me into this program—
the technologist, between technician and engineer because he
knew my parents were teachers, and he said I had so much
trouble with that theoretical math, but this math was
practical. The college drafting teacher is very demanding."
A white draftsman (age 26) working construction said:
"My original intention was to get into architecture
and transfer, but the teacher changed my mind. And my dad
needs me to help him with the company's drawings. I just
wish the college could offer some of these advanced
architectural drawing classes here. I really need that
interior dimensions class. My dad wants me to graduate, but
he wants me working even more. He's been making good money
in construction for 35 years, and he didn't even graduate
high school. The teacher said I could take a few classes at
the university, but I sat down to figure out the cost and I
said, *I'd better stay home.'"
And students heard selectively messages that
confirmed their socioeconomic position.

Faculty neither
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tried to "warm up, or cool out" a student, but simply
confirmed his/her perception of economic place.
Welding teacher:
"There is no reason to expect a kid to take English
when all he wants to do is burn a little rod to get a job."
In the most prestigious CIS classes faculty emulated
a military management model.

Master degreed instructors

told technicians to make good decisions, to work with some
autonomy as managers, and to act responsibly.

The buzz word

in CIS was "efficiency"—save the state money by using
bigger, faster technology that eliminates human error—
"depend upon the technology; computers make fewer errors
than people" [CIS instructor].

These values, "predisposed

workers for the organization of capitalist production . . .
and inculcated political loyalty to it as a system" (Carnoy,
1985, p. 148).
Office Education faculty, who shared computer labs
and students with their more prestigious male CIS
colleagues, most often discussed personal problems with
their female students.

In the female division chair's

management classes (the only Ph.D. teaching in technology),
however, students discussed political issues that affected
women in business.

Only in her classes were texts examined

critical, or the language of business socialization
critiqued.

Only in her management class did females report

they were using the language of social networking, and
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behavior modification on their jobs.

Unlike the men who

simply discussed concrete equipment applications, this one
liberally educated female instructor openly involved working
class women in decisions affecting change in the lives of
students.

She told one black female interested in applying

management theory:
"Keep up the good work; you must speak for yourself
in this world. You may think we have created a monster here
when you first try to change the procedures, but you will
see. It will pay off in a while and people with have a more
equal chance to move up."
CIS success stories rehearsed at every college
function made the false economy on the army post seem
ubiquitous for computer, secretarial and general business
students.

"Yes," they told me, "we have students from these

programs making $22.00 an hour right here in this small
town."

As Weis (1985) noted, "faculty focus on one or two

students who succeed and define their own success in terms
of those students" (p. 569).

This small success rate

satisfied the business-oriented lay board who applauded each
annual report that connected the college with entrepreneur
ial "contract education."

But no one told the 19 year olds

that the prerequisite to success in CIS was 20 years'
military experience.
The meritorious nursing program followed a different
socialization pattern.

Unlike other technical programs,

nurses did not teach to specific test questions.

Nursing

faculty emphasized the hours they put into preparation of
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tough exams and grading rigorous lab reports.

Hard work,

working under time pressure with a team of several
professional bosses was a value the nurses instilled.

As a

team the nurses celebrated academic rigor, personal
sacrifice for the profession, and state level competition
for jobs.

They socialized through personal examples from

their hospital training, through analogies to the liberal
arts and sciences, through humor and through constant
mention of the importance of the health professions.
Nursing students generally agreed:
"That program changed the way I think and who I am.
We gave them everything including our weekends and our
family's time."
Females from the working classes, (especially blacks
and hispanics) had the most conflict with the nursing
faculty and more lower class women, white and minority, were
eliminated through the rigor of the nursing program.

Time

was always precious; in nursing, students were rushed and
stressed.

This was not true in the computer and secretarial

classes that prepared students for local state jobs, nor was
it true in the old industrial craft programs:
machining or electronics.

A&P, welding,

Programs preparing students for

industry followed relaxed time schedules.

Students repeated

labs until the teacher approved the product as "acceptable
industrial quality."
Even in CIS, entry-level technicians were socialized
to "wait" on managers, those with the authorized ability to
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make a decision.

Beginning programmers, like secretaries,

did as they were told.
One programming class I visited was taking the weekly
exam over the readings.

The male instructor handed out the

separate pages of the exam, but in a hurry, acting as the
project manager.

He told the class he was too busy to watch

them test, so immediately he left "to conduct some lab
business."

Five minutes later, students realized they were

missing pages two and three of the exam; no one moved.
Students sat quietly staring at the wall for 15 minutes.
Then one older female said, "I'll go find him; he's in the
lab."

Five minutes later she returned saying, "No one has

seen him there.

We can't find him."

After 25 minutes a

second lady said, "He's probably in the snack bar; I'll find
him."

Five minutes later she returned unable to locate the

teacher.

After 35 minutes a third woman volunteered to

"scour the campus and all the labs until she found the
teacher."

Again in A&P, 30 minutes elapsed midmorning

during lecture time, while an entire class waited for its
"manager" to return with additional duties.
During the wait no student spoke; no one left the
room, and no one tried to cheat.

Everyone waited patiently

until the teacher finally returned.
for wasting anyone's time.

He did not apologize

He was the "manager."

One white

female studied a text, but the other 11 demonstrated the
patient behavior of workers socialized to dead time as the
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commodity of male bosses.

Dual class messages were even

stronger in the Office Education labs.

The secretaries were

more closely mentored by female instructors who expressed an
interest in their personal lives, but made little effort to
introduce bright young women to higher status careers.

One

secretary said:
"I really wanted to be like my business teacher—she
had a bachelor's degree."
That diploma symbolized professional status to an
immigrant from Mexico whose parents did not complete high
school.

A female working in the court system agreed:

"without graduation, I would not have been hired here."
Office Education faculty told students "be helpful and
cooperative"; in the court system, as well as at the
college, this included jobs that women in metropolitan
centers would have considered demeaning—working the
political campaigns for the judges on weekends without pay,
running errands countywide and standing ready to perform
extra duties as demanded, including carrying the boss'
private mail to the local post office, or purchasing gifts
for family members at Walmart.

One clerk told me,

"The judge decides our raises: he just gives us
something when he feels we need it. We don't have a real
pay scale here."
A division secretary who taught secretarial classes
said,
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"My boss never says thank you for anything; I never
even get a card at Christmas, but I am expected to help him
start his car on cold mornings and run all his personal
errands."
Summary
Dualistic messages from technical faculty rewarded
political patronage, but discouraged academic behaviors and
breaking away from rural culture.

Faculty messages aligned

Rural College with economic needs closest to the local
market, including the campus, at the expense of student's
greater needs for a general education.

The end result was a

less competitive work force, but more laborers willing to
work variable contract jobs that offered no benefits.

By

supporting "the variable army of the semi-employed,"
administrators and faculty at Rural College maintained a
socioeconomic hierarchy that paralleled the external
corporate state's duality where a few top managers were
rewarded based on the work of many less valuable service
technicians.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Introduction
The concluding chapter summarizes the findings, and
relates the processes and mechanisms of state mediation to
O'Connor's hypothesis outlined in Chapter One.

It reviews

constraints placed upon the public two-year college and
demonstrates how faculty and students experience three
interconnected circles of economic, political, social and
personal crisis related to family culture, and to the
institution's lowest position in the higher education
hierarchy (Brint and Karabel 1989; O'Connor, 1987).

It

analyzes ways in which Rural College AAS students become
immobilized through state ideology via AAS curricula and
messages from state agents.
Historic Significance of Model
Since the 1970s public two-year colleges have
accepted the role of preparing approximately 10 percent of
the students for university transfer while channeling the
majority into jobs that complement their family's social
position.

Sheldon (1982) reported that technical transfer

students selected most prestigious programs initially and
completed the course sequence with the intention of
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transfer.

Job seekers, job upgraders, and those in career

changes, however, returned to the same labor market position
they held prior to short term training.

Rural College

prefers this second population because short term students
strengthen the institution's connection with county
business and government employers (Brint and Karabel, 1989).
As state agents, faculty, counselors, and administrators
"manage students' ambitions" to legitimate their own
laboring class values.

Rural College is a place where

dominant class ideology is organized strategically to
support a capitalist bureaucracy (Carnoy and Levin 1985).
The college does not set bench marks for success based on
merit or earned competencies, prerequisites for admission,
or degree contracts.

An "open door" policy reduced social

conflict between the institution, its lay board, and local
employers seeking minimally trained service technicians.
Tension was reduced between faculty desiring full seats in a
rural setting and working class students desiring fast
certification for available jobs.

Students were never

labeled as "transfer," "vocational," or "remedial" so
conflict was nullified between adults without clear academic
goals and traditional-aged students without basic skills.
Students selected programs (with the assistance of faculty
and counselors) that complemented home culture and
reinforced family work traditions.
programs aligned with

Short term training

state contractors reduced conflict
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between college administrators and community leaders.

The

lay board approved positive "community service entrepreneur
ial behaviors"

that supported local capitalistic-state

requests for short term certification.

As an open door

institution, Rural College continued to advertise
traditional transfer programs following the loss of industry
in the 1980s despite low enrollments in technical majors.
During the period of economic and technological restructur
ing, clashes between organizational interests, (businesses
and state institutions), and the interests of students and
faculty exacerbated the problem of curriculum legitimation.
AAS students used maximum amounts of federal financial aid
which allowed Rural College to reclaim state FTE funds.

Aid

appeared positive to lower working class students familiar
with other state services, and to underclass students
accustomed to using social welfare.
Because [social conflict] is woven into the fabric of
a society striving to reconcile democratic promises of
upward mobility through education with the stubborn reality
of a class structure with limited room at the top, public
community colleges, those at the bottom of the higher
education hierarchy, seek out training niches that secure
their own political position close to the local market,
(Carnoy and Levin, 1985; Brint and Karabel, 1989; Slaughter,
1993).

Thus the lay board encouraged college administrators

to redesign curricula with local state contractors and
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proprietary universities in mind so vocational offerings met
the demands of state employers regardless of long term
effects on AAS students.

Students' employment positions

following training demonstrated O'Connor's (1987) thesis.
Various forms of conflict mediation involved
(1) national and state policy planners, (2) business
administrators, and (3) local program implementors at Rural
College.

Faculty and counselors aligned students with local

employment options, and faculty recommended careers that
demanded limited general education.

Brint and Karabel

(1989) outlined three models to explain this restructuring:
(1) student consumer choice, (2) business domination of
curriculum, and (3) local political/institutional niche.

In

Rural County the three models complemented O'Connor's
circles of interrelated crisis.

As the college served local

contractors' needs for state managed service technology, it
purposely aligned students' academic choices with whatever
increased state FTE.

The outermost circle of macro economic

crisis aligned four levels of state mediation:

(1)

national and state planners set curriculum objectives and
financial aid guide lines, (2)

the college administration

adjusted programs to meet the needs of capital, (3)
implementers (faculty and staff), aligned student choices
with AAS and AGS minimal certification, and (4)

student

consumers selected programs based on family work history
without the challenge of more competitive options.

Student
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outcomes reinforced blue collar work values divorced from
both economic mobility and advanced degrees.

As Carnoy and

Levin (1985) suggested, the school reproduced the dominant
capitalist relations of production by developing students'
skills to reinforce the dual-classed nature of a changing
economy (pp. 3-4).
Macro-economic Circle of Crisis
In light of international competitiveness, the state
forced alliances with business to regulate the market
through its semi-autonomous functions of taxation and
regulation, using business subsidies.

"The greater the

socialization of costs of variable capital through the
private sector, the lower the level of wages paid employees,
and the higher the rate of profit in the monopoly sector"
(O'Connor, 1973, p. 124).

Political decisions involving

curriculum and student admissions were based more on
economic "crisis" realities among the Department of Defense,
and the Department of Corrections and a college struggling
for fiscal viability.

Rural college socialized its capital

costs, by mediating a socially constructed definition of
status and prestige for vocational programs closest to
instate markets.
As Rural County had no substantial manufacturing or
industrial base, and as fewer than one fourth of its
citizens worked outside federal, state or local government
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contracts, the college's major function became servicesector job-specific training.

During 1993 the college

worked diligently to renew its DOC contract to retain the
prison education program.

The contract, a $440,000

educational agreement, collected $250,000 from the state's
DoC and $180,000 from the local tax district to offer adult
basic education and specific job training to 480 prisoners,
few of whom lived or had ever paid taxes in Rural County
(Kroeger, 1993).

The college also welcomed the opportunity

to join a national alliance with local high school
vocational programs.

In 1984 Daniel Hull and Dale Parnell

met with the American Vocational Association and the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
(AACJC) to outline a national strategy to articulate
technical high school education with the two-year AAS
degree.

Tech prep agreements were written to mesh the last

two years of technical high school with AAS programs in
community colleges to implement training demanded by
business leaders.

Working class parents of high school

students met with vocational counselors to contract high
school sophomores into techno-service majors terminating in
the two-year AAS degree.

At age 16 these students were

placed into careers praised by economic-development
organizations as the services needed "to keep America
working and technically competitive" (Hull and Parnell,
1991).

President Clinton's Goals 2000 "School to Work
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Opportunity Act, 1993," encouraged Tech Prep objectives by
extending to vocational education federal Carl Perkins
dollars, originally set aside for "special needs students."
Tech Prep contracts committed high school juniors whose
parents had not anticipated a university track to AAS
programs at the community college (Hull and Parnell, 1993).
At Rural College Arizona State Department Tech Prep
facilitators met with AAS faculty and division chairs to map
out the computerized tracking system needed to monitor
students' progress and to align students' expectations for
careers with the college's existing, traditional AAS
programs.

State Department consultants instructed AAS

faculty "to connect the curriculum with real life work to
upgrade national production efficiency" (p. xxi).

College

faculty were encouraged to adjust all AAS offerings to "The
Tech Prep" "applied academic design" by 1993-94 (AZ
Department of Education, Tech Prep 1993 Conference:
Phoenix).

Brint and Karabel called this process of aligning

student choice with industrial/military/state needs
"anticipatory subordination" to dual class necessity, an
overt effort at maintaining social stratification through
management of student ambitions (pp. 7, 17).

Tech Prep

State Department coordinators described the process "as a
wonderful opportunity to place the 75 percent of our high
school students who would not attend a university where they
belong in the work force" [Arizona Department of Education:
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Phoenix, Tech Prep Facilitator, 1993 fall training
conference].

Thus working class students were advised into

the "business domination model" as their "consumer choice"
when that choice aligned the community college's
"institutional niche" with the State's need for cheap
contract labor.
Over the past 12 years, the federal government has
transformed itself to save capitalism in the face of
international competition by creating a mystique around
technology, and by removing laborers from academic
experiences that once explained political processes and
labor history.

Where the state once provided little more

than defense, it now permeates all of American life"
(Samuelson, 1993, p. 22).

Workers look to the state for

financial assistance, for college training, for health
insurance, employment, child care, and retirement.

Capital

looks to the government "for answers to all social problems
without an understanding of government's limited
capabilities" (p. 22).
Students were integrated into the defense industry
philosophy directly in CIS, A&P and electronics classes, and
indirectly in drafting and secretarial courses.

The level

of students' integration into state ideology influenced
their subsequent employment options, and determined the
value they placed on their own labor and need for higher
education.

But even as students clung to state services,
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they openly criticized state employees for their
inefficiency and wastefulness, and they criticized the job
placement counselors for placing them into nonrewarding
service slots.

As Aronowitz said,

"Neither the amount of labor necessary for the production of
defense goods nor the marginal utility to the mythic
consumer becomes t h e basis o f its value in exchange . . . "
(p. 269). "As such, defense goods are socially unproductive
and their growth as an industry reflects the growing
convergence of the private and the public [sectors], a
closing of the gap between state and civil society"
(Aronowitz, 1973, p. 270).
The three circles of O'Connor's model (1987) merged
in the state service/technical work place.

The macroeconom-

ic circle, created by market competition demands for low
wage production, looped naturally into the political
ideology of state structured austerity to save democracy and
the nation in the face of international competition.

AAS

technicians experienced economic and social/personal crises
naturally based on rewards from their minimal training.
Dependence upon the local state market's service jobs
aligned the AAS curricula with the needs of government as it
reinforced workers' rural, blue collar culture based on
wages, benefits and perceptions of self in society.
Social Political Circle of Crisis
In class discussions and advising sessions, Rural
faculty espoused the state service model for employment, yet
among the 20 vocational faculty, (all paid by the state),
only two identified themselves as state employees.

None of
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the 40 AAS faculty voiced concern over the reproductive
inequalities they espoused for AAS students, even though
they held advanced academic degrees themselves.

Their

experiences with program budget crises, frozen salaries,
training their own students to work as lab aides, and their
personal employment in the service industries molded their
expectations to support the economic hegemony outlined by
policy planners.

Administrators who bought into special

contract funding and Tech Prep objectives were rewarded with
institutional status and prestige, travel budgets and
operational extras.

They were regularly praised by the lay

board for their entrepreneurial behaviors.
Messages to Students
Over half the AAS faculty worked in the service
sector celebrating their blue collar, technical expertise
openly with students.

In lecture, faculty discussed the

importance of "hard work," [welding], of sacrifice for
national defense, [CIS], of duty to follow state rules,
[CIS, & machining], of the importance of appropriate dress/
language [secretarial], and "the proper place" for females
[drafting, electronics, nursing, A&P], and of their own
powerlessness before the college administration.

Male

faculty referred to female secretaries as "our girls" [A&P
administrator]; males ridiculed females for accepting
welfare [trade skills instructor].

Many used nonstandard
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verbs and pronouns in class lectures.

Many directed

students toward the college's job placement center telling
them:

"Part time will get your foot in the door" [drafting

& A&P instructors].

Vocational administrators glorified cut

rate efficiency by hiring their own students for five to six
dollars an hour [all programs].

Faculty told students to

save the government money by not giving clients extra
supplies or service time.

For technical faculty, service

employment was both "religion and recreation."

Outside

nursing, advanced professional degrees were avoided as "too
theoretical, not really applied, not work oriented" [TechPrep advisor].

Technical faculty feared organized labor and

critical inquiry into administrative decisions—"politics—
no, we don't discuss that in here" [trade craft instructor];
"Union history—No—we skip that" [business instructor].
Students and their faculty, male and female, feared
women in positions of authority.

Consequently, no female

taught A&P, electronics, or welding/machining, and no male
taught nursing or secretarial courses.

One female served in

top administration with six males.
Unlike faculty described by Howard London (1978), and
Paul Willis (1981), the AAS faculty did not encounter
student resistance.

Rural College instructors in the 1990s

shared their social class work values with students,
insulating them from the ideological dissonance of the
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liberally educated and the professional.

As one vocational

division chair said:
"It is just a salvage operation here, and some cannot be
salvaged based on what is already in their heads."
The student sample accurately represented rural, blue
collar America.

The 74 students espoused a strong work

ethic, gave unquestioned support to the national defense
industry, demonstrated respect for local authority, strong
faith in God, and a lack of interest in critical inquiry.
The students could not explain how external forces—social,
political or economic created the crises in their personal
lives.

They accepted the State's messages for austerity as

absolute:
jobs.

in Rural County only a few deserved rewarding

The students generally did not participate in

politics, having been instructed at home, in class, and on
the job not to lose security over political or ideological
disputes.

All programs socialized students to accept the

limited rewards offered them in the local market rather than
aiming higher and risking a secure position.
As O'Connor said, "Struggle occurs within real
structures and institutions which define and organize the
movement of capital" (1987, p. 9), "through state sponsored
messages carried by state agents instilled in local
traditions" (p. 8).

Class domination demands that workers'

personalities, expectations, and life styles be organized
through cultural and social practices that mold personal/
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psychological identity to blue collar norms.

Vocational

faculty spoke from powerless positions themselves, remaining
immobilized by their own class characteristics:

lower

levels of education than general faculty or administrators,
low status programs on a national scale of work prestige
(TSEI), a lack of professional growth options, and their own
involvement in the service industries and the extra economy.
AAS faculty were exploited by Rural College as "factory
floor trainers" for budgetary efficiency and political
compliance to state demands.

Their well-intended efforts to

offer adults minimum skills for immediate employment
ultimately contributed to the depression of both the local
economy and the life time earnings of students whose
competencies disallowed mobility.

Except for nursing, only

a few CIS and drafting students took the transfer option
seriously.

Others were content to begin work at $6.00 to

$8.00 an hour.
Most of the women and half the male students said
they were satisfied with the jobs they received, yet these
same students expressed concerns about their economic
security:

Those desiring a bachelor's degree expected to

use local nonacademic business universities to avoid the
theoretical focus of more rigorous state universities.
admitted that a real university education could help—it
could offer mobility, but given student's previous work

Many
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experiences, family obligations, and personal indignity, the
university is not "my place" [machinist].

As Weis said:

"Student culture arises in relation to a number of
internal as well as external factors. Faculty contribute to
institutional outcomes in unanticipated ways by virtue of
the form their own culture takes—a form that represents a
set of accommodations to their economic realities" (Weis,
1985, p. 572).
Faculty neither denied nor resented their roles as state
trainers.

As the A&P instructor said:

"Of course we teach

to the FAA exam; that is what we are here for."

Free

services including skills assessment, academic advising,
tutoring to tests, and job placement, offered rewards for
following the state service model.

Faculty and college

administrators praised DoD private service contractors
because in New Community they gave CIS/OED and electronics
programs prestige.

But with DoD cutbacks, and planned

scarcity, technicians had to be disciplined to personal
sacrifice to work without benefits at variable wages.

All

contract workers (33 percent of the student sample) voiced
frustrations over the tenuous nature of their employment.

A

white male under 25 said the option of attending work shops
in hopes of locating employment was a false promise:
"I'm really tired of this part-time work. Labor is
disgusting. You can't make any money and you have no
benefits and no guarantees after these classes."
The social political circle of crisis touched both
the broader economic reality of deindustrialization, and the
most internal circle of personal experiences for workers
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associated with "the volunteer army" and the deunionized
service-technologies.

Messages for students to remain in

less competitive state service jobs offered false hope to
younger students and those without prior military
experience.

Faculty and administrators feared that

competition from large corporations with unionized labor
forces would disrupt state salaries, or force manufacturers
to remove additional jobs from rural America.
The vocational chairs were pleased with the 50 high
school student contracts that guaranteed articulation into
AAS programs between 1993 and '95.

Counselors were pleased

with the 100+ single parents enrolled through the state's
special needs contract (1991-1994).

The deans were pleased

with the 480 prisoners enrolled in adult basic education and
short term vocational training classes that generated
additional FTE.

The DoD was pleased that the electronics

program was moved to the Army Education Center in 1993 so
soldiers need not leave the base for job advancement and
certification.

Students who desperately needed any local

job to support a family were thankful that Rural College had
a job placement center even if it fed them directly into the
service industries at $6.00 an hour.
Social-Psvcholoqical Circle of Crisis
The conflict over "who I am" and "what I want to
become" was expressed as a split consciousness by students
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living with daily economic crises.

Students expected

personal sacrifice, yet each expected the state to offer a
secure career that did not challenge rural cultural norms or
family values.

For service technicians, working two part-

time jobs had become the norm.

Yet in the city surrounding

New Campus, the average income range was reported at 30 to
50 thousand dollars annually

(Maiorana, 1993, p.l).

The

service technicians' dual class reality was that near the
base military retired officers and contract CEOs, along with
the small professional class, skewed local employment
averages up creating an impression that New Community
rewarded its state employees well for supporting the DoD.
This was not true for young, part-time technicians, employed
with little opportunity for advancement, and no health
benefits.

Most of these workers had to rely on variable

forms of social welfare and on their families for security.
Once socialized to such jobs, students' personal values
became tied to variable hourly labor as the norm.
As students tried to explain their social and
economic positions and aspirations, frustrations surfaced.
The following group of selected student voices form a
composite picture of the contradictions and frustrations
that accompanied their labor exploitation.
1.

"If a worker sets really high goals for herself,
she can be whatever she wants, but the only
person I have ever known who got anywhere was my
sister and she married into money" (secretary,
over 25).
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2.

"I would never join a labor union because they
pay unskilled labor too much and it leads to
inflation, but I wish we had something to
guarantee raises" (young welder in small
company).

3.

"Three of us Mexicans were hired by IBM right
from the program and they trained us for six
months and they kept us busy, but they told us
never to discuss our pay with the other
technicians because that was unprofessional;
then we found out we were working a lot cheaper
than the white guys" (Mexican in electronics).

Conflicts between production forces and labor opportunities
echoed psychological crises for students confined to the
same positions their parents occupied without a college
degree.

Living with constant economic crisis divided

students' minds into separate realities, each stored in its
nonintegrated cognitive schema (Strauss, 1990).

When

challenged by propositions that created cognitive/
psychological dissonance, students verbalized an external,
public, self separate from the protected private self:
"I know I said that, but that is not really who I am"
[young welder].
" I may not make much money, but at home I do these
other things" [CIS technician],
"I am really a horse shoer" [welder], "a gun smith"
[machinist], "a good car mechanic" [A&P], "a good mother"
[nurse].
Students spoke from the public voice to an educator—
this is what vou want me to say to prove I have respect for
capital and democracy.
with that image:

But working family values conflicted

[Old Campus secretary's public voice]:
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"Hispanic women can do anything they want. We have
to stop seeing ourselves as members of some group and speak
as individuals. I want to move to Chicago to work in that
big Court House where there is so much activity."
The Hispanic female's public proposition stated
liberal values.

"We can compete as individuals.

Mexican

women can leave home and live in a large, strange city, join
the competitive crowd and have an exciting career."

Gender

no longer sets bounds that education cannot mediate.

In

contract, however, we heard the [private voice of home
culture], "But I am needed here to help my aging parents."
I am expected to maintain the status quo as a single Mexican
female.

I have choices, but they are constrained.

Ramon

Gutierrez (1991) said "had Karl Marx experienced the indian
[Hispanic] culture of the Southwest, he would have placed
the religious and family rituals in the superstructure which
most definitely determines the economic base" (p. 20).
Some things students believe could be true, but if
the rewards for competitive behaviors were not immediate,
family traditions held students.

Vocational faculty

referred to the extended family pattern as "loving
togetherness."

The voices of contradiction showed the

difficulty students had applying capitalistic values to
their personal lives.

Four voices represented the composite

contradictions and frustrations of students across the seven
programs.

These students' combined comments show a

kaleidoscope of frustrations that define their social class:
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1.

To become economically secure, I must take a
chance and relocate to the city where jobs pay
better, but I cannot take that chance because
the gamble is too great [welder]. I am confined
here by family, tradition, friends and my
previous job experience [secretary].

2.

I can't make a living because my skill level is
too low, and I haven't taken the correct classes
to build competencies, but I don't need any more
education because there is no reason for me to
learn stuff I won't use [welder]. I'm too laid
back for too much education [draftsman].

3.

Students come to us with skills too low to do
the course work, but we have no skill prerequi
sites because they might cost us FTE, and we are
here to serve the local community, but most of
them aren't college material; we can't tell them
that or expect them to do skills remediation in
college so we just tell them to take the
technical courses over again [A&P, electronics
instructors]. If they fail, they fail. They
did it to themselves, didn't they? [vocational
chair, new campus].

4.

We need to make the work place more fair and
equitable by hiring women and minorities, but as
a white male, I hate the quota system, and I
feel discriminated against when I have to
interview against women and minorities [white
male in electronics].

5.

Everyone discriminates against Mexicans because
they are lazy, but when they have an opportunity
to work, they are really smart [draftsman, and
electronics male]. Some make big bucks selling
drugs—I could never do that though—it's bad
[secretary, nurse, machinist/welder].

The struggle to understand the conflicts involved in life
near the bottom of the economic hierarchy created
frustrations tied to daily sacrifice for austerity:

"My car

never runs" [secretary]; "I can't find a reliable baby
sitter so I can attend class" [enrolled electronics
student].

As the young welder said:

"If I wanted to get
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where my boss is, I'd have to start over and study something
completely different from welding."

The conflicts also

demonstrated an effort to resolve psychological crises
without a general knowledge of external macro economic
structures that molded the training institution's
curriculum.

Students' "heteroglossia," showed a "necessary

separation of psychological/cognitive realities from the
harmful realities of economic place" (Strauss, 1990, p. 1).
Living in a dual-classed culture demanded a mental duality,
a type of social class schizophrenia.

"In America workers

do not get what they deserve by virtue of what they produce
or how hard they work" (Senate and Cobb, 1973, p. 250).
Neither intelligence nor hard work is sufficient to promote
a service technician into management ranks.

The constant

need to prove oneself as a valued worker in an economically
unrewarding career, humbled by wages that barely cover
life's necessities, constrained the employee's ambitions and
directed them to caution children against spending money for
more education.
The more secure military families encouraged their
children to enlist so they could retire at age 46 to work
and live near an army base to continue their government
services.

Newer higher-tech jobs demanded higher levels of

learning than the AAS curricula included.

This reality,

coupled with the working class characteristics of the
students' families, meant that fewer AAS students graduated
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in the '90s than in the '80s; fewer transferred to
universities.

Fewer AAS graduates relocated to competitive

industry outside the state, and fewer found middle-class
positions locally.

Education should make class boundaries

permeable and allow students to define broader areas of
choice; 11 of the 74 students were enrolled in university
programs; they were seeking mobility.

They had relocated

outside Rural County.
Specific mechanisms mediated state-corporate alliances
State structures and processes rewarded the CEOs of
Rural College with salaries and life styles far superior to
the average Rural County employee.

To protect their own

positions in the dual-classed culture, college administra
tors identified easily with business/military CEOs who
managed state contracts.

Few college administrators worried

about the outcomes of financial aid or college placement
because those processes reclaimed state and federal dollars
for the college.

Warehousing "special needs students" in

programs that led to the lowest SES positions on the TSEI
scale was rationalized away as "good community service."
But as the college's planning process became a means to
restructuring programs away from general education, and
specific Title III mandates removed all bench marks for
admission to the open door institution, working class
students were denied options for economic mobility.
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Acquisition of critical thinking skills requisite to success
in competitive industry were dutifully reported to Title
III, but never articulated in class room practice.

Even the

minority whose middle class values motivated them to
relocate, found achieving a middle class wage a life time
struggle.
The inner most circle of crisis was cultural and
psychological—the personification of social political dual
classed models learned at home and in public schools
(Wilcox, 1977).

Students and faculty feared relocation;

they feared leaving Rural County.

They feared falling from

what little economic security service jobs allowed.

Their

heteroglossia demonstrated the need to divide the crisistorn inner self from the public self to defend both home
culture values of helplessness and exploitation, and
capitalistic values of independence and competition.
Specific mediation mechanisms bonded state agents with
larger state structures intent upon maintaining a
capitalist-corporate hegemony through class stratification:
1.

The state of Arizona's efforts to encourage
community colleges to maintain an open-door
admission's policy that failed to separate
students by academic goal or ability and
eliminated test scores as entrance criteria
along with bench marks that might encourage the
more able into four-year public universities was
a direct effort to maintain a dual classed
culture.

2.

Faculty and administrative voices that
encouraged state employment over private sector
or professional employment, and encouraged
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transfer into proprietary business universities
in place of public four-year universities
affected students' life time earnings.
3.

The state of Arizona's efforts to encourage twoyear colleges to serve "special needs students"
from the welfare sector, the handicapped, and
those from noncompetitive vocational high
schools because of special state contract
incentives managed the ambitions of students and
faculty for low reward employment at the expense
of more rewarding options.

4.

College administrator/contract CEO agreements to
keep curricula as close to the local market as
possible using the college's job placement
office to position AAS students in the low wage
service industries as a community service set
young students into first careers and reentry
students into final careers that kept them below
the middle class.

5.

College's encouragement to students to use
federal financial aid to reclaim state FTE
dollars while warehousing them in nontransfer
track classes showed the welfare function of the
public two-year college.

6.

Integrating students into the culture of the
defense industry and the service technologies
overtly matched careers to student's social
class and family culture without offering
students choices through higher education.

7.

Working class values maintained through oncampus dialogue with students, faculty and the
military perpetuated a cycle of frustration and
psychological crisis that denied young students
access to higher education options outside Rural
County.
RECOMMENDATIONS

For an adult from a working class family to gain
rewards through higher education, a broader, more liberating
model of choices must be presented as an alternative to jobspecific training.

Without a vocabulary or methodology for
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critical inquiry, AAS students remain locked into lower
class work culture with its constant socioeconomic crises.
O'Connor (1987) explained, however, how the three circles of
crisis could work positively to help a worker change his/her
self perception of place.

The value theory of crisis is a

two-edged sword which can be used to discipline labor, or to
empower individuals with a language for the dialectic.

The

30 young adults in the sample came to college to prepare for
a first career.

None of those students were given alternate

career options.

Neither faculty nor administrators saw that

they were state agents mediating capitalistic demands for
social stratification.

Administrators accepted every

available state dollar regardless of its objectives or
consequences.

Adult students, even those who had retired

through DoD, could not admit how few options for economic
mobility existed near the Mexican border, or how little
opportunity for change the AAS degree really afforded.
Clark's (1960) "cooling out theory" appeared only to
record "reproduction of social ideology" (Apple, 1979).
Clark observed that something about the structure of the
two-year college caused working class students to leave as
quickly as employment materialized.

Brower (1992) found

that 61 percent of the freshmen in the lowest socioeconomic
status quartile did not graduate, but entered the world of
work to find congruence with messages from their
institutions and faculty as soon as a viable work option was
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advertised (Brower, 1992 pp. 442-43)•

Apple defined the

process of defining one's life value through work "social
class reproduction."

This study has outlined some of the

concrete mechanisms that explain Apple's abstraction.

Max

Weber observed (1892) that capitalism:
"demonstrates an elective affinity between the Protestant
work ethic and economic activity . . . distinctive features
of which appear to be irrational value commitments
influenced by social economic forces rather than personal
ability. A man does not by nature wish to earn more money,
but simply to live as he has lived and to earn as much as is
required to maintain traditions . . . Capitalism is founded
not upon the amoral pursuit of personal gain, but upon a
disciplined obligation to work as a duty" (Weber in Giddens,
1971, p. 126, 131).
The religion of blue collar labor has become
inextricably connected with the culture of the AAS
curricula, and to three levels of crisis.

Change must begin

at the level of institutional culture with the dialectic of
purpose and choice.

"A crisis in self-identity is requisite

to a turning outward toward a larger consciousness that
challenges
1987).

xWho

I am' and *What I can become'" (O'Connor,

Personality crisis is positive when it opens

dialogue for change:
"In this way old dreams of politics as the vehicle
for the good and just life, and individual identity as the
vehicle of moral and rational public life might be
reintroduced into crisis theory in positive, useful ways"
(O'Connor, 1987, p. 12).
To reject the opportunity to continue the dialectic
for change is the worst sin of capitalistic oppression
supported by the state (Marx in Giddens, 1971).

The
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following recommendations could alter the dual-class culture
at Rural College, and thereby limit the extent to which
students and faculty are exploited:
1.

Rural College should encourage dialogue among
university/technical faculty, technical students
and general studies faculty so AAS students can
perceive a need for advanced study, for critical
literacy, and for a general understanding of
economics, political processes, and labor
struggle.

2.

Rural College should offer more competitive
technical programs that interface with state
universities, and competitive industry outside
Rural County. All AAS students should receive
vocational interest assessments, and intensive
career advisement, especially those under 25.
Vocational counselors must introduce jobs
realistically by sector, wages, and options for
advancement, career tracks and salary ranges.

3.

Rural College should hire faculty from outside
its own socialization rather than train its own
AAS students to work on site as exploited part
time variable labor.

4.

Technical faculty should be rewarded for
academic socialization, and professional growth
outside the instructional major to broaden their
understanding of social stratification
processes and outcomes. Faculty exchange
programs across community colleges should be
encouraged at the State Board level. Technical
faculty need recent, relevant work experiences
in industry and the business sector to provide
students a balanced appreciation of occupations
outside the state service model.

5.

Student visits to campuses aligned with private
industry and technology can strengthen liaisons
between two and four-year programs. Technical
programs in metropolitan districts should be
discussed with vocational high school students,
and GED graduates so rural students' ideas of
technical education are not limited to one
institution's ideas of work placement.
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6.

A competency-based quality, developmental/
remedial program prerequisite to entrance into
technical majors is vital to students' success;
Remedial/developmental and Tech Prep students
should be followed for five years for effects of
AAS instruction.

7.

Technical courses offered for credit on the
military post and at the state prison should be
taught by full-time college-socialized faculty.
Short-term job upgrading courses under 16 hours
of class time should not carry college credit.

APPENDIX A

Currently Enrolled Student Questionnaire
Section I:

Program Selection and Family Culture

1.

Tell me why and how you selected the program you
studied. Did you change majors after the first
semester or academic year?

2.

Who helped you decide to take this program?

3.

Does
same
does
each

4.

Are you different from other members of your family
in any way?

5.

How old were you when you began study at the college?
Did you have work or military experience? Tell me
about that.

6.

Could you have attended any other college or
university? Was Rural College your first choice?

7.

Is your life now more or less comfortable than your
parents enjoyed at your age? Why is that?

8.

Where do you plan to look for employment after the
program?

9.

Do you plan to graduate from Rural College—why or
why not?

10.

How much money per hour do you intend to make when
you are hired initially? How much do you expect to
make after five years on the job?

11.

How much money per year would you need to feel
comfortable? How many years, should it take you to
earn that amount?

anyone in your family or any relative do this
work? Tell me what each member of your family
for a living. How many years of schooling did
complete?
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12.

Are you willing to relocate out of Rural County to
work? How far would you move—why?

13.

Are you willing to work part time? Does anyone
support you now? Will those people still help pay
your bills once you are employed?

14.

Will you need additional education past the AAS
degree or its certificate? Where would you study and
why? How would you pay for additional train
ing/ education?

15.

Are you married? Do you have children or plans to
begin a family? How many children would make the
perfect family?

16.

What do you do for fun when you are not studying or
working? Have you worked while attending Rural
College?

Section 2:

College Services. Social Integration and Program
Prestige

1.

Have you used the college job service or the
counseling center? Do you have a prepared resume?

2.

Evaluate the curriculum in the program
a.
are courses hard, easy or in between?
b.
have you taken general education—what?
c.
labs and equipment in labs
d.
trips off campus to industry or work sites
e.
discussions on pay rates, working conditions in
area
f.
emphasis upon working locally, instate, out of
state
g.
how would you change the program to help
students?
h.
financial aid and aid office

3.

Are you a technician? Will you become a technicians
or a professional—explain how you see the
difference.

4.

Which of these 7 program (show list) offer the
graduate the most money, prestige and security? Who
takes these most prestigious programs? Which program
is the least prestigious—why takes that program?

5.

How have you changed since you began college?
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6.

Do you see a pecking order across programs, teacher
or others who work at Rural College? How does that
happen?

7.

Do men and women have equal change in your program to
succeed? What percentage are Hispanic, Black or
Asian? How do they do compared to other groups?

8.

Did you take the college placement test battery in
math, composition and reading? How did you place?
Did you complete suggested remedial courses? Why?

9.

Did you feel you were placed correctly for your
abilities? What level of math and English did you
complete? Units?

10.

Who has discussed transferring to a university with
you? Do you plan to transfer? Where?

11.

For whom do college teachers work?

12.

Have you ever supervised anyone on a job?
like that?

13.

Would you enjoy running your own small business or
company?

14.

Would you enjoy working for a large corporation in a
major city?

15.

Would you prefer to work in the public or the private
sector?

16.

Do you anticipate using math or English on the job—
for what?

17.

What should a quality two-year technical program
prepare a student to do when he/she finishes?

18.

Did you join any on-campus clubs or organizations at
Rural College?

19.

Are you ready to enter your chosen field? How do you
feel about going to work? Do you think you will need
anything you haven't studied?

20.

What kind of clothes will you wear to work?
your preference or mandated by the job?

Section 3:

Did you

Is this

Role of the Technician in Capitalistic America:
Perceptions of Government and Citizenship
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1.

Who gets rich in America and how?

2.

How much money would someone need a year to be rich?

3.

Are there more rich or more poor people in America—
why?

4.

Are technicians paid enough for what they contribute
to society? Who determines how much a technician is
paid?

5.

Did you support the President when he sent troops
into the Middle East for the Desert Storm conflict?

6.

Does the government spend too much money on national
defense?

7.

What is the purpose of welfare? Do you know anyone
on welfare? Would you go on welfare if you needed
help? How well does the welfare system work in
America?

8.

Have you ever felt really stuck anyplace in life?
Explain. Did you ever feel hopeless or know anyone
who did? Explain.

9.

Who moves to the top in successful organizations—how
do they do that?

10.

Do you see America remaining as strong in the coming
50 years as we have been in the past 50 years,
politically, in competitive technology?

11.

Is pay for work becoming more or less equal for women
and minorities in America? Why?

12.

What would you like to tell the President of the U.S.
if you could chat with him for an hour.

13.

Will America remain capitalistic or will the nation
become more socialistic in the future? Is that bad
or good? Who will it hurt or help?

14.

What social problems should voters be concerned with
at the coming election? Did you vote in the past
election?

ADDITIONAL INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS FOR WORKING STUDENTS,
PROGRAM COMPLETERS.
Section 1
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1.

What is the most important thing a person does in
life?

2.

If you could relocate anywhere in the world for twice
the pay, where would you go and why? What would your
perfect job be?

3.

Are students with whom you had classes making more
than you now, less than you or about the same wages?

4.

Tell me about all the work you have done since you
left Rural College? And what each job paid per hour?

Section 2
1.

Did the teachers differ across different disciplines
in the college—how? Was the amount of work the
same, grading similar?

2.

Was there an entrance or exit exam into your program?

3.

Did any teacher or counselor help you locate your
first job?

4.

Did you go to work immediately after the program in
your training area? Did the job service center help
you?

5.

Did you work while attending classes?
pay for your education?

6.

Did you take any field trips while in classes? Did
any teacher suggest a place you should work or study
after the AAS degree?

7.

Do you work with four-year graduates? Do AAS
students do as well on the job as four-year graduates
in skills, in pay?

8.

How do you feel about your degree now that you have
worked for a few years?

How did you

Section 3
1.

How similar are your personal life goals and
ambitions to those with whom you work?

2.

Do you want to move into management in time—why?

3.

How does someone advance where you work?
for your ongoing job training?

Do they pay
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4.

What decisions do you make at work? Does capitalism
work for or against you as a technician? Do you want
to become a professional or are you one now?

5.

How did America get the national debt?
problem for you?

6.

Do you feel your are stuck in your current job—for
how long, Why?

7.

Is the community college responsible for the fact
that America is having a hard time keeping up with
some other countries in technology? How has this
come about?

Is it a

OPEN ENDED COMMENTS FOR STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES TO COMPLETE
to test the outer reaches of understanding about the
political-economic system.
1.

What's good for G.M. is good for America-

2.

The smartest people move right to the top in America-

3.

All men are created equal in America and can
therefore-

4.

People do crazy things when they feel trapped, or
hopeless, like-

5.

I could become a powerful person if I would-

6.

When my car or truck breaks, I-

7.

If my boss asked me to work for him/her on the
weekend, I would say-

8.

When I think about America as a powerful nation, or a
key democracy, I look-

9.

The worst thing about my job is-

10.

To be really happy, I would like to-

APPENDIX B
VOCATIONAL FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

I teach the following courses:
I hold
as highest degree:
I have been employed at Rural College for
years?
My salary range is top, middle upper, lower or bottom
quartile?
Before coming to Rural College, I worked these jobs?
In addition to teaching, I currently work as?
For hobbies outside of teaching, I make money doing?
I have published the following?
I serve as an academic advisor for
students
per semester?
I have served on the following college committees?
I have made the following job placement contacts for
my students? I personally called
employer for students and successfully placed
(number).
Most of my students find jobs in:
Percentage of my students transfer to a university

14.

I have direct contact with these universities,
faculty, programs or counselors

15.

The percentage of women in my classes is
?
Hispanics
Blacks
Asians
Percentage of my students over 25 is approximately

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

I assign homework in (1) texts (2) library research
(3) labs?
I give for exams (1) objective (2) essay (3) lab
practicals?
How many pages of reading do you expect students to
do weekly?
Could a student pass your class without reading the
textbook?
What field trips have you accompanied students to in
the last five years? For what purpose?
How closely do you follow placement suggestions for
incoming students? Do you find the skills battery
helpful in placing students?
Upon what criteria do you accept a student into your
program?
What level of math and English is necessary to pass?
For whom do you work?
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26.
27.
28.

Why did you seek employment at Rural College?
Does the college support technical-vocational
education adequately with personnel, budget and
equipment?
May I visit your sophomore level class for 2 hours of
silent observation?

APPENDIX C
PROGRAM DEMOGRAPHIC AND RANKING SHEET FOR ALL STUDENTS
INTERVIEWED
Name
Campus

age
Program

ss #

Please rank these seven AAS degree programs at Rural College
from (1) most prestigious, rewarding and highest pay (7) to
least prestigious in pay and work rewards.
You may use the same number more than once if you consider
programs equal. If you see all programs as "the same" check
here
.
air frame, power plant aviation
clerical/secretarial/administrative assistant
computer information systems
electronics
drafting
machine technology/welding
nursing
On what basis does a student select a major?
the most and the least prestigious programs?

Who selects

Did you vote in the last federal or state election?
Do you plan to graduate or did you graduate?
year?
Do you support the President's policy in the Desert Storm
conflict?
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